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QUESTIONS PRESENTED 

1.  Were private security guards contracted by the 

State Department to provide diplomatic security in 

Iraq, who were performing that State Department 

responsibility at the time of charged offense conduct, 

“employed by the Armed Forces outside the United 

States” under the Military Extraterritorial 

Jurisdiction Act, 18 U.S.C. §§ 3261(a)(1), 3267(1)(A)?   

2.  Does a trial court violate criminal defendants’ 

right to jury trial by removing the disputed issue of 

venue from the jury?   
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Petitioners Paul Slough, Evan Liberty, Dustin 

Heard, and Nicholas Slatten respectfully petition for 

a writ of certiorari to review the judgment of the 

United States Court of Appeals for the District of 

Columbia Circuit. 

OPINIONS BELOW 

The opinion of the court of appeals (App. 1a-136a) 

is reported at 865 F.3d 767.  The district court’s 

opinion denying Slatten’s motion to dismiss for lack 

of venue (App. 152a-160a) is reported at 50 F. Supp. 

3d 29.  The district court’s memorandum and order 

denying the other Petitioners’ motions to dismiss for 

lack of venue (App.162a-171a) is unreported.  The 

district court’s order denying Petitioners’ renewed 

motions to dismiss and for judgment of acquittal 

(App. 137a-139a) is unreported, but available at 2015 

WL 1638703.   

JURISDICTION 

The court of appeals’ judgment was entered 

August 4, 2017.  Timely petitions for rehearing were 

denied on November 6, 2017.  This Court’s 

jurisdiction is invoked under 28 U.S.C. § 1254(1).   

STATUTES AND CONSTITUTIONAL 

PROVISIONS INVOLVED 

Relevant provisions of the Military Extraterrito-

rial Jurisdiction Act, 18 U.S.C. §§ 3261, 3267, the 

Diplomatic Security Act, 22 U.S.C. §§ 4801, 4802, 

and constitutional and statutory provisions govern-

ing venue and the right to jury trial, U.S. Const. 

art. III, § 2, cl. 3; U.S. Const., amends. V, VI, and 

18 U.S.C. § 3238, are reproduced in the Appendix, 

188a-194a.   
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INTRODUCTION  

Petitioners are former civilian security guards 

contracted by the State Department to fulfill that 

Department’s statutory responsibility to protect U.S. 

diplomats abroad.  After a highly publicized shooting 

incident in Baghdad, they were tried and convicted of 

manslaughter and firearms offenses (and in one case, 

murder) under the Military Extraterritorial 

Jurisdiction Act (“MEJA”), which extends U.S. 

criminal law to those “employed by the Armed Forces” 

overseas.  18 U.S.C. § 3261(a)(1) (emphasis added).  

MEJA defines “Armed Forces” as the Army, Navy, 

Air Force, Marine Corps, and Coast Guard, 18 U.S.C. 

§ 3267(3) (incorporating 10 U.S.C. § 101(a)(4)), and 

those “employed by the Armed Forces” to include all 

employees and contractors of the Defense Depart-

ment, as well as employees and contractors of non-

Defense agencies “to the extent such employment 

relates to supporting the mission of the Defense 

Department overseas.”  Id. § 3267(1)(A)(i),(ii),(iii).   

Petitioners’ employment was by the State De-

partment to perform a State Department mission.  

Acknowledging that fact, a divided panel of the D.C. 

Circuit nonetheless held they were “employed by the 

Armed Forces” because the Defense Department’s 

mission was to “rebuild Iraq,” and the State Depart-

ment supported that rebuilding mission.  The majori-

ty’s expansive interpretation of MEJA dramatically 

extends the extraterritorial bounds of U.S. law, 

threatening to reach any federal employee or con-

tractor in any country in the world where the U.S. 

has a peacekeeping and institution-building pres-

ence—not only State Department employees, but al-

so employees of national intelligence agencies or 
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virtually any federal agency no matter how far re-

moved from the Armed Forces.  Such worldwide ex-

pansion goes far beyond what Congress legislated in 

MEJA, and threatens U.S. intelligence interests.   

The court of appeals also upheld the trial judge’s 

decision to remove the disputed issue of venue from 

the jury and decide it himself.  The D.C. Circuit’s 

rule that a defendant must show “a genuine dispute 

of material fact” in order to submit venue to the jury:  

(1) conflicts with this Court’s holdings that a defend-

ant is entitled to jury determination of every element 

necessary for conviction, United States v. Gaudin, 

515 U.S. 506 (1995), including venue, United States 

v. Jackalow, 1 Black (66 U.S.) 484 (1861); (2) contra-

venes repeated decisions of this Court holding that a 

trial court may not direct a verdict for the prosecu-

tion no matter how overwhelming the evidence; and 

(3) deepens an entrenched circuit split between the 

Third, Seventh, and D.C. Circuits on one side, and 

the Second, Fifth, Ninth and Tenth Circuits on the 

other.   

STATEMENT 

A.   Statutory Background 

1. Diplomatic Security Act 

The Diplomatic Security Act of 1986 assigns to 

the Secretary of State the responsibility of providing 

for “the security of diplomatic operations ... abroad,”  

22 U.S.C. § 4801(b)(1), including “(A) protection of all 

United States Government personnel on official duty 

abroad,” and “(B) establishment and operation of se-

curity functions at all United States Government 

missions abroad,” other than personnel and facilities 

under military command.  Id. § 4802(a)(1).      
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2. Military Extraterritorial 

Jurisdiction Act 

Historically, civilians accompanying the armed 

forces (such as military contractors and dependents) 

were subject to court martial for crimes committed 

abroad.  App. 8a.  After this Court rejected military 

prosecution of civilians, however, see Kinsella v. Sin-

gleton, 361 U.S. 234 (1960), some crimes committed 

by civilians accompanying the military overseas “fell 

into a jurisdictional vacuum,” because U.S. criminal 

statutes generally do not apply extraterritorially.  

App. 8a.  

Congress enacted the Military Extraterritorial 

Jurisdiction Act (MEJA) to close this “jurisdictional 

gap.”  App. 9a.  MEJA extended U.S. criminal law to 

those “employed by the Armed Forces outside the 

United States,” 18 U.S.C. § 3261(a), which the Act 

defined as civilians employed or contracted by the 

Defense Department.  App. 9a.   

In 2004, Congress amended MEJA in response to 

the Abu Ghraib scandal, where civilian interrogators 

embedded in a military intelligence unit were con-

tracted by the Interior Department.  App. 9a, 129a-

130a.  Although those interrogators were “soldiers in 

all but name,” “performing a common mission with 

the military under ultimate military command,” App. 

130a, they were not subject to MEJA, because their 

contracts were with a non-Defense agency.  See App. 

129a-130a.   

Congress responded by amending MEJA’s defini-

tion of “employed by the Armed Forces” to reach em-

ployees or contractors of non-Defense agencies “to 

the extent such employment relates to supporting 
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the mission of the Department of Defense overseas.”  

18 U.S.C. § 3267(1)(A)(i)(II), (ii)(II), (iii)(II) (2006); 

App. 10a-11a, 128a.  Senator Sessions, sponsor of 

both MEJA and the 2004 amendment, explained, 

“This act will deal with what our previous act dealt 

with—those who were directly related to the De-

partment of Defense, either contractors or civilian 

employees.”  150 Cong. Rec. S6863-01 (June 16, 

2004).   

3. Venue 

Trial for an offense committed outside the United 

States “shall be in the district in which the offender, 

or any one of two or more joint offenders, is arrested 

or is first brought.”  18 U.S.C. § 3238.  “[I]f such of-

fender or offenders are not so arrested or brought in-

to any district, an indictment or information may be 

filed in the district of the last known residence of the 

offender or any one of two or more joint offenders.”  

Id.   

B.   Factual Background  

1.  To fulfill its statutory diplomatic security re-

sponsibility, the State Department contracted Black-

water Security Consulting to protect U.S. diplomats 

in Iraq.  Petitioners were subcontracted by Blackwa-

ter to provide escort security for diplomats in Bagh-

dad, “in support of the US Department of State 

Diplomatic Security Mission Contract.”  C.A. App. 

3755, 3772, 3788, 3809; see C.A. App. 315.  They did 

so under the exclusive direction of the State Depart-

ment.  C.A. App. 3913-14, 3865, 3890.   

2.  On September 16, 2007, a car bomb detonated 

in downtown Baghdad, near a meeting attended by a 

U.S. diplomat.  Petitioners were part of an armored 
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security convoy that left the Embassy to secure a 

safe return route for the diplomat and her detail.  

App. 4a-5a, 86a; C.A. App. 1773, 1848.  At a traffic 

circle called Nisur Square, gunfire broke out, which 

ended with thirty-one dead or wounded, and the con-

voy’s command vehicle disabled by gunfire.  App. 5a-

6a; see C.A. App. 3724-25, 2403-06, 2896-2900.   

“The government contends that the dead and 

wounded were unarmed civilians who were the 

victims of unprovoked violence by the defendants.  

The defendants maintain that they came under 

attack by insurgents and that their actions 

constituted a legitimate response to a mortal threat.”  

United States v. Slough, 677 F. Supp. 2d 112, 116 

(D.D.C. 2009).   

The trial evidence concerning who did or did not 

shoot whom, whether the convoy faced an apparent 

car bomb threat or incoming gunfire, and whether 

Slough, Liberty and Heard acted in self-defense1 was 

all hotly disputed.  The general verdicts leave un-

answered the question of whether the jury rejected 

Petitioners’ self-defense claims, or simply found that 

they overreacted to honestly perceived threats.  None 

of that evidence, however, concerns the two issues 

presented in this Petition: (1) whether Petitioners 

were “employed by the Armed Forces” under MEJA, 

and (2) whether they were entitled to jury 

determination of the disputed issue of venue.  

3.  Former Deputy Secretary of Defense Gordon 

England, the Defense Department’s number two 

                                            
1 Slatten’s defense to the sole count against him was that he 

did not shoot the individual he was charged with shooting.   
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official at the time of the incident, testified 

“unequivocally ... that the Defendants were not 

supporting DOD’s mission.”  App. 133a; see C.A. App. 

2919-20, 2932, 2936, 2953, 2960.   

In response to cross-examination about the 

“national United States” undertaking to “get Iraq 

back on its feet,” Deputy Secretary England agreed 

that effort would “require all elements of the United 

States Government,” including the Defense 

Department, the State Department, “[a]nd other 

agencies of the U.S. Government.”  C.A. App. 2939-

40.  Having those departments, with their “different 

missions and different skill sets,” work together “to 

get that country back on its feet” was “definitely the 

objective of the President of the United States.”  C.A. 

App. 2940.  Questioned about the “National Strategy 

for Victory in Iraq,” which the prosecutor described 

as “a large policy document saying what the U.S. 

Government is trying to do with Iraq,” C.A. App. 

2941-42 (emphasis added), Deputy Secretary 

England agreed that, as that document he had never 

seen before stated, “our strategy is to, quote, help the 

Iraqi people build a new Iraq with constitutional 

representative government that respects civil rights 

and has security forces sufficient to maintain 

domestic order and keep Iraq from becoming a safe 

haven for terrorists.”  C.A. App. 2949.   

Before Blackwater arrived in Iraq, an Army unit 

had provided escort security for diplomatic officials.  

App. 16a.  Deputy Secretary England explained, in 

doing so, “we [the military] were supporting the 

Department of State mission, they were not 

supporting our mission”  C.A. App. 2953.   
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The colonel who commanded that unit described 

their efforts to “stimulat[e] local governance” and 

“restor[e] essential services” in his two neighbor-

hoods of responsibility.  C.A. App. 1373-74.  His 

soldiers handed out “several thousand dollars worth 

of micro grants to spur economic development” in 

those neighborhoods.  C.A. App. 1375.  A Marine 

chief warrant officer called as a weapons expert 

stated, in the context of describing the concept of 

“geometry of fire,” that “we’re not fighting the entire 

country, ... we’re trying to transition to rebuild the 

country and set up a government.”  C.A. App. 1479.   

4.  None of the Petitioners was arrested in, or 

resided in, the District of Columbia.  Cooperating 

witness Jeremy Ridgeway voluntarily traveled to 

D.C. from his California home to enter a guilty plea 

to two charges arising from his own actions in Nisur 

Square.  He testified that when he “met” FBI agents 

before his plea he “underst[ood]” he was under 

arrest, and an agent “dangled his handcuffs in front 

of” Ridgeway and said, “If you can behave yourself I 

will not put these on you.”  C.A. App. 2203.  

Ridgeway was never handcuffed or restrained, and 

he returned to California on his own after his plea.  

He testified he would have willingly reported for his 

plea without any arrest warrant. C.A. App. 2203-04. 

Ridgeway escaped a thirty-year mandatory charge 

through his plea agreement, was highly motivated to 

earn a “substantial assistance” motion, and had a 

lengthy admitted history of lying.  The defense so 

thoroughly impeached his credibility that in closing 

argument, the government invited the jury to 

“scuttle” Ridgeway’s testimony and assess the 

evidence without him.  C.A. App. 3278.      
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C.  District Court Proceedings  

Petitioners were tried jointly before a jury in the 

District of Columbia.  After seven and a half weeks of 

deliberation, Slough Liberty, and Heard were con-

victed of manslaughter, attempted manslaughter, 

and using a firearm.  Slatten was convicted of first-

degree murder.  Petitioners were detained after the 

verdict, sentenced to prison, and remain confined.  

(Slatten, granted a new trial on an unrelated issue, 

App. 4a, remains detained pending retrial.) 

1. MEJA 

Whether Petitioners were “employed by the 

Armed Forces” was a central element of every 

charge.  App. 135a.  It was undisputed that Petition-

ers, contracted by the State Department to protect 

U.S. diplomats, C.A. App. 315, were performing that 

State Department function when their convoy at-

tempted to secure the safe return of a U.S. diplomat 

from the site of a car bombing.  App. 4a-5a, 86a.  The 

threshold question at trial was “the extent,” if any, to 

which their “employment as contractors” of the State 

Department “related to supporting the mission of the 

Department of Defense.”  App. 10a-11a, 127a-128a.  

That determined whether their charged conduct was 

committed “while employed by the Armed Forces 

outside the United States.”  Id.  

Defense theory and proposed instructions 

Petitioners contended that their MEJA status 

was based on their contracts: if the work they were 

contracted to do was Defense-related, they were cov-

ered, but not otherwise.  If some contracted work re-

lated to supporting the Defense Department and 

some did not, the contractor would be “employed by 
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the Armed Forces” only while performing the De-

fense-related work.  If, arguendo, the jury was per-

mitted to look beyond the contracts, what mattered 

was the task Petitioners were performing at the time 

of the charged conduct—that determined whether 

the conduct was “committed ... while employed by … 

the Armed Forces,” 18 U.S.C. § 3261(a)(1).   

Petitioners argued this theory in their motion for 

judgment of acquittal, App. 17a-18a, C.A. App. 2978-

81, and in their proposed jury instruction, App. 22a-

23a, 199a-201a, C.A. App. 3078-80, 3082-87.  Peti-

tioners also asked the court to instruct the jury that 

providing diplomatic security was, by law, the State 

Department’s responsibility.  App. 23a-24a, 203a-

204a, 148a-149a, 145a, C.A. App. 3208-11, App. 

205a-206a.   

Government theory and proposed instruction 

The government argued that MEJA coverage de-

pended only on Petitioners’ “status in country”—if 

their employment in Iraq related in any way at any 

time to supporting the Defense Department, then 

they were covered at all times in Iraq.  C.A. App. 

3013-15.  It focused not on Petitioners’ individual 

employment, but on the employment status and 

tasks performed by any Blackwater contractor.  C.A. 

App. 3015, 3152-54.   

The government argued that the State and De-

fense Departments worked as “one team” with one 

“overarching mission of the United States,” to re-

build Iraq.  C.A. App. 3150-51.  It told the jury that 

the fact that an Army unit had escorted diplomats in 

the past, before Blackwater took over that work, 

alone showed that “Blackwater employment merely 
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was working in Iraq relating to the support of the 

Department of Defense. [sic]”  C.A. App. 3151-52.  

The government also relied on the actions of other 

Blackwater contractors at other times, which it con-

tended supported the military in isolated ways. C.A. 

App. 3152-54.   

The government’s proposed MEJA instruction, 

adopted by the court, instructed that “[t]he Govern-

ment may prove that the defendant was ‘employed 

by the Armed Forces’ by establishing that ... the de-

fendant’s employment related to supporting the mis-

sion of the Department of Defense overseas.”  App. 

21a, 196a-197a.  Though it quoted the term “to the 

extent” elsewhere in the instruction, App. 20a, it did 

not explain how to apply that term, or address what 

happened if only some, but not other, of a contrac-

tor’s work was Defense-related.  The government 

added broad definitions of the terms “relating to” and 

“supporting,” and concluded that MEJA would cover 

anyone “whose employment in the Republic of Iraq 

bears some relationship to supporting the mission of 

the Department of Defense in that country.”  App. 

197a; see App. 134a.   

District court ruling and jury instruction 

The district court denied Petitioners’ motions for 

acquittal, rejected the defense’s MEJA instruction, 

and gave the government’s MEJA instruction, with-

out stating reasons.  App. 151a, 148a.   

In response to Petitioners’ request to instruct the 

jury that diplomatic security was the State Depart-

ment’s responsibility under the Diplomatic Security 

Act, the district court ruled, “Yeah, forget that one.... 

No, we’re not doing that.”  App. 148a.  When the de-
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fense asked as an alternative that the court read the 

Diplomatic Security Act to the jury, the court stated, 

“If I believe this, I would dismiss the case right now 

for lack of jurisdiction.  I don’t believe this.  This isn’t 

what—you can’t read this and the other statute to-

gether, so forget it.”  App. 149a.  When the defense 

later preserved its position, the court reiterated, 

“And if I agree with that, then I should dismiss all 

these charges....  Denied.”  App. 145a.  The court lat-

er added that it thought the Diplomatic Security Act 

“would just be confusing to the jury and what they 

need to decide is taken right out of the MEJA stat-

ute.”  App. 141a.  

2. Venue 

The government indicted Petitioners (and a since-

dismissed codefendant) in the District of Columbia.  

The indicted defendants, who resided variously in 

Utah, New Hampshire, Texas, and Tennessee, 

surrendered and were arrested in Utah.   

Petitioners challenged venue in pretrial motions 

based on their Utah arrests. The government de-

fended venue in the District of Columbia, based on 

cooperating witness Ridgeway’s purported “arrest” 

when he voluntarily traveled from his California 

home to D.C. to enter his guilty plea.  The district 

court denied Petitioners’ motions to dismiss.  App. 

172a-175a, 162a-171a.2   

                                            
2 After Slatten’s charges were dismissed as time-barred, the 

government indicted him for murder, and he was arrested on 

that charge in Tennessee.  The district court denied Slatten’s 

renewed motion to dismiss for lack of venue.  App. 152a-161a.    
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At the close of the government’s case, Petitioners 

moved for judgment of acquittal for lack of venue, 

which the court denied, App. 151a; see App. 138a-

139a.  Petitioners also proposed a venue instruction, 

C.A. App. 476-78, 3101.  The government argued the 

court should decide venue because there was “no 

genuine dispute of material fact.”  C.A. App. 3101-04.   

The court initially ruled Petitioners were “enti-

tled to have the jury decide the question.”  App. 146a.  

After reviewing the D.C. Circuit’s then-recent deci-

sion in United States v. Fahnbulleh, 752 F.3d 470 

(D.C. Cir. 2014), the court reversed itself:  “I decide 

that venue exists, there are no contested issues nec-

essary to send it to the jury....  [V]enue is out.  It’s 

decided by the Court.”  App. 146a.      

D.   Court of Appeals Opinion 

 In a split opinion, the D.C. Circuit affirmed the 

convictions of Slough, Liberty and Heard.  App. 4a, 

100a.  Their convictions are final.3  The court grant-

ed Slatten a new trial on an unrelated issue, App. 

59a, 80a, 100a, but the D.C. Circuit’s legal rulings 

remain applicable to him.  App. 3a-4a, 100a. 

1. MEJA 

The panel majority (Judges Henderson and Rog-

ers) ruled the evidence was sufficient to convict un-

der MEJA, and rejected Petitioners’ challenge to the 

MEJA jury instructions.  App. 7a, 13a-24a.   

                                            
3 The court found their mandatory 30-year sentences for us-

ing government-issued weapons to perform their duty in a war 

zone violated the Eighth Amendment, and remanded for resen-

tencing.  App. 81a, 100a. 
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The majority acknowledged that “Blackwater 

without question employed the defendants to protect 

State Department personnel,” App. 24a; that by law 

that job was a State Department responsibility, App. 

23a-24a; and that Petitioners were carrying out that 

State Department responsibility in Nisur Square.   

Id.  But it held that Petitioners’ employment to carry 

out that State Department duty “at the same time ... 

also related to supporting the mission of the De-

partment of Defense overseas.”  App. 24a.  This was 

so, reasoned the majority, because “the Department 

of Defense mission was to rebuild the war-torn coun-

try, including the fostering of economic and political 

stability,” and the State Department, including Peti-

tioners’ protectees, supported “the Defense Depart-

ment’s rebuilding mission.”  App. 14a-15a.   

Judge Brown dissented.  Rejecting the majority’s 

holding as “virtually boundless,” App. 129a; see also 

App. 132a, she concluded that MEJA’s definition of 

“employed by the Armed Forces” focuses on military-

related tasks, App. 127a-129a.  Noting that DOD 

employees and contractors are “employed by the 

Armed Forces” at all times, whereas non-DOD em-

ployees and contractors are so employed only “’to the 

extent’ [their] employment ‘relates to supporting the 

DOD’s mission,” App. 128a, the dissent concluded 

that “to the extent” limits MEJA’s reach “not just 

temporally, but factually,” App. 132a, to specific 

tasks “integral to the DOD’s mission.”  App. 129a.   

The dissent further observed that the majority’s 

“interpretation goes beyond the problem  

Congress was attempting to solve when it amended 

MEJA in 2004.”  App. 129a.  MEJA’s expansion was 

directed at the Abu Ghraib problem—contractors 
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working “with the military under ultimate military 

command,” but under contract with a non-Defense 

agency.  App. 129a-130a.  The dissent concluded that 

interpreting MEJA to reach “all federal employees or 

contractors whose employment relates—even tan-

gentially so—to the DOD’s mission goes beyond a 

plain reading of the text.”  Id.   

Judge Brown would have reversed for jury in-

struction error, because the district court’s instruc-

tion “interpreted MEJA as an all-or-nothing 

proposition,” App. 134a, which “essentially read the 

limiting effect of the phrase ‘to the extent’ right out 

of the statute.”  App. 134a-135a.  She further noted 

that the instruction’s broadly phrased culmination—

that MEJA included in its reach “any federal agency 

whose employment in the Republic of Iraq bears 

some relationship to supporting the mission of the 

Department of Defense in that country”—“effectively 

eliminate[d] the connection to military employment.”  

Id.  Because the instruction “affected a central issue 

in a close case” which affected the viability of every 

count, the dissent would have granted a new trial.  

App. 135a-136a.   

2. Venue 

 The court of appeals upheld the trial court’s re-

moval of venue from the jury, holding that “[v]enue 

becomes a jury question” only “if a defendant raises a 

genuine issue of material fact regarding venue.”  

App. 31a n.5.  (citing Fahnbulleh, 752 F.3d at 477).  

Notwithstanding the government’s exclusive depend-

ence on cooperating witness Ridgeway, who had de-

bilitating credibility challenges, the court stated the 

parties did not dispute the facts underlying the “joint 
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offender” and “arrest” issues, but only “the legal sig-

nificance of those facts.”  App. 31 n.5.   

REASONS FOR GRANTING THE PETITION 

I. THE D.C. CIRCUIT’S “VIRTUALLY BOUNDLESS” 

INTERPRETATION OF THE MILITARY 

EXTRATERRITORIAL JURISDICTION ACT 

PRESENTS A FEDERAL QUESTION OF 

EXCEPTIONAL IMPORTANCE 

 This Court has long counseled caution in extend-

ing U.S. domestic law to have extraterritorial reach.  

See United States v. Bowman, 260 U.S. 94, 97-98 

(1922) (noting “the territorial limitations upon the 

power and jurisdiction of a government to punish 

crime under the law of nations”); RJR Nabisco v. Eu-

ropean Cmty., 136 S. Ct. 2090, 2100 (2016); Morrison 

v. Nat’l Austl. Bank, 561 U.S. 247, 255 (2010).  Pre-

suming that Congress legislates domestically, and 

adhering strictly to clear congressional statement, 

“serves to avoid the international discord that can 

result when U.S. law is applied to conduct in foreign 

countries.”  RJR Nabisco, 136 S. Ct. at 2100 (citing 

Kiobel v. Royal Dutch Petrol. Co., 569 U.S. 108, 115 

(2013)); see also App. 130a (Brown, J., dissenting) 

(noting that just as federal courts must “scrupulously 

confine [their] own jurisdiction to the precise limits 

which a federal statute has defined,” so they should 

“use extreme caution” when extending U.S. criminal 

law extraterritorially) (citing Victory Carriers, Inc. v. 

Law, 404 U.S. 202, 212 (1971)).        

 The D.C. Circuit held that: (1) it is the Defense 

Department’s mission to rebuild Iraq, “including the 

fostering of economic and political stability,” and 

“help[ing] [to] build a new [nation] with constitution-
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al representative government,”  App. 14a; and (2) 

any federal employee or contractor overseas, whose 

agency or contract “relates” even in part to “support-

ing” such a “rebuilding mission,” App. 15a, is thereby 

“employed by the Armed Forces,” and subject to do-

mestic federal criminal law at all times in that coun-

try.  This “virtually boundless” interpretation (App. 

129a) extends the reach of U.S. criminal law to every 

federal employee or contractor in any country where 

the United States has a “rebuilding” mission.  Such a 

dramatic expansion threatens unintended conse-

quences for employees and contractors of non-

Defense agencies.     

 U.S.-led “rebuilding” missions are hardly limited 

to Iraq.  In recent history, the United States has en-

gaged in peacekeeping and nation-building efforts in 

Afghanistan, Somalia, Bosnia, Kosovo, and Haiti.4  

Such efforts will inexorably arise in the future.  In 

every such effort, the United States military has a 

prominent role keeping the peace, while the State 

Department has an equally prominent role building 

or reinforcing the country’s civic institutions.  Stra-

tegic statements setting broad national goals, and 

encouraging cooperative agency efforts, will always 

be easy to find.  (Informed or uninformed “mission 

descriptions” from on-the-ground actors will be even 

more common.)  But if such statements are taken to 

define the “mission of the Defense Department,” and 

thereby extend the definition of those “employed by 

the Armed Forces” under MEJA, then every U.S. 

employee and contractor working in every such na-

                                            
4 See generally James Dobbins et al., America’s Role in Na-

tion-Building Chs. 4-8 (2003).   
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tion will be “employed by the Armed Forces,” and 

subject to extraterritorial application of U.S. domes-

tic criminal law.   

 For instance, “[t]he Justice Department has been 

actively engaged in supporting the overall U.S. 

Government mission in Iraq since May 2003,” 

“assisting in a variety of efforts to promote freedom 

and security, from reconstruction programs to 

facilitating development activities, with the ultimate 

goal of assisting the Iraqi Government in 

establishing the rule of law throughout Iraq.”5  

Under the D.C. Circuit’s ruling, all such work 

supported “the Defense Department’s rebuilding 

mission,” App. 15a, and all Justice Department 

employees or contractors who performed such work—

or supported someone who did—were therefore 

“employed by the Armed Forces” in Iraq.   

 That is not the statute Congress wrote.  See App. 

127a-130a.  Congress wrote a narrow statute di-

rected at a specific problem: the fact that those ac-

companying the armed forces overseas, who trad-

itionally had been subject to court martial, were no 

longer subject to military prosecution, and thereby 

fell into a “jurisdictional gap.”  See Statement Sec. 

A.2, supra.  In 2004, Congress amended the statute, 

again directed at a specific problem: contractors per-

forming military work under military command, 

whose contracts were with non-Defense agencies.  

See id.  Congress did not write a statute extending 

                                            
5 U.S. Dep’t of Justice, Department of Justice Activities in 

Iraq, https://www.justice.gov/archive/iraq (last visited Feb. 4, 

2018).   

https://www.justice.gov/archive/iraq
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U.S. criminal law generally to all federal employees 

and contractors overseas.   

 The D.C. Circuit’s interpretation of MEJA, how-

ever, now reaches all such employees and contractors 

in nations where the U.S. has both a peacekeeping 

and rebuilding role, with unintended consequences 

for at least one set of non-Defense actors: employees 

and contractors of intelligence agencies.  These per-

sonnel regularly engage in conduct overseas (covertly 

or otherwise) that serves intelligence-gathering and 

national security interests, but now may violate a 

host of domestic criminal laws not previously appli-

cable abroad.6   Congress did not extend U.S. crimi-

nal law to reach intelligence gathering activities 

when it enacted or amended MEJA.  But such an ex-

tension is the logical consequence of the D.C. Cir-

cuit’s interpretation: under that court’s reasoning, 

the Defense Department’s mission is synonymous 

with U.S. national interests abroad; intelligence em-

ployees and contractors share and support that mis-

sion; ergo, all intelligence employees and contractors 

are “employed by the Armed Forces” at all times 

abroad.   

                                            
6 Such prohibitions may include false pretenses (18 U.S.C. 

§ 1025), false documents (§ 1028), access device fraud (§ 1029), 

computer hacking (§ 1030), email fraud (§ 1037), theft (§ 661), 

receipt of stolen property (§ 662), burglary (§§ 2111, 2117), ma-

licious mischief (§ 1363), blackmail (§ 873), wire fraud (§ 1343), 

bribery or kickbacks (§ 1346), robbery or extortion (§ 1951), 

travel in aid of racketeering (§ 1952), money laundering 

(§ 1956), unlawful monetary transactions (§ 1957), inciting riot 

(§ 2101), firearms offenses (§§ 922, 924), assault (§ 113), or kid-

napping (§ 1201).   
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 Congress received testimony about these concerns 

when it considered, but did not enact, post-Nisur-

Square efforts to expand MEJA to cover all federal 

employees and contractors abroad.  When Congress 

considered the MEJA Expansion and Enforcement 

Act of 2007, which would have extended MEJA to all 

federal employees and contractors in nations where 

the U.S. is conducting contingency operations, Presi-

dent Bush issued a statement that “[t]he bill would 

have unintended and intolerable consequences for 

crucial and necessary national security activities and 

operations.”7  The Justice Department has been even 

more explicit: in a hearing on the proposed Civilian 

Extraterritorial Jurisdiction Act (CEJA), which 

would have extended U.S. criminal laws to all federal 

employees and contractors worldwide, the head of 

DOJ’s Criminal Division cautioned:  

It is essential that any legislation include a stat-

utory carve-out to ensure that the legislation 

does not impose criminal liability on authorized 

intelligence activities of the United States Gov-

ernment.  The absence of an explicit exemption 

for authorized intelligence activities conducted 

abroad would negatively impact the United 

States’ ability to conduct such activities.8   

                                            
7 George W. Bush, “Statement of Administration Policy: 

H.R. 2740—MEJA Expansion and Enforcement Act of 2007,” 

October 3, 2007, available at Gerhard Peters and John T. 

Wooley, The American Presidency Project, 

http://www.presidency.ucsb.edu/ws?pid=75852 (last visited 

Feb. 4, 2018).   

8 Holding Criminals Accountable: Extending Criminal Ju-

risdiction to Government Contractors and Employees Abroad: 

(Continued …) 

http://www.presidency.ucsb.edu/ws?pid=75852
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Senator Grassley stated, “we must ensure that we do 

not harm critical national security and intelligence 

operations.”9  A former advisor to the National Secu-

rity Council testified that “[e]xpanding wide bands of 

Federal criminal law abroad to employees and con-

tractors of all Federal agencies, including our intelli-

gence community, could threaten vital national 

security operations if not done with exceptional 

care.”10  He urged that “[a]ny legislation expanding 

general criminal law abroad should have a strong ex-

ception for intelligence or other national security op-

erations,” and noted that any ambiguity in the reach 

of general criminal law to intelligence operatives 

abroad would result in “the chilling of intelligence 

operations.”11 As the head of the Criminal Division 

testified, “[W]e do not want our intelligence commu-

nity feeling as if they are being second-guessed.”12   

 The D.C. Circuit has now created through inter-

pretation what Congress did not enact by legislation: 

expansion of MEJA to cover all federal employees 

and contractors abroad, at least those in nations with 

a U.S. military presence and a rebuilding role.  And 

it has done so with no carve-out to protect intelli-

gence interests.  U.S. intelligence operatives should 

not have to work in fear that future prosecutors 

                                            
Before the S. Comm. on the Judiciary, S. Hrg. 112-937, at 36  

(2011) (statement of Asst. Att’y Gen. Lanny Breuer) (hereinaf-

ter “S. Hrg. 112-937”).   

9 Id. at 4.   

10 Id. at 9 (statement of Michael J. Edney).   

11 Id. at 10; see also id. at 12-14.    

12 Id. at 25 (statement of Asst. Att’y Gen. Breuer).   
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might deem their actions in the line of duty subject 

to prosecution in U.S. court.  The uncertainty and 

need to look over one’s shoulder created by the 

D.C. Circuit’s decision chills important governmental 

interests.   

The government may respond that it would not 

use MEJA to prosecute intelligence activities or 

threaten national security.  But this Court does not 

uphold expansive interpretations of criminal laws 

based on prosecutors’ promise to use them responsi-

bly.  McDonnell v. United States, 136 S. Ct. 2355, 

2373 (2017).  And “[i]ntelligence officers will not and 

should not have to rely on after-the-fact prosecutorial 

discretion to carry out necessary operations.”13  This 

Court should grant certiorari to remove such uncer-

tainty and chilling effect.   

II. THE D.C. CIRCUIT’S INTERPRETATION OF 

MEJA IS WRONG 

 At the time of the Nisur Square incident, the 

overwhelming governmental consensus—including 

the views of the Secretary of State and the Deputy 

Secretary of Defense—was that these State Depart-

ment contractors, performing a core State Depart-

ment mission, were not “employed by the Armed 

Forces” under MEJA.14  Even the head of the De-

                                            
13 S. Hrg. 112-937, supra note 8, at 10 (statement of 

Mr. Edney).   

14 See C.A. App. 3841-44 (Deputy Secretary of Defense Gor-

don England writing to then-Senator Barack Obama that “these 

private security contractors were not engaged in employment 

supporting the DoD mission overseas”); C.A. App. 3857-59 

(same, to Rep. David Price); C.A. App. 254-55 (DOD spokesman 

affirming those views “remain the view of the Defense Depart-

(Continued …) 
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partment of Justice’s Criminal Division acknowl-

edged MEJA’s limits, in thinly-veiled testimony pre-

cisely describing this case: 

MEJA leaves significant gaps in our en-

forcement capability ....  MEJA applies only 

when the defendant’s employment relates to 

supporting the mission of the Department of 

Defense overseas.  Therefore, a civilian Gov-

ernment contractor whose employment is un-

related to the mission of the Department of 

Defense—but is related to the mission of an-

other U.S. Government agency—cannot cur-

rently be prosecuted under MEJA ....15 

Faced with the inalterable truths that (1) diplo-

matic security was, by law, a State—not Defense—

Department mission, (2) Petitioners were contracted 

by the State Department to perform that core non-

military mission, and (3) Petitioners were performing 

that mission during the events in Nisur Square, 

App. 4a-5a, 24a; see also App. 86a, the government 

was forced to look beyond Petitioners’ contract em-

                                            
ment”); C.A. App. 236, 244-45 (Secretary of  State Condoleeza 

Rice testifying, “[t]here is a lacuna in our law about this”); 

C.A. App. 227 (H.R. Rep. No. 110-352, at 4 (2007)) (finding that 

non-Defense contractors who “do not work directly in support of 

Defense Department missions” are not covered); C.A. App. 249 

(announcement of Sen. Patrick Leahy) (stating “only workers 

contracted by the Department of Defense or working in support 

of their mission are subject to MEJA,” and the Nisur Square 

incident “exposed [a] jurisdictional gap in MEJA”).    

15 S. Hrg. 112-937, supra note 8, at 22 (Statement of Asst. 

Att’y Gen. Breuer).   
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ployment—the textual basis for coverage under 

MEJA—to find a much broader basis for prosecution.   

The government ultimately urged that the na-

tion’s overarching goal of “rebuilding Iraq” was in 

fact the “mission of the Department of Defense.” 

Thus, it claimed, everyone who worked toward that 

all-encompassing end—including State Department 

officials and those who protected them—was advanc-

ing the nation’s military mission.  The D.C. Circuit’s 

adoption of that view expands MEJA from the stat-

ute Congress wrote—a narrow statute extending 

U.S. criminal law to contractors performing Defense-

related work, App. 127a-132a—to a sweeping one ex-

tending U.S. criminal law to all federal employees 

and contractors working in Iraq, or any nation where 

the U.S. has both a military presence and a “rebuild-

ing” role.  See supra at 17-19; App. 14a-15a.     

 This “virtually boundless” interpretation (App. 

129a) reaches every U.S. national working for the 

State Department—because the “State Department 

was an important part of the rebuilding effort the 

Defense Department was engaged in; its diplomats 

were helping the Iraqis restore their country.”  App. 

15a.  Every State Department worker, from the Am-

bassador to file clerks and food service workers, ei-

ther helped to rebuild Iraq, or supported someone 

who did.  It would also include all U.S. workers for 

any other agency whose work could be said to con-

tribute to “rebuilding” in some way.  It would extend 

beyond those performing or supporting “rebuilding” 

work, to also include anyone performing any work 

that was at some time performed by the military—

because civilians taking over such work thereby 

freed up the soldiers who used to perform it. See App. 
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16a.  The panel majority stated it did not have to ex-

plore the extent of its interpretation; it was enough 

to “decide today ... that these defendants’ criminal li-

ability fits within MEJA’s scope.”  App. 18a n.2.  But 

such boundless application “is the inescapable con-

clusion of the [panel’s] position.”  Bond v. United 

States, 134 S. Ct. 2077, 2091 (2014).  

In addition to extending the extraterritorial reach 

of U.S. criminal law far beyond the limits set by 

Congress, the D.C. Circuit’s interpretation is contra-

ry to MEJA’s text.  The majority grounded its read-

ing on an expansive interpretation of the term 

“related to,” App. 11a-12a, ignoring the statute’s 

more fundamental context: the “Military Extraterri-

torial Jurisdiction Act,” whose defining term is “em-

ployed by the Armed Forces.”  § 3261(a)(1) (emphasis 

added).  See Bond, 134 S. Ct. at 2091 (“In settling on 

a fair reading of a statute, it is not unusual to con-

sider the ordinary meaning of a defined term, partic-

ularly when there is dissonance between that 

ordinary meaning and the reach of the definition.”). 

There is no shortage of “dissonance between th[e] 

ordinary meaning” of “employed by the Armed Forc-

es” and “the reach of the definition” adopted by the 

court of appeals.  Bond, 134 S. Ct. at 2091.  MEJA 

defines “Armed Forces” to mean the Army, Navy, Air 

Force, Marine Corps, and Coast Guard.  18 U.S.C. 

§ 3267(3) (incorporating 10 U.S.C. § 101(a)(4)).  No 

“educated user of English,” Bond, 134 S. Ct. at 2090, 

would describe protecting State Department diplo-

mats as being “employed by” the Army, Navy, Air 

Force, Marines, or Coast Guard.  The conclusion that 

any federal employee or contractor who worked to 
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“rebuild Iraq” was thereby “employed by the Armed 

Forces” is a countertextual overreach.   

Even in the ERISA context (see App. 11a-12a), 

this Court has rejected an “uncritical literalism” in 

applying “relating to” language, because “[r]eally, 

universally, relations stop nowhere.”  N.Y. State 

Conf. of Blue Cross & Blue Shield Plans v. Travelers 

Ins. Co., 514 U.S. 645, 655-56 (1995).  “[I]f ‘relate to’ 

were taken to extend to the furthest stretch of 

indeterminacy, then for all practical purposes pre-

emption would never run its course.’ …  That is a 

result ‘no sensible person could have intended.’”  

Gobeille v. Liberty Mut. Ins. Co., 136 S. Ct. 936, 943 

(2016) (citations omitted).   

As the dissent below explained, the majority’s 

reasoning that “to the extent” was a mere “temporal 

limitation” (App. 11a, 17a, 129a) effectively read that 

term out of the statute, App. 134a-135a, substituting 

the word “if” in its place. App. 129a (citing John 

Hancock Mut. Life Ins. Co. v. Harris Tr. & Sav. 

Bank, 510 U.S. 86, 105 (1993)).  The dissent’s inter-

pretation is the one faithful to that statutory text.   

Finally, the majority erred in relying on 

testimony of two ground-level officers to establish the 

Defense Department’s mission.  App. 14a.  Defense 

Department policy is made by civilian leadership and 

four-star generals and admirals, not colonels or chief 

warrant officers.  C.A. App. 2913, 2916, 2918 (Dep. 

Sec. England).  If anyone was qualified to state the 

Defense Department’s mission—or whether Petition-

ers’ provision of diplomatic security supported that 

mission—it was the Defense Department’s number 

two official, who gave an unequivocal no.  C.A. App. 

2919-20, 2932, 2936, 2953, 2960. The testimony of 
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two ground-level officers could not establish the 

Defense Department’s mission, or the reach of a 

criminal statute premised on its mission.  

III. THE D.C. CIRCUIT’S RULE AUTHORIZING 

REMOVAL OF VENUE FROM THE JURY 

CONFLICTS WITH THIS COURT’S HOLDINGS, 

AND DEEPENS AN ENTRENCHED CIRCUIT SPLIT 

The D.C. Circuit holds that venue, a necessary el-

ement of every criminal prosecution, may be removed 

from the jury and decided by the trial court if the de-

fendant has not shown a genuine dispute of material 

fact on the issue.  App. 31a n.5; United States v. 

Fahnbulleh, 752 F.3d 470, 477 (D.C. Cir. 2014).  That 

rule conflicts with this Court’s holding in United 

States v. Gaudin, 515 U.S. 506, 509-11 (1995), that a 

criminal defendant is constitutionally entitled to jury 

determination of every element necessary for convic-

tion, and with this Court’s holding in United States 

v. Jackalow, 1 Black (66 U.S.) 484, 487-88 (1861), 

that the jury, not the trial court, is to decide mixed 

questions of law and fact determining venue.  The 

D.C. Circuit’s rule that a criminal defendant must 

show a genuine dispute in order to reach the jury al-

so contravenes this Court’s repeated holdings that a 

trial court may not direct a verdict for the govern-

ment in a criminal trial.  Finally, the D.C. Circuit’s 

rule deepens an entrenched circuit split: the Third, 

Seventh, and D.C. Circuits hold that venue is only a 

jury question if the defendant raises a genuine issue 

at trial, whereas the Second, Fifth, Ninth, and Tenth 

Circuits hold that a trial court must give a venue in-

struction to the jury upon request.   

A.  The proper place of criminal trials was so im-

portant to the Founders that they addressed it in the 
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Declaration of Independence and in the Constitution 

twice.  United States v. Cabrales, 524 U.S. 1, 6 

(1998); see U.S. Const. art. III, § 2; id. amend. VI; 

Decl. of Indep. ¶ 21 (U.S. 1776).  The Sixth Amend-

ment protects a defendant’s interest not only in the 

place of trial, but the place from which the jury will 

be selected.  Cabrales, 524 U.S. at 6.  Because trial 

far from home can lead to abuses “in the selection of 

what may be deemed a tribunal favorable to the 

prosecution,” venue is “not merely [a] matter[] of 

formal legal procedure,” but a “matter[] that 

touche[es] closely the fair administration of criminal 

justice and public confidence in it, on which it ulti-

mately rests.”  United States v. Johnson, 323 U.S. 

273, 275-76 (1944).   

Venue is an element of every criminal offense, on 

which the government bears the burden of proof. 

United States v. Massa, 686 F.2d 526, 529 (7th Cir. 

1982); United States v. Winship, 724 F.2d 1116, 1124 

(5th Cir. 1984).  Though some courts distinguish 

venue from the “substantive” elements of a crime, 

and subject it to a lower preponderance-of-the-

evidence standard of proof, see, e.g., United States v. 

Perez, 280 F.3d 318, 329-30 (3d Cir. 2002) (collecting 

cases), it remains an issue that the government 

“bears the burden of establishing” for “each count 

charged against the defendant.” United States v. 

Morgan, 393 F.2d 192, 195 (D.C. Cir. 2004).   

In Gaudin, this Court held that the defendant’s 

constitutional rights to due process and jury trial 

were violated when, in a false-statements prosecu-

tion under 18 U.S.C. § 1001, the trial court refused to 

submit the element of “materiality” for jury determi-

nation and decided the issue itself.  The Court held 
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that the defendant’s right to jury determination of 

every element necessary for conviction was not lim-

ited to determination of the facts, but included de-

termination of mixed questions of fact and law.  See 

515 U.S. at 510-14.  

This Court reached the same conclusion with re-

spect to venue in United States v. Jackalow, 1 Black 

(66 U.S.) 484 (1861).  Jackalow was tried for robbery 

on a ship upon the high seas, under a statute that 

did not apply to crimes committed within the juris-

diction of a State.  Id. at 486.  The jury returned a 

special verdict stating the place the crime was com-

mitted, but did not find whether that place was with-

in the jurisdiction of a State; that question was 

decided by the trial judge.  Id. at 487.  This Court re-

versed and ordered a new trial.  It stated that the 

boundary of a State, when determinative of the ex-

tent of a court’s jurisdiction, is a mixed question of 

fact and law, and though the description of the 

boundary “may be a matter of construction, which 

belongs to the court,” the “application of the evidence 

in the ascertainment of it as thus described and in-

terpreted … belongs to the jury.”  Id.  Because the 

issue of whether the crime was committed outside 

any State was not submitted to the jury, the defend-

ant was entitled to a new trial.  Id. at 487-88.  

Contrary to Gaudin and Jackalow, the D.C. Cir-

cuit permits trial courts to remove all components of 

venue determination from the jury—both factual 

questions and any required application of law to the 

facts—over a criminal defendant’s objection.16  In the 

                                            
16 A concurring opinion of three Justices in Gaudin included 

the “propriety of venue” (with a citation to Federal Rule of 

(Continued …) 
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D.C. Circuit, “[v]enue becomes a jury question [only] 

if a defendant raises a genuine issue of material fact 

regarding venue.”  App. 31a n.5; accord Fahnbulleh, 

752 F.3d at 477.   

Applying that rule here, the court of appeals up-

held the trial court’s removal of venue from the jury 

on the ground that “[t]he parties do not dispute what 

happened,” i.e., the historical facts, but rather “they 

dispute [only] the legal significance of those facts.”  

App. 31a n.5.  The panel’s decision is directly contra-

ry to this Court’s rulings in Gaudin and Jackalow 

that the defendant’s right to jury determination of 

every element (Gaudin), and of venue specifically 

                                            
Criminal Procedure 18) in an otherwise unanalyzed list of “pre-

liminary” questions in a trial, such as the legality of searches 

and seizures, that “may be decided by the trial court.”  Gaudin, 

515 U.S. at 525 (Rehnquist, J., concurring).  This Court has not 

subsequently addressed this passing reference to venue.  Nota-

bly, the portion of the majority opinion cited by the concurrence 

explained that some mixed questions of law and fact can be a 

preliminary issue for trial court decision in one context (such as 

“probable cause” for purposes of deciding a suppression motion), 

but present a jury question in a different context (such as when 

“probable cause” is an element of a federal civil rights offense).  

Id. at 520-21.  Likewise with venue.  A criminal defendant’s 

pretrial effort to move the trial under Rule 18 may (like sup-

pression) present a “preliminary” issue for trial court decision. 

But that does not lift the government’s burden to prove venue 

to the jury for conviction.  Moreover, this court’s jurisprudence 

since Gaudin has repeatedly reaffirmed a robust right to jury 

determination of every fact necessary for conviction or punish-

ment, rejecting the sort of dilution (such as converting elements 

into “sentencing factors”) advanced in the Gaudin concurrence.  

See, e.g., United States v. Booker, 543 U.S. 220 (2005); Blakely 

v. Washington, 542 U.S. 296, 301-02, 305-06, 313 (2004); Ap-

prendi v. New Jersey, 530 U.S. 466, 476-78 (2000).     
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(Jackalow), is not limited to factual components, but 

includes jury application of the law to the facts under 

proper instruction.  Gaudin, 515 U.S. at 511-15; 

Jackalow, 1 Black (66 U.S.) at 487-88.   

B.  The D.C. Circuit’s rule that a defendant must 

put on a threshold quantum of proof, demonstrating 

a “genuine issue of material fact,” in order to submit 

a disputed issue to the jury also imports a judgment-

as-a-matter-of-law mechanism similar to that in civil 

trials.  See Fed. R. Civ. P. 50(a)(1).  But this Court’s 

precedents firmly establish that in criminal trials, 

judgment as a matter of law exists only for defend-

ants, not the government.  See Sparf v. United 

States, 156 U.S. 51, 105-06 (1895).  A trial judge may 

never direct a verdict for the government, no matter 

how overwhelming the evidence.  Sullivan v. Louisi-

ana, 508 U.S. 275, 277 (1993); United States v. Mar-

tin Linen Supply Co., 430 U.S. 564, 572-73 (1977); 

United Bhd. of Carpenters v. United States, 330 U.S. 

395, 408 (1947); Sparf, 156 U.S. at 105-06.  A trial 

court does precisely that, in part, when it withholds 

a required element from the jury, finding it satisfied 

as a matter of law. 

C.  In addition to contravening this Court’s prece-

dents, the D.C. Circuit’s rule deepens an entrenched 

circuit split.  The D.C. Circuit joins the Third and 

Seventh Circuits in holding that venue becomes a ju-

ry question only if the defense shows a “genuine is-

sue of material fact” regarding venue, Perez, 280 

F.3d at 334; or elicits trial testimony placing venue 

“in issue,” Massa, 686 F.2d at 530.  Those circuits’ 

rules directly contradict the rule in the Second, Fifth, 

Ninth and Tenth Circuits, which hold that a trial 

court must instruct the jury on venue when request-
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ed by the defense.  See United States v. Casch, 448 

F.3d 1115, 1117 (9th Cir. 2006) (“In a jury trial, it is 

not for the court to determine that venue exists, and 

it is error for the court to decline to give the instruc-

tion.”); United States v. Miller, 111 F.3d 747, 750 

(10th Cir. 1997) (“[F]ailure to instruct the jury on 

venue when requested to do so is error.”); Green v. 

United States, 309 F.2d 852, 856-57 (5th Cir. 1962) 

(reversing because “the trial court erred in failing to 

submit the question of venue to the jury”); United 

States v. Gillette, 189 F.2d 449, 452 (2d Cir. 1951) 

(holding failure to instruct on venue “was error, for 

under the Sixth Amendment proof of venue is an in-

dispensable part of the prosecution’s case”).   

The Eighth Circuit has held that jury determina-

tion of facts supporting venue is required, and has 

reversed for failure to give a defendant’s requested 

instruction. United States v. Black Cloud, 590 F.2d 

270, 272-73 (8th Cir. 1979).  But in a pre-Gaudin 

case, it upheld a trial court’s failure to instruct 

where the facts were undisputed and their sufficien-

cy to support venue was a matter of law.  United 

States v. Redfearn, 906 F.2d 352, 354 (8th Cir. 1990).  

The Fourth Circuit has observed that failure to in-

struct on venue may be “fatal to a conviction,” but 

has declined to reverse, finding harmless error.  

United States v. Griley, 814 F.2d 967, 973 (4th Cir. 

1987); United States v. Martinez, 901 F.2d 374, 376 

(4th Cir. 1990).  

D.  In addition to contravening this Court’s prec-

edents and deepening a circuit split, the D.C. Cir-

cuit’s venue decision was wrong.  Petitioners 

disputed the material facts related to venue at every 

stage of this case—in pretrial motions to dismiss, ar-
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guments for judgment of acquittal, argument for a 

jury instruction, and post-verdict renewed motions.  

Most significantly, defense counsel cross-examined 

Ridgeway and brought out the circumstances of his 

sham “arrest.”  Petitioners were entitled to argue—

and would have done so, if given the chance—that 

Ridgeway’s admitted history of lying and deception 

meant he was not worthy of belief on the “arrest” is-

sue either.  Petitioners would also have argued to the 

jury that Ridgeway was not a “joint offender” with 

them on each offense charged, as venue requires.  

See 18 U.S.C. § 3238 (venue predicated on place of 

joint offender’s arrest); Morgan, 393 F.3d 195 (venue 

must be proved for “each count charged”).17  Petition-

ers were entitled to have the jury apply the law to 

the facts on that question.  Gaudin, 515 U.S. at 511-

14; Jackalow, 1 Black (66 U.S.) at 487-88; see also 

Duncan v. Louisiana, 391 U.S. 145, 156 (1968) (“If 

the defendant preferred the common-sense judgment 

of a jury to the more tutored but perhaps less sympa-

thetic reaction of the single judge, he was to have 

it.”).   

Circuits recognizing the right to jury determina-

tion of venue have applied varying harmless error 

standards.  The Fifth Circuit holds such error not 

“reversible” if the defendant did not elicit testimony 

putting venue “in issue.”  Winship, 724 F.2d at 1125.  

                                            
17 Notably, Slatten was tried on a separate, stand-alone in-

dictment charging only one offense, C.A. App. __, with no alle-

gation (or trial proof) of joint action with anyone.  The 

government argued to the jury that Slatten committed that of-

fense on his own, unprovoked—thereby foreclosing any joint 

offense with Ridgeway.  The trial court’s ruling precluded Slat-

ten’s counsel from arguing this to the jury.    
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The Fourth and Eighth Circuits recognize that venue 

is “in issue” (and the defendant is thus entitled to in-

struction) when the jury could find guilt without de-

termining facts establishing venue, but found failure 

to instruct harmless where evidence supporting ven-

ue was “clear,” Martinez, 901 F.2d at 376, 377, or 

“overwhelming,” United States v. Moeckly, 769 F.2d 

453, 462 (8th Cir. 1985).  The Second and Ninth Cir-

cuits have likewise found such error harmless on 

“highly improbable,” Gillette, 189 F.2d at 354, or 

“overwhelming” evidence.  Casch, 448 F.3d at 1117-

18.  The Tenth Circuit holds that reversal is required 

unless the jury’s verdict necessarily establishes facts 

showing venue.  Miller, 111 F.3d at 752-54.   

In this case, the trial court’s failure to submit 

venue to the jury cannot have been harmless under 

any test.  The government’s sole witness on venue 

was Ridgeway, whose credibility was so thoroughly 

impeached that the government invited the jury to 

“scuttle” his testimony and decide the case without 

it.  C.A. App. 3278.  Ridgeway’s credibility alone cre-

ated a sufficient dispute, about both his arrest and 

whether he was a “joint offender” on each offense, to 

foreclose a finding of harmlessness beyond a reason-

able doubt.  See Neder v. United States, 527 U.S. 1, 

15-16 (1999).     

CONCLUSION 

For the foregoing reasons, this Court should grant 

the petition for a writ of certiorari. 
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Appendix A — opinion of the United 
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United StateS CoUrt of appealS for the 
diStriCt of ColUmbia CirCUit

no. 15-3078 Consolidated with 15-3079,  
15-3080, 15-3081

United StateS of ameriCa,

Appellee
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niCholaS abram Slatten,

Appellant

January 17, 2017, argued; august 4, 2017, decided

appeals from the United States district Court  
for the district of Columbia. (no. 1:14-cr-00107-1),  

(no. 1:08-cr-00360-1), (no. 1:08-cr-00360-3),  
(no. 1:08-cr-00360-4).

disposition: So ordered.

before: henderSon, roGerS and broWn, Circuit 
Judges. opinion for the Court filed per CUriam. 
Opinion concurring in Part VI filed by Circuit Judge 
henderSon. opinion concurring in the judgment in 
Part VII and dissenting from Part VIII filed by Circuit 
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Judge roGerS. opinion concurring in part in, and 
dissenting in part from, Part II filed by Circuit Judge 
broWn.

opinion

tAble of ContentS

i. baCKGroUnd . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .4a

ii. meJa JUriSdiCtion/meJa JUrY CharGe. .7a

 a. Jurisdiction . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .8a
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iV. neW trial motion. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .31a

 a. background . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .31a

 b. analysis . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .34a

V. SUffiCienCY of the eVidenCe. . . . . . . . . .38a

 a. liberty . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .38a

 b. Slatten. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .46a

Vi. VindiCtiVe proSeCUtion . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .51a
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 a. background . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .51a

 b. analysis . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .53a

Vii. motion to SeVer . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .59a

 a. background . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .59a

 b. hearsay and its exceptions. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .64a

Viii. eiGhth amendment. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .80a

 a. proportionality . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .80a

 b. Comparable Sentences . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .91a

Per Curiam: nicholas Slatten, paul Slough, evan 
liberty and dustin heard (“defendants”) were contractors 
with blackwater Worldwide Security (“blackwater”), 
which in 2007 was providing security services to the 
United States State department in iraq. as a result of 
baghdad shootings that injured or killed at least 31 iraqi 
civilians, Slough, liberty and heard were convicted by a 
jury of voluntary manslaughter, attempted manslaughter 
and using and discharging a firearm in relation to a crime 
of violence (or aiding-and-abetting the commission of those 
crimes); Slatten was convicted of first-degree murder. 
they now challenge their convictions on jurisdictional, 
procedural and several substantive grounds.

for the following reasons, we hold that the Court has 
jurisdiction pursuant to the military extraterritorial 
Jurisdiction act (“meJa”), 18 U.S.C. §§ 3261 et seq., 
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and that venue in the district of Columbia was proper. 
We further hold that the district court did not abuse its 
discretion in denying the defendants’ motion for a new trial 
based on post-trial statements of a government witness. 
Regarding the challenges to the sufficiency of the evidence, 
we hold that the evidence was sufficient as to all except one 
of liberty’s attempted manslaughter convictions, and that 
the evidence was sufficient as to Slatten. We further hold 
that Slatten’s indictment charging first-degree murder 
did not constitute vindictive prosecution.

the Court concludes, however, that statements made 
by a co-defendant shortly following the attack, statements 
asserting that he—not Slatten—fired the first shots on the 
day in question, were admissible. accordingly, the Court 
concludes that the district court abused its discretion in 
denying Slatten’s motion to sever his trial from that of his 
co-defendants and therefore vacates his conviction and 
remands for a new trial. moreover, the Court concludes 
that imposition of the mandatory thirty-year minimum 
under 18 U.S.C. § 924(c), as applied here, violates the 
eighth amendment prohibition against cruel and unusual 
punishment, a holding from which Judge rogers dissents. 
the Court therefore remands for the resentencing of 
Slough, liberty and heard.

i. Background

on September 16, 2007, a car bomb exploded in 
baghdad near a United States diplomat who was under 
the protection of Blackwater, a private security firm under 
contract with the State department. the defendants were 
members of blackwater’s raven 23 team, which was sent 
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to provide secondary support in the effort to evacuate 
the diplomat. rather than meeting the primary team 
at the pre-arranged checkpoint, raven 23 shift leader 
Jimmy Watson ignored his orders and directed the team 
to Nisur Square, a traffic circle in downtown Baghdad 
that Watson intended to “lock down.” a car bomb had 
exploded in nisur Square earlier that year, in response 
to which iraqi security had been dramatically increased, 
with multiple checkpoints at the Square’s entrances for 
potential threats.

the raven 23 convoy, which consisted of four armored 
vehicles, came to a stop at the south end of the Square, and 
together with Iraqi police they brought all traffic to a halt. 
two or three minutes later, witnesses heard the “pops” 
of shots being fired, and a woman screaming for her son. 
the car that had been hit, a white Kia sedan, had been 
flagged days earlier by a Blackwater intelligence analyst 
as a type that might be used as a car bomb. according to 
the government, the Kia then rolled forward and lightly 
bumped the vehicle in front of it. the driver’s side of the 
Kia windshield had a hole in it and was splattered with 
blood.

Two nearby Iraqi police officers approached the Kia 
on either side, and they saw the driver’s face full of blood, 
with a bullet wound in the middle of his forehead. one 
turned back to the convoy, waving his hands to indicate 
the shooting should stop, while the other made similar 
gestures as he tried to open the driver’s door. at that 
point, the vehicle in front of the Kia moved away, causing 
the Kia to roll forward again. Heavy gunfire erupted from 
the Raven 23 convoy into the Kia, and the Iraqi officers 
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took cover behind their nearby kiosk. multiple grenades 
were fired at the Kia, causing it to catch fire. The Kia 
passenger was shot and killed.

indiscriminate shooting from the convoy then 
continued past the Kia, to the south of the Square. Victims 
were hit as they sought cover or tried to escape, giving rise 
to the bulk of casualties that day. at some point a raven 
23 member radioed that they were taking incoming fire, 
but others could not locate any such threat. When the 
shooting died down, a radio call indicated one of the raven 
23 vehicles had been disabled and needed to be hooked 
up to another vehicle to be towed. during the hook-up, 
a member of the raven 23 convoy saw an iraqi shot in 
the stomach while his hands were up, by an unidentified 
blackwater guard who had exited his vehicle. once the 
hook-up was complete, the raven 23 convoy began moving 
slowly around the circle and north out of the Square, where 
isolated shootings continued both to the west and north. 
By the time the convoy finally exited the Square, at least 
thirty-one iraqi civilians had been killed or wounded.

in the immediate aftermath of the shootings, the 
State department conducted mandatory de-briefing 
interviews of the raven 23 team. because the testimony 
of certain witnesses before the grand jury relied on those 
statements, the district court dismissed the case as tainted 
as to all defendants. United States v. Slough, 677 f. Supp. 
2d 112, 166 (d.d.C. 2009) (citing Kastigar v. United States, 
406 U.S. 441, 92 S. Ct. 1653, 32 l. ed. 2d 212 (1972)). this 
Court agreed that the oral and written statements that 
resulted from the de-briefings were compelled, and thus 
could not be used directly or indirectly by the government 
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against the defendants who made them, but remanded the 
case for a more individualized analysis of the effect of the 
taint. United States v. Slough, 641 f.3d 544, 548, 554-55, 
395 U.S. app. d.C. 178 (d.C. Cir. 2011).

on remand, the government used a new prosecutorial 
team and convened a new grand jury, which returned 
indictments against the defendants for voluntary 
manslaughter, attempted manslaughter and using and 
discharging a firearm in relation to a crime of violence. 
Slatten moved to dismiss the charges against him as 
time-barred, which this Court ultimately granted by writ 
of mandamus. In re Slatten, no. 14-3007, 2014 U.S. app. 
leXiS 7385 (d.C. Cir. apr. 18, 2014). the government 
thereafter obtained an indictment charging Slatten 
with first-degree murder. The defendants were tried 
jointly in the summer of 2014, and after seven weeks 
of deliberation, the jury returned guilty verdicts on all 
counts except three. the district court sentenced Slatten 
to life imprisonment, and it sentenced Slough, liberty and 
heard to the mandatory term of imprisonment of thirty 
years for their convictions under 18 U.S.C. § 924(c), plus 
one day on all of the remaining counts.

ii. MEJa Jurisdiction/MEJa Jury chargE

We begin with the defendants’ challenges to the 
applicability of meJa. the defendants argue that they 
are entitled to acquittal on all counts because meJa 
does not authorize their prosecution. alternatively, even 
if their actions do fit within MEJA’s scope, the defendants 
maintain that the jury was erroneously instructed 
regarding meJa. on both claims, we disagree.
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A. Jurisdiction

1. history

historically, civilians accompanying american armed 
forces overseas were subject to military court-martial 
for crimes committed in a host country. See Reid v. 
Covert, 354 U.S. 1, 3-4, 77 S. Ct. 1222, 1 l. ed. 2d 1148 
(1957) (plurality op.). in a pair of opinions, however, the 
United States Supreme Court put an end to that practice, 
deeming it unconstitutional because the courts-martial 
failed to provide civilians with certain constitutional 
rights guaranteed by the fifth and Sixth amendments. 
Id. at 5 (“[W]e reject the idea that when the United States 
acts against citizens abroad it can do so free of the bill 
of rights.”); Kinsella v. Singleton, 361 U.S. 234, 249, 80 
S. Ct. 297, 4 l. ed. 2d 268 (1960) (civilian defendant “is 
protected by the specific provisions of Article III and the 
fifth and Sixth amendments and . . . her prosecution 
and conviction by court-martial [was] not constitutionally 
permissible”). thereafter, many crimes committed by 
civilians overseas fell into a jurisdictional vacuum as 
generally our country’s criminal statutes do not apply 
extraterritorially and, “[a]lthough host foreign nations 
[did] have jurisdiction to prosecute such acts committed 
within their nation, they frequently decline[d] to exercise 
jurisdiction when an american [was] the victim or when 
the crime involve[d] only property owned by americans.” 
h.r. rep. no. 106-778, pt. 1, at 5 (2000); accord United 
States v. Arnt, 474 f.3d 1159, 1161 (9th Cir. 2007).
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in 2000, the Congress began to address the 
“jurisdictional gap” by enacting meJa. h.r. rep. no. 
106-778, at 5. in its original version, meJa authorized 
the prosecution of extraterritorial crimes committed by 
civilians employed by the department of defense (dod) 
or its contractors. See 18 U.S.C. § 3267(1)(a) (2000). 
Following a series of high-profile offenses committed by 
non-defense department contractors—including those 
committed by private contractors employed by the United 
States interior department at the abu Ghraib prison in 
baghdad, iraq—the Congress expanded meJa’s scope. 
See 150 ConG. reC. S6863 (daily ed. June 16, 2004). 
indeed, then United States Senator Jeff Sessions—the 
chief sponsor of the 2004 amendment—acknowledged that 
the amendment’s purpose was to address a jurisdictional 
gap through which “private contractors who may not 
have in every instance been directly associated with the 
department of defense . . . might not be prosecutable 
under [meJa].” Id.  Sessions noted that the gap 
“highlighted [the Congress’s] need to clarify and expand 
the coverage of the act” by giving “the Justice department 
authority to prosecute civilian contractors employed not 
only by the department of defense but by any federal 
agency that is supporting the american military mission 
overseas.” Id. Senator Charles Schumer likewise noted 
that the proposed amendment addressed “a dangerous 
loophole in our criminal law that would have allowed 
civilian contractors who do the crime to escape doing the 
time.” Id. at S6864.
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2. text

as amended, then, two key sections of meJa work 
together to authorize the prosecution of qualifying 
offenses committed by a civilian overseas: Section 3261 
and Section 3267. See 18 U.S.C. §§ 3261, 3267.

18 U.S.C. § 3261 provides:

(a)  Whoever engages in conduct outside the 
United States that would constitute an 
offense punishable by imprisonment for 
more than 1 year if the conduct had been 
engaged in within the special maritime 
and territorial jurisdiction of the United 
States—

(1)  while employed by or accompanying the 
armed forces outside the United States

. . .

shall be punished as provided for that offense.

18 U.S.C. § 3267 sets out alternative definitions of 
“employed by the armed forces outside the United 
States” depending on the defendant’s employment status. 
Section 3267(1)(a)(iii)(ii) applies to the defendants and 
provides as follows:

(1)  the term “employed by the armed forces 
outside the United States” means--
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(a) employed as . . .

(iii) an employee of a contractor (or 
subcontractor at any tier) of  
. . .

(ii) any . . . federal agency . . . to 
the extent such employment 
relates to supporting the 
mission of the department of 
defense overseas . . . .

When Section 3267(1)(a)(iii)(ii) applies, we believe there 
are two preliminary questions posed by meJa’s text: 1) 
whether the defendant’s criminal conduct occurred “while 
employed by” a non-dod contractor; and 2) whether his 
employment (not his conduct) “relates to supporting” 
the dod overseas mission. See 18 U.S.C. §§ 3261, 3267. 
the latter question, however, is subject to an additional 
restriction. Section 3267(1)(a)(iii)(ii)’s “to the extent” 
clause operates as a temporal limitation applicable only 
to non-dod contractors. See id. that is, because meJa 
authorizes the prosecution of only those crimes a defendant 
commits “while” employed by a non-dod contractor and 
“to the extent” such employment relates to a dod mission, 
it applies only if the defendant’s employment at the time 
of the offense relates to supporting a dod mission. See 
id. (emphasis added).

although the United States Supreme Court has yet to 
address Section 3267(1)(a)(iii)(ii)’s “relates to” language, 
it has interpreted similar language broadly. for example, 
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in Smith v. United States, the Supreme Court concluded 
that “[t]he phrase ‘in relation to’ is expansive,” noting 
that “[a]ccording to Webster’s, ‘in relation to’ means ‘with 
reference to’ or ‘as regards.’” 508 U.S. 223, 237-38, 113 S. 
Ct. 2050, 124 l. ed. 2d 138 (1993). likewise, in District 
of Columbia v. Greater Washington Board of Trade, the 
Supreme Court interpreted “relate to,” as used in the 
employee retirement income Security act of 1974, to 
include any law that “has a connection with or reference 
to” a covered benefit plan, thereby “giv[ing] effect to the 
‘deliberately expansive’ language chosen by Congress.” 
506 U.S. 125, 129, 113 S. Ct. 580, 121 l. ed. 2d 513 (1992) 
(emphasis added) (some internal quotation marks omitted) 
(quoting Pilot Life Ins. Co. v. Dedeaux, 481 U.S. 41, 46, 
107 S. Ct. 1549, 95 l. ed. 2d 39 (1987); Shaw v. Delta Air 
Lines, Inc., 463 U.S. 85, 97, 103 S. Ct. 2890, 77 l. ed. 
2d 490 (1983)); accord Morales v. Trans World Airlines, 
Inc., 504 U.S. 374, 383, 112 S. Ct. 2031, 119 l. ed. 2d 
157 (1992) (“for purposes of the present case, the key 
phrase, obviously, is ‘relating to.’ the ordinary meaning 
of these words is a broad one—’to stand in some relation; 
to have bearing or concern; to pertain; refer; to bring 
into association with or connection with[.]’” (citing BlaCk’s 
law DiCtionary 1158 (5th ed. 1979)). Circuit precedent, 
too, employs a broad interpretation. We have noted that 
the “ordinary meaning” of “relating to” is a “broad one,” 
see Friedman v. Sebelius, 686 f.3d 813, 820, 402 U.S. 
app. d.C. 15 (d.C. Cir. 2012) (internal quotation marks 
omitted) (quoting Morales, 504 U.S. at 383), and that “a 
statutory provision containing the phrase therefore has 
‘broad scope,’” id. (quoting Metro. Life Ins. Co. v. Mass., 
471 U.S. 724, 739, 105 S. Ct. 2380, 85 l. ed. 2d 728 (1985)).
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3. Application

having addressed both meJa’s required elements and 
expansive scope, we next consider whether the evidence 
was sufficient to support jurisdiction under MEJA.1 the 
district court denied the defendants’ motion for judgment 
of acquittal on this ground and the Court must affirm 
so long as any reasonable factfinder could conclude that 
the evidence, viewed most favorably to the government, 
satisfied each element beyond a reasonable doubt. United 
States v. Kayode, 254 f.3d 204, 212, 349 U.S. app. d.C. 
127 (d.C. Cir. 2001); see Jackson v. Virginia, 443 U.S. 307, 
319, 99 S. Ct. 2781, 61 l. ed. 2d 560 (1979).

We begin with two unchallenged elements. it is 
undisputed that all of the charges against all four 
defendants are within meJa’s scope as it relates to 
included offenses. See supra 6-7; 18 U.S.C. § 3261(a). 
moreover, all four defendants were employed by 
blackwater Security Consulting, llC, a contractor of 
the United States department of State. Ja 3743, 3760, 
3776, 3794, 1228-29. at the time of the nisur Square 
attack, they were therefore “employee[s] of a contractor 
(or subcontractor at any tier) of . . . [a] federal agency.” 
See 18 U.S.C. § 3267(1)(a)(iii)(ii). the remaining question 
is whether that employment, at the time of the attack, 
related to supporting dod’s mission.

1. the district court concluded that meJa adds a jurisdictional 
element to the underlying offenses, which element constitutes a 
jury issue that must be established by the government beyond a 
reasonable doubt. See United States v. Williams, 836 f.3d 1, 6-7 
(d.C. Cir. 2016).
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The government sufficiently established the DOD’s 
overseas mission. by 2007, “the mission of the department 
of Defense overseas”—specifically, in Iraq—went beyond 
military operations against the insurgency. Id. Witnesses 
testified that the Defense Department mission was to 
rebuild the war-torn country, including the fostering 
of economic and political stability. United States army 
Colonel Michael Tarsa testified that the military’s goal 
was to “stimulat[e] local governance” by “identifying local 
leaders [and] trying to organize them.” Ja 1374. tarsa 
also recounted that the military sought to improve the 
iraqis’ “quality of life” by “restoring essential services, 
sewer, water, electricity [and] trash removal” and by 
“foster[ing] economic development,” all with the hope that 
such restoration would “dissuad[e] people from joining the 
insurgency.” Ja 1373-77. tarsa’s testimony was echoed 
by United States Marine Corps Officer Shelby Lasater, 
who testified that, as the United States’ presence in Iraq 
continued, the mission became “to rebuild the country and 
set up a government.” Ja 1478-79. then-deputy Secretary 
of Defense Gordon England affirmed that the Defense 
department “strategy” was to “help the iraqi people build 
a new iraq with constitutional representative government 
that respects civil rights and has security forces sufficient 
to maintain domestic order and keep iraq from becoming 
a safe haven for terrorists.” Ja 2949.

the government also produced abundant evidence 
that the defendants’ blackwater employment supported 
the department of defense’s expanded mission at the time 
of the nisur Square attack. paralleling the testimony of 
tarsa, lasater and england, blackwater guard matthew 
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Murphy testified that Blackwater’s “clients . . . the State 
department [were] trying to bring along the country, 
. . . trying to mentor the iraqi government and . . . get them 
up and running.” JA 1044. England also testified that the 
“U.S. Government had to rely on all of its departments 
and agencies in order to achieve the mission in iraq.”  
Ja 2950. the State department was an important part 
of the rebuilding effort the defense department was 
engaged in; its diplomats were helping the iraqis restore 
their country. blackwater employed the defendants to 
provide security for the diplomats whose work plainly 
supported the dod mission. the defendants’ employment, 
then, “relate[d] to”—that is, had a “connection with or 
reference to,” see Greater Wash. Bd. of Trade, 506 U.S. 
at 129 (internal quotation marks omitted)—supporting 
the defense department’s rebuilding mission.

in addition, the defendants’ contracts required them 
to complete unspecified “security-related duties requested 
by blackwater or [the State department] in support of 
the engagement.” Ja 3761. this necessarily requires 
consideration of the types of duties that blackwater or the 
State department in fact requested in order to determine 
whether they “relate[] to supporting the mission of the 
department of defense.” 18 U.S.C. § 3267(1)(a)(iii)(ii). 
the evidence showed that, consistent with this contract 
provision, blackwater employees were assigned to 
assist distressed military units during firefights, train 
army security escorts and provide escorts to provincial 
reconstruction teams when army escorts were 
unavailable. Ja 1622-23, 1762-64, 2956. although it may be 
true that the defendants did not themselves participate in 
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these assignments, this evidence nevertheless illustrated 
for the jury the types of “security-related duties” within 
the scope of the defendants’ employment. Ja 3761.

the defendants’ employment “relate[d] to supporting 
the [dod overseas] mission” in another way; it allowed 
military personnel previously responsible for providing 
State department security to concentrate exclusively on 
their rebuilding mission. See 18 U.S.C. § 3267(1)(a)(iii)
(II). Tarsa affirmed that the Defense Department was 
“able to reduce the amount of [its] platoons . . . . dedicated 
for department of State security convoy missions” 
as “blackwater took the majority of those tasks.” Ja 
1381. the platoons were then able to return to, inter 
alia, “the continued development of the iraqi security 
forces.” Ja 1382. United States army lieutenant peter 
decareau and england corroborated tarsa’s testimony. 
Ja 2581 (testimony of army lieutenant peter decareau) 
(agreeing that “from roughly february 2007 going 
forward, [decareau’s] company and platoons within it did 
not need to provide [State department] escort service 
missions anymore,” allowing his platoon “to focus on 
what [he] described as civil affairs and . . . night operation 
missions”); Ja 2952 (testimony of deputy Secretary 
Gordon england) (before blackwater’s arrival, State 
department “was draining personnel from the dod 
mission”). again, then, the defendants’ employment, 
which increased the manpower available to the military 
by replacing military personnel previously assigned to 
guard State department personnel, had some “bearing or 
concern” regarding—that is, “relate[d] to”—supporting 
the defense department mission. See Morales, 504 U.S. 
at 383 (internal quotation marks omitted) (citing BlaCk’s 
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law DiCtionary 1158 (5th ed. 1979)). providing security to 
State department personnel who themselves acted jointly 
with the defense department to aid the iraqi people and 
whose protection would have continued to require military 
personnel but for the defendants’ employment necessarily 
“relate[d] to” supporting the defense department’s 
mission.

4. defendants’ Arguments

the defendants attempt to narrow meJa’s scope by 
reading the “to the extent” language of 18 U.S.C. § 3267(1)
(a)(iii)(ii) and the “while employed” language of 18 U.S.C. 
§ 3261 as more than a temporal limitation. they argue 
that meJa applied “only in the limited capacities or at 
those limited times” when blackwater guards actively 
and directly supported the defense department mission. 
Joint appellants’ br. 59. that is, they claim that meJa 
required the jury to consider not their employment but 
instead their challenged actions to determine whether 
those actions—that is, securing nisur Square—supported 
the defense department mission. Id. at 41, 58-60. but, as 
noted, meJa’s scope is not so narrow. instead, the most 
natural conjunctive reading of “while employed by,” as 
used in 18 U.S.C. § 3261, and “to the extent,” as used in 
18 U.S.C. § 3267, is one that interprets these provisions as 
establishing that the point in time when the defendants’ 
actions occurred is the benchmark by which their 
employment’s relation to a dod mission is measured.2 

2. although we agree with our dissenting colleague that 
meJa’s “to the extent” phrase is limiting language meant to 
distinguish between dod and non-dod contractors, see Brown, J., 
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See supra 10. the defendants’ misreading of the statute 
to require that their challenged actions must relate to a 
defense department mission violates both meJa’s text 
and its purpose. meJa’s goal, after all, was to close “a 
dangerous loophole in our criminal law that would have 
allowed civilian contractors who do the crime to escape 
doing the time.” 150 Cong. reC. S6863.

alternatively, the defendants maintain that we 
should look not to their on-the-ground actions but only 
to their blackwater contract to determine whether they 
were “employed by the armed forces outside the United 
States.” Joint appellants’ br. 50-52. because their contract 
required them to provide security for State department 
personnel, rather than to further a defense department 
mission, they argue that meJa does not authorize their 
prosecution. Id. at 53. We decline to take such a cramped 
view of meJa’s text given the “deliberately expansive” 
language used by the Congress. See Greater Wash. Bd. 
of Trade, 506 U.S. at 129.

finally, the defendants insist that the rule of lenity 
requires construing meJa in their favor. the rule of lenity, 
however, applies only if, “after considering text, structure, 
history, and purpose, there remains a grievous ambiguity 
or uncertainty in the statute such that the Court must 

dissent op. 2, we need not reach the question of the potential criminal 
liability vel non under meJa’s “to the extent” restriction of a non 
dod contractor, say, a State department food service contractor 
whose employee assaults another while off-duty or while serving 
meals to State department employees in iraq. all we decide today 
is that these defendants’ criminal liability fits within MEJA’s scope.
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simply guess as to what Congress intended.” Maracich v. 
Spears, 570 U.S. 48, 133 S. Ct. 2191, 2209, 186 l. ed. 2d 275 
(2013) (internal quotation marks omitted) (quoting Barber 
v. Thomas, 560 U.S. 474, 488, 130 S. Ct. 2499, 177 l. ed. 2d 
1 (2010)); accord Reno v. Koray, 515 U.S. 50, 65, 115 S. Ct. 
2021, 132 l. ed. 2d 46 (1995) (rule of lenity applies “only if 
. . . [the Court] can make no more than a guess as to what 
Congress intended” (internal quotation marks omitted)). 
“the rule [of lenity] comes into operation at the end of the 
process of construing what Congress has expressed, not 
at the beginning as an overriding consideration of being 
lenient to wrongdoers.” Maracich, 133 S. Ct. at 2209 
(alteration in original) (quoting Callanan v. United States, 
364 U.S. 587, 596, 81 S. Ct. 321, 5 l. ed. 2d 312 (1961)). 
although the phrase “relates to” gives meJa a broad 
scope, breadth does not equal ambiguity. See Penn. Dep’t 
of Corr. v. Yeskey, 524 U.S. 206, 212, 118 S. Ct. 1952, 141 l. 
ed. 2d 215 (1998) (“[t]he fact that a statute can be applied 
in situations not expressly anticipated by Congress does not 
demonstrate ambiguity. it demonstrates breadth.” (internal 
quotation marks omitted)). moreover, to the extent—if 
any—that meJa’s text is ambiguous, meJa’s “context, 
structure, history, and purpose resolve it.” Abramski v. 
United States, 134 S. Ct. 2259, 2272 n.10, 189 l. ed. 2d 262 
(2014); see supra at 7-9. We conclude that the rule of lenity 
is inapplicable here.

b. Jury Charge

the defendants also challenge the district court’s 
jury instructions regarding meJa. “Whether the district 
court properly instructed the jury is ‘a question of law 
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that we review de novo.’” United States v. Ring, 706 f.3d 
460, 465, 403 U.S. app. d.C. 410 (d.C. Cir. 2013) (quoting 
United States v. Orenuga, 430 f.3d 1158, 1166, 368 U.S. 
app. d.C. 385 (d.C. Cir. 2005)). our responsibility is to 
“determine whether, taken as a whole, [the instructions] 
accurately state the governing law and provide the jury 
with sufficient understanding of the issues and applicable 
standards.” United States v. DeFries, 129 f.3d 1293, 
1304, 327 U.S. app. d.C. 181 (d.C. Cir. 1997) (alteration 
in original) (emphasis added); accord Ring, 706 f.3d at 
465. an “improper instruction on an element of the offense 
violates the Sixth amendment’s jury trial guarantee.” 
Neder v. United States, 527 U.S. 1, 13, 119 S. Ct. 1827, 
144 l. ed. 2d 35 (1999).

the district court instructed the jury on the meaning 
of “employed by the armed forces outside the United 
States” as follows:

[T]he definition of ‘employed by the Armed 
forces outside the United States’ includes 
not only a direct employee or contractor of 
the armed forces of the United States, but 
also a contractor (including a subcontractor 
at any tier) or an employee of a contractor (or 
subcontractor at any tier) of any federal agency 
of the United States Government to the extent:

(1)  s uc h  e mploy me nt  r e l a t e s 
to supporting the mission of the 
department of defense overseas . . . .
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. . .

[t]he Government may prove that the defendant 
was ‘employed by the armed forces’ by 
establishing that:

(a)  the defendant was employed 
as a contractor, or an employee 
of  a contractor (including a 
subcontractor at any tier) of any 
federal agency, and

(b)  that the defendant’s employment 
related to supporting the mission 
of the department of defense 
overseas.

Ja 497-98.

the challenged jury instruction was not erroneous. 
first, it quoted meJa’s “to the extent” clause verbatim: 
“‘[e]mployed by the armed forces outside the United 
States’ includes . . . an employee of a contractor . . . of 
any federal agency of the United States Government 
to the extent . . . such employment relates to supporting 
the mission of the department of defense overseas.” Id. 
(emphasis added); see 18 U.S.C. §§ 3261, 3267. Granted, 
the instruction also stated that the government could 
establish jurisdiction if the jury found “the defendant’s 
employment related to supporting the [dod] mission,” 
Ja 498; taken out of context, a juror could conceivably 
understand the latter statement to mean jurisdiction 
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would exist if “the defendant’s employment [at any time] 
related to supporting the mission” of dod, see id. but 
we “do not read the language thus criticized in isolation.” 
Jones v. United States, 404 f.2d 212, 215-16, 131 U.S. 
app. d.C. 212 (d.C. Cir. 1968); see also Cupp v. Naughten, 
414 U.S. 141, 147-48, 94 S. Ct. 396, 38 l. ed. 2d 368 
(1973). to the contrary, we have “long recognized that 
one ambiguous part of an instruction may be made clear 
by another unambiguous part of the same instruction,” 
United States v. Gaviria, 116 f.3d 1498, 1510, 325 U.S. 
app. d.C. 322 (d.C. Cir. 1997), and the “to the extent” 
language unambiguously precludes an erroneous, all-or-
nothing understanding of the statute, see John Hancock 
Mut. Life Ins. Co. v. Harris Trust & Sav. Bank, 510 U.S. 
86, 104-05, 109, 114 S. Ct. 517, 126 l. ed. 2d 524 (1993).

the defendants’ challenge to the instruction largely 
repeats their argument against the applicability of meJa 
itself. for example, they argue the district court erred in 
failing to instruct the jury that it could consider only their 
contract employment to determine whether they were 
“employed by the armed forces . . . .” Joint appellants’ 
br. 66-68. the defendants also revive their claim that, 
even if the jury could consider evidence aliunde their 
employment contract, it should have been instructed that 
meJa applied only when the defendants were acting 
within the scope of their employment and only if their 
specific acts supported the DOD mission. Id. at 64-66. to 
that end, they proposed the following instruction:

[I]f you find that part of a defendant’s contract 
employment for the department of State 
related to supporting the mission of the 
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department of defense, and part of his contract 
employment did not relate to supporting the 
mission of the department of defense, you 
must consider whether the work the defendant 
was performing at the time of the conduct 
charged in the indictment related to supporting 
the mission of the department of defense in 
iraq. for purposes of this case, a defendant is 
‘employed by the armed forces of the United 
States’ only if the contract employment he 
was performing at the time of the charged 
conduct related to supporting the mission of 
the department of defense in iraq.

Ja 473. in construing meJa’s text, the Court earlier 
rejected the premise underlying the defendants’ 
instruction, see supra 15-16, and continues to do so in 
this context.

the defendants’ remaining argument is that the district 
court “grievously erred” by failing to instruct the jury 
expressly that diplomatic security is a State department 
responsibility. Joint appellants’ br. 68. they note that 
22 U.S.C. §§ 4801-02 assigns to the Secretary of State 
responsibility for “the security of diplomatic operations 
. . . abroad,” id. § 4801(b)(1), and requires the Secretary 
to implement measures “to provide for the security of 
United States Government operations of a diplomatic 
nature,” id. § 4802(a)(1). for the defendants, there is a 
“fundamental conflict between that statutory assignment 
of responsibility [to the State department] and meJa’s 
requirement that the defendants’ contract employment 
relate to supporting the defense department’s mission.” 
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Joint appellants’ br. 74-75. the defendants offered the 
following instruction:

the defendants in this case were independent 
subcontractors employed by the department 
of State to provide personal security to State 
department personnel in baghdad, iraq. 
by law, the provision of personal security to 
State department personnel overseas is the 
responsibility of the department of State.

Ja 475.

the defendants fail to recognize, however, that State 
department contractors—and their employees—could 
help meet the State department’s duty to provide security 
for diplomatic operations abroad and, at the same time, 
support the defense department’s overseas mission. 
blackwater without question employed the defendants 
to protect State department personnel, see, e.g., Ja 
1169-74, 1853-54, 3861; the critical question for the jury, 
however, was whether, in carrying out that responsibility, 
the defendants’ employment also “relate[d] to supporting 
the mission of the department of defense overseas,” see 
18 U.S.C. § 3267(1)(a)(iii)(ii). We agree with the district 
court that the defendants’ proposed instruction “would 
just be confusing to the jury.” Ja 3279-80. the district 
court’s charge, “taken as a whole . . . accurately state[d] 
the governing law and provide[d] the jury with sufficient 
understanding of the issues and applicable standards.” 
DeFries, 129 f.3d at 1304.
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iii. VEnuE

the defendants next complain the district of Columbia 
was an improper venue for their trials. on november 18, 
2008, the United States district Court for the district 
of Columbia issued an arrest warrant for ridgeway, and 
ridgeway voluntarily flew to Washington, d.C. from 
California. once he arrived in Washington, he was met by 
an fbi agent, formally booked and taken to district court 
to plead guilty to one count of voluntary manslaughter and 
one count of attempted voluntary manslaughter. While 
ridgeway was not put in handcuffs when apprehended 
by the FBI, he testified he believed he was under arrest. 
after pleading guilty, ridgeway was permitted to return 
to his home.

if an offense is committed outside the United States 
and involves charges against multiple people, Congress 
has declared venue to be proper in the district where 
any of the joint offenders are first arrested. 18 U.S.C. 
§ 3238. the defendants argue the government improperly 
used the arrest of Jeremy ridgeway, one of the other 
turret gunners who fired in Nisur Square, to satisfy the 
venue statute because (1) ridgeway was not arrested 
in connection with their charged offenses, (2) he was 
not a “joint offender” with the defendants and (3) the 
government impermissibly manufactured venue in the 
district of Columbia.

Since the parties dispute the meaning of the phrases 
“joint offender” and “is arrested” in the venue statute, 
we focus on the statute’s text. Section 3238 states,  
“[t]he trial of all offenses begun or committed . . . out of 
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the jurisdiction of any particular State or district[] shall 
be in the district in which the offender, or any one of two 
or more joint offenders, is arrested.” Id. “the Government 
bears the burden of establishing by a preponderance of 
the evidence that venue is proper with respect to each 
count charged against the defendant[s].” United States v. 
Morgan, 393 f.3d 192, 195, 364 U.S. app. d.C. 169 (d.C. 
Cir. 2004). When reviewing whether venue was properly 
established, this Court views the evidence “in the light 
most favorable to the Government.” Id. in order to assure 
the case would be heard in the district of Columbia, the 
government entered into a plea agreement with ridgeway 
and arranged for him to travel to the district of Columbia 
from his home in California to be arrested.

While this Court has not specif ically defined 
“arrested” in the context of Section 3238, our sister 
circuits have consistently interpreted it to mean situations 
“‘where the defendant is first restrained of his liberty 
in connection with the offense charged.’“ United States 
v. Wharton, 320 f.3d 526, 537 (5th Cir. 2003) (quoting 
United States v. Erdos, 474 f.2d 157, 160 (4th Cir. 1973)). 
We believe this definition is correct and that the test is 
easily satisfied here. The record shows the district court 
issued the arrest warrant for ridgeway. on the same day, 
he was arrested by the fbi in the district of Columbia 
and formally booked. the defendants argue ridgeway’s 
freedom was never restrained because he voluntarily flew 
across the country from California and was never put in 
handcuffs or confined in a cell, but this misconstrues the 
meaning of arrest.
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Supreme Court precedent makes clear an arrest 
can either be carried out with “physical force [against a 
suspect] . . . or, where that is absent, submission to the 
assertion of authority.” California v. Hodari D., 499 U.S. 
621, 626, 111 S. Ct. 1547, 113 l. ed. 2d 690 (1991). What 
really matters is whether a “reasonable person would have 
believed that he was not free to leave.” United States v. 
Mendenhall, 446 U.S. 544, 554, 100 S. Ct. 1870, 64 l. ed. 
2d 497 (1980). Here, Ridgeway testified he understood 
himself to be under arrest when he was seized by the fbi 
upon arrival in the district of Columbia. any reasonable 
person in ridgeway’s position would have understood he 
was not free to leave.3 Ridgeway was first arrested in the 
district of Columbia; and that arrest established venue 
here.

the defendants interpret the phrase “joint offender” 
to mean each offender must possess “a mutual intent” 
with others to commit a crime. Joint appellants’ br. 97-98. 
because ridgeway did not form this mutual intent, they 
claim he was not a joint offender. they rely primarily 
on the fact that many of the cases examining Section 
3238 have involved collaborative criminal schemes. See, 
e.g., United States v. Levy Auto Parts of Can., 787 f.2d 
946, 948-49 (4th Cir. 1986) (involving a conspiracy to sell 
munitions); United States v. Hong Vo, 978 f. Supp. 2d 49, 

3. Judge rogers concurs that the objective standard for 
an arrest has been met here, see Hodari D., 499 U.S. at 628, in 
light of testimony that upon meeting fbi agent John patarini in 
Washington, d.C., ridgeway was handed an arrest warrant, told 
he was under arrest, and further told “if you can behave yourself, 
i will not put these [handcuffs] on you.” 7/31/14 (pm) tr. 12:12-18.
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64 (d.d.C. 2013) (involving a conspiracy to commit visa 
fraud).

however, this interpretation impermissibly narrows 
Section 3238 to one category of offenses. as noted by the 
district court, Black’s Law Dictionary defines a joint 
offense as a crime “committed by the participation of two 
or more persons.” blaCK’S laW diCtionarY 838 
(6th ed. 1990). While the defendants are certainly correct 
that a joint crime can be committed by several defendants 
with a mutual intent to achieve a criminal goal, this is not 
the only type of crime in which a group may participate. 
in fact, federal rule of Criminal procedure 8(b) allows 
multiple defendants to be charged with the same offense 
“if they are alleged to have participated in the same act or 
transaction, or in the same series of acts or transactions, 
constituting an offense or offenses.” accordingly, instead 
of limiting “joint offender” to one category of offenses that 
requires participation by multiple people, a more natural 
reading of the statutory text encompasses not only people 
with a mutual intent to commit a crime, but also anyone 
who has joined others in participating in the same act or 
transaction constituting a crime or crimes.

this interpretation is further supported by this 
Court’s preference for joint trials in cases involving 
multiple defendants. See United States v. Manner, 887 f.2d 
317, 324, 281 U.S. app. d.C. 89 (d.C. Cir. 1989). We have 
explained joint trials “promote efficiency” and noted that 
“this preference is especially strong when the respective 
charges require presentation of much the same evidence, 
testimony of the same witnesses, and involve [multiple] 
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defendants who are charged . . . with participating in the 
same illegal acts.” United States v. Wilson, 605 f.3d 985, 
1015, 1016, 390 U.S. app. d.C. 368 (d.C. Cir. 2010). these 
rationales are especially compelling in a case like this. 
ridgeway was working in the relevant convoy on the day 
of the nisur Square attack, and, with other defendants, he 
opened fire on the civilians in Nisur Square. Thus, in order 
to convict ridgeway, the government would be required to 
present the same evidence and to rely upon testimony from 
the same witnesses as they would for the other defendants. 
Also, concerns for efficiency are especially compelling here 
because many of the witnesses reside in iraq. multiple 
trials would mean arranging multiple international trips 
for the witnesses, which would likely be both difficult to 
schedule and costly. thus, our interpretation of Section 
3238 is consistent with both the text of the statute and 
the general preference for joint trials.4 We conclude “joint 
offenders” encompasses all defendants who participated 
in the same act or transaction constituting the charged 
crimes.

thus, it is clear ridgeway was a joint offender. 
testimony at trial established ridgeway was present in 
nisur Square as a member of the raven 23 convoy and that 
he fired at civilians to the south, to the west and finally 

4. We also note this interpretation is consistent with Section 
3238’s legislative history. See S. rep. no. 88-146 at 1-2 (1963), 
reprinted in 1963 U.S.C.C.a.n. 660, 660-61 (stating Congress 
desired to amend Section 3238 to avoid the “substantial burden” and 
“unnecessar[y] expens[es]” imposed by requiring the government to 
arrange and finance multiple trips to the United States for overseas 
witnesses for multiple trials). thus, it appears the legislature meant 
what it plainly said.
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to the north. ridgeway participated in the “same series 
of acts or transactions” that gave rise to the prosecution, 
FeD. r. Crim. P. 8(b), which makes him a joint offender. 
the defendants’ emphasis on personal participation in 
every count returned by the grand jury focuses on the 
wrong thing. although it is true that the government must 
show that “venue is proper with respect to each count 
charged,” United States v. Lam Kwong-Wah, 924 f.2d 
298, 301, 288 U.S. app. d.C. 54 (d.C. Cir. 1991), it does not 
follow that ridgeway must have personally participated in 
each act giving rise to each count. Section 3238 requires 
that Ridgeway be a “joint offender,” which is satisfied by 
his participation in the same series of acts or transactions 
giving rise to those counts, i.e., ridgeway’s persistent, 
multi-directional shooting throughout the entire nisur 
Square attack. 18 U.S.C. § 3238; see also FeD. r. Crim. 
P. 8(b) (“all defendants need not be charged in each 
count.”). because ridgeway clearly did participate in the 
nisur Square shootings, he was a joint offender within 
the meaning of Section 3238.

likewise, the defendants’ claim that the government 
manufactured venue, while appealing on an intuitive 
level, fails in light of the congressional design of Section 
3238. the text of the statute gives the government a 
choice regarding prosecution of an extraterritorial crime: 
either arresting a cooperative defendant in a jurisdiction 
of the government’s choosing or seeking an indictment 
in the district where a defendant resides. See 18 U.S.C. 
§ 3238 (stating venue “shall be in the district in which 
the offender, or any one of two or more joint offenders, is 
arrested”); see also United States v. Gurr, 471 f.3d 144, 
155, 374 U.S. app. d.C. 21 (d.C. Cir. 2006) (reading Section 
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3238’s clauses disjunctively). thus, by choosing to arrest 
ridgeway in the district of Columbia, the government 
simply exercised the choice given to it under the statute. 
Something more is required to sustain a claim that venue 
has been manufactured. See United States v. Spriggs, 102 
f.3d 1245, 1250-51 (d.C. Cir. 1996). for example, “where 
the key events occur in one district, but the prosecution, 
preferring trial elsewhere, lures a defendant to a distant 
district for some minor event simply to establish venue,” 
a claim of manufactured venue might have traction. Id. at 
1251. however, Section 3238 forecloses that scenario here 
by explicitly allowing the government to choose where to 
arrest a cooperative joint offender. thus, venue was proper 
in the district of Columbia.5

iV. nEw trial Motion

A. background

the defendants say the district court abused its 
discretion in denying a new trial based on the victim 

5. equally unpersuasive is the defendants’ contention that the 
district court committed reversible error by ruling on the venue issue 
itself instead of presenting the question to the jury. Venue becomes 
a jury question if a defendant raises a genuine issue of material fact 
regarding venue. See United States v. Fahnbulleh, 752 f.3d 470, 477, 
410 U.S. app. d.C. 18 (d.C. Cir. 2014). here, the defendants failed to 
do so. the parties do not dispute what happened—i.e. that ridgeway 
participated throughout the Baghdad shootings and that he flew 
from California to the district of Columbia and was arrested once 
he arrived there—they dispute the legal significance of those facts. 
the defendants disagree with the district court’s interpretation of 
the phrases “joint offender” and “arrest,” which, as discussed above, 
were correctly considered. therefore, the district court did not err 
by withholding this issue from the jury.
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impact statement (“ViS”) from officer monem that 
appeared to contradict his testimony at trial.

during the trial, the government called Sarhan 
Dheyab Abdul Monem, an Iraqi police officer, to testify 
about his observations in nisur Square during the attack. 
before the shooting began, monem was stationed at a 
traffic kiosk located close to where the Raven 23 caravan 
had stopped. Monem testified that, after he heard shots 
being fired from the Raven 23 caravan, he heard a scream 
coming from the Kia, so he approached the vehicle. as 
he neared the Kia, he saw its driver had been shot in 
the head. after examining the driver’s injury, monem 
testified he moved in front of the convoy and attempted to 
tell them to stop shooting by speaking to them in arabic 
and waving his hands. When this had no effect, monem 
stated he returned to the Kia and attempted to help the 
Kia’s passenger, who was weeping and holding the body of 
the driver. according to monem, the car began to slowly 
move forward, which caused the raven 23 squad to begin 
firing at the Kia again. When the second burst of gunfire 
erupted, Monem fled back to his kiosk and hid behind it 
to shield himself from the bullets.

after the defendants were convicted, the government 
solicited victim impact evidence from iraqis who were 
present in nisur Square on the day of the attack, including 
monem. the purpose of this evidence was to allow victims 
and witnesses to describe how the nisur Square shootings 
had affected them, including “feelings of anger, rage, 
blaming self, . . . helplessness, [and] vulnerability.” Ja 
4032. in his ViS, monem wrote about his guilt for not 
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being able to help the Kia’s occupants; but, he also painted 
a different picture of what happened that day. Contrary to 
his testimony at trial, monem’s ViS stated he “remained 
in [his] traffic cabin unable to move nor think.” JA 637. 
the ViS also stated monem heard the driver of the Kia 
pleading with his mother to get out of the car before they 
were both killed. When the government produced monem’s 
ViS to the court and defense counsel four days later, the 
defendants raised concerns about the inconsistency of the 
ViS with monem’s trial testimony.

this prompted the government to conduct an ex parte 
telephone conversation with monem regarding his ViS. 
the government did not record this conversation and 
instead submitted notes to the district court summarizing 
monem’s responses. according to these notes, monem 
allegedly stated he did not understand his ViS to be a 
factual statement but rather an “expression” of what he 
imagined it was like to be the Kia driver. the notes also 
indicated Monem reaffirmed key portions of his trial 
testimony, including that he approached the Kia and saw 
the driver was dead.

the defendants moved for a new trial based upon 
this newly-discovered evidence, but the district court 
denied their motions without conducting a hearing. 
United States v. Slough, 144 f. Supp. 3d 4, 5 (d.d.C. 2015). 
the defendants now appeal, claiming the district court 
committed reversible error by denying their motions for a 
new trial. Slatten argues the ViS provides direct evidence 
of his innocence by establishing that the person he was 
convicted of murdering was alive after the shooting in 
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nisur Square began, thus disproving the government’s 
theory of the case. additionally, the other defendants 
argue the ViS shows monem committed perjury at trial 
and that this new account refutes many facts vital to 
the government’s case. finally, all defendants argue the 
district court reversibly erred by failing to hold a hearing 
to examine Monem regarding the conflict his VIS created 
with his testimony at trial.

b. Analysis

trial courts have broad discretion when deciding 
whether to grant a new trial based on newly-discovered 
evidence. Thompson v. United States, 188 f.2d 652, 653, 
88 U.S. app. d.C. 235 (d.C. Cir. 1951). a district court’s 
denial of a new trial is reviewed for abuse of discretion. 
United States v. Oruche, 484 f.3d 590, 595, 376 U.S. app. 
d.C. 92 (d.C. Cir. 2007). in order to obtain a new trial 
because of newly-discovered evidence, the party seeking a 
new trial must prove: (1) the evidence was discovered after 
the trial; (2) the party acted diligently in its attempts to 
procure the newly-discovered evidence; (3) the evidence 
relied on is not “merely cumulative or impeaching,” (4) the 
evidence is “material to the issues involved” in the case 
and (5) the evidence is “of such nature that in a new trial 
it would probably produce an acquittal.” Thompson, 188 
f.2d at 653. “[W]hen perjury by a prosecution witness is 
discovered after trial and when the prosecution did not 
know of the perjury until then,” a defendant is entitled 
to a new trial only if he can prove he “would probably be 
acquitted on retrial.” United States v. Williams, 233 f.3d 
592, 594, 344 U.S. app. d.C. 64 (d.C. Cir. 2000).
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We begin by noting the unusual nature of the allegedly 
exculpatory evidence upon which the defendants rely. in 
homicide cases, victim impact statements are typically 
used during the sentencing phase of a trial. they allow 
the government to either offer a “quick glimpse” into a life 
taken by the defendant or to “demonstrat[e] the loss to the 
victim’s family and to society which has resulted from the 
defendant’s homicide.” Payne v. Tennessee, 501 U.S. 808, 
822, 111 S. Ct. 2597, 115 l. ed. 2d 720 (1991). nothing in 
the record suggests the government intended to use the 
ViS in this case as substantive evidence of guilt. See Ja 
637 (asking monem to describe how the crime affected 
him); cf. Payne, 501 U.S. at 856 (Stevens, J., dissenting) 
(stating victim impact statements “shed[] no light on the 
defendant’s guilt or moral culpability”). however, this is 
exactly the purpose for which the defendants now seek to 
use monem’s ViS.

monem’s statements viewed in isolation could be seen 
as puzzling if not contrary to his testimony at trial, as 
the defendants suggest. Considered in context, however, 
as responses to the specific questions posed by the 
government in preparing for sentencing after the jury 
had returned its verdicts finding the defendants guilty, 
his statements take on another cast. Still, the Court is 
troubled by the government’s conduct upon discovery 
of what might appear to contradict his trial testimony. 
instead of inviting defense counsel to participate in the 
phone call with monem or—at a minimum—recording 
the phone conversation, the government conducted an ex 
parte phone call and offered nothing but its own notes 
as evidence of what was said during the call. because 
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the Court has no way of verifying what was said, we do 
not believe the notes constitute a repudiation of monem’s 
contradictory statements.

however, even if we view the statements in the light 
most favorable to the defendants and consider them to 
be an admission of perjury and a recantation of monem’s 
trial testimony, we do not believe the district court abused 
its discretion in declining to grant a new trial. in order 
to succeed on their claims, the defendants must prove 
monem’s ViS would probably result in an acquittal at 
a new trial. Thompson, 188 f.2d at 653. “this is a high 
bar to cross.” United States v. Celis, 608 f.3d 818, 848, 
391 U.S. app. d.C. 112 (d.C. Cir. 2010). here, even if 
monem’s statements did constitute a recantation of his 
trial testimony, we do not believe they meet this high bar. 
this holds especially true for liberty, Slough and heard, 
whose convictions regarding victims to the south, east, 
west and north of nisur Square did not depend on monem’s 
testimony regarding the first moments of the shooting 
attack. regarding dr. al-Khazali, the Kia passenger, 
other evidence corroborated monem’s testimony that 
the Kia was stopped when the first shots were fired, and 
Officer Al-Hamidi testified about his own efforts to stop 
the shooting independent of monem’s.

the only defendant with even a slight chance of a 
different outcome based on monem’s contradictory ViS 
statements was Slatten. however, even if we were to 
assume that Monem would reaffirm his VIS testimony, 
acquittal would still not be likely due to the other record 
evidence that al-rubia’y was killed instantly. as discussed 
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in more detail below, testimony from Officer Al-Hamidi 
established that al-rubia’y was shot in the head, killing 
him instantly. only then did the car begin rolling forward 
unguided. Comparing this consistent testimony from 
Officer Al-Hamidi with this new testimony from Monem, 
which only came to light after he was prompted to describe 
“feelings of anger, rage, blaming self, . . . helplessness, 
[and] vulnerability” resulting from the nisur Square 
shootings, Ja 4032, there is little reason to believe the 
outcome of the case would have been any different. thus, 
it was hardly an abuse of discretion for the district court 
to refuse to grant a new trial based on evidence unlikely 
to produce a different outcome.

furthermore, the district court did not abuse its 
discretion in declining to hold an evidentiary hearing 
regarding monem’s ViS. this Court gives a trial judge 
“broad discretion in ruling on a motion for a new trial, 
both in his actual decision and in what he considers before 
making that decision.” Lam Kwong-Wah, 924 f.2d at 
308. “a motion for a new trial can ordinarily be decided 
. . . without an evidentiary hearing, and a district court’s 
decision not to hold such a hearing may be reversed only 
for abuse of discretion.” United States v. Kelly, 790 f.2d 
130, 134, 252 U.S. app. d.C. 308 (d.C. Cir. 1986); see 
also United States v. Kearney, 682 f.2d 214, 219, 220 
U.S. app. d.C. 379 (d.C. Cir. 1982) (noting the need for 
a hearing is diminished “where the trial judge has had 
an opportunity to observe the demeanor and weigh the 
credibility of the witness at trial”). here, the district court 
judge presided over the entirety of this multiple-week 
trial and observed monem’s testimony when it was given. 
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also, monem’s testimony was subject to thorough cross-
examination by several defense attorneys and—unlike 
the ViS—was largely corroborated by other evidence 
presented at trial. all of these factors combined made 
the district court “well qualified to rule on the motion for 
a new trial” based solely on the written motions and the 
evidence submitted. Kearney, 682 f.2d at 220. While we 
agree with the defendants that a hearing would have been 
helpful to clarify what monem meant when he wrote his 
ViS, we cannot say it was an abuse of discretion for the 
district court to decide the motion without a hearing.

V. sufficiEncy of thE EVidEncE

Liberty and Slatten challenge the sufficiency of the 
evidence supporting their convictions. the Court must 
affirm if, “after viewing the evidence in the light most 
favorable to the prosecution, any rational trier of fact 
could have found the essential elements of the crime 
beyond a reasonable doubt.” Jackson, 443 U.S. at 319. 
the jury is “entitled to draw a vast range of reasonable 
inferences from evidence, but may not base a verdict on 
mere speculation.” United States v. Harrison, 103 f.3d 
986, 991, 322 U.S. app. d.C. 280 (d.C. Cir. 1997) (quoting 
United States v. Long, 905 f.2d 1572, 1576, 284 U.S. 
app. d.C. 405 (d.C. Cir. 1990)). applying this “highly 
deferential” standard, United States v. Williams, 836 
f.3d 1, 6 (d.C. Cir. 2016), the Court concludes that the 
evidence supporting the convictions was sufficient, with 
the exception of one of liberty’s attempted manslaughter 
convictions.
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A. liberty

liberty, the driver of the third vehicle in the four-
vehicle convoy of blackwater guards, was convicted of 
eight counts of voluntary manslaughter, twelve counts of 
attempted manslaughter and a Section 924(c) weapons 
count. the jury was also instructed, in view of the 
charges under 18 U.S.C. § 2, that it could convict on each 
of these counts if it determined that liberty aided and 
abetted their commission. liberty contends that there 
was insufficient evidence that he unjustifiably fired his 
weapon at, or caused the death of, any victim, or that he 
took some action to aid another defendant’s unjustifiable 
shooting at any specific victim.

first, raven 23 member Jeremy Krueger’s testimony 
provided evidence from which the jury could find that 
Liberty fired at the white Kia in which the passenger, Dr. 
al-Khazali, was killed. Krueger, who was in the vehicle 
in front of Liberty’s, testified that each member of the 
raven 23 team had been assigned roles and that he was 
responsible for securing one sector of nisur Square. 
Krueger testified that he saw shots fired at the Kia from 
the vehicle behind by “someone sitting in the driver’s 
position, and [he] assumed it to be mr. liberty, just based 
on [his] knowledge of [liberty’s] position that day, [of the 
team members’] assignments.” 8/5/14 (pm) tr. 34:3-9. 
although Krueger was not in a position to see the shooter’s 
face, he inferred that the shooter was the driver because 
the shooter was “sitting with his back against the driver’s 
seat” like a driver would ordinarily sit. 8/5/14 (pm) tr. 
91:10-12.
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liberty maintains that this evidence could just as 
plausibly describe Jimmy Watson, the raven 23 leader, 
who testified that he leaned across Liberty’s body and 
shot into the Kia from the passenger seat. this, however, 
ignores that Krueger testified the shooter was sitting with 
his back “up against the [driver’s] seat,” 8/5/15 (pm) tr. 
91:17-20, and that the shooter’s upper body was above the 
steering wheel, not “tilting down or out” of the vehicle like 
someone who was leaning across the driver’s body. Id. 
at 35:25-36:11. Watson also described liberty as having 
his back “up against the seat.” 7/28/14 (pm) tr. 79:14-15. 
Although Watson testified that Liberty did not shoot into 
the Kia “at that time,” 7/28/14 (pm) tr. 50:4-6, the jury 
could have reasonably disbelieved him because Watson’s 
testimony was inconsistent on other key points, such as 
whether Slatten shot first, and what Liberty did when 
he exited the vehicle during the tow hook-up. Compare, 
e.g., 7/28/14 (pm) tr. 30:18-22, with id. at 30:23-31:20; id. 
at 95:12-16, with id. at 95:25-96:13. further, even if the 
jury credited Watson’s testimony on that point, it could 
reasonably have understood his other testimony that, after 
the initial burst of shooting, he told liberty “to open the 
door again and fire again,” id. at 50:13-14, to show that 
liberty had taken part in the second burst of shooting 
at the Kia. Given the close proximity of the convoy to the 
Kia, 7/1/14 (PM) Tr. 138:4, the jury could reasonably find 
that liberty’s shots hit dr. al-Khazali, contributing to 
her death.

With regard to the victims shot to the south, Watson 
testified that Liberty “was engaging in the direction 
of the south” as the two of them fired simultaneously 
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out of the driver’s side door, which was oriented in that 
direction. 7/28/14 (pm) tr. 61:18-62:7. eddie randall, 
another Raven 23 member, testified that he saw shots fired 
southward from the same door, which, given liberty’s 
driving assignment, he too assumed were fired by Liberty. 
8/11/14 (am) tr. 80:5-82:3. there was also testimony from 
Jeremy ridgeway that in the immediate aftermath of 
the shootings in nisur Square, liberty admitted that he 
had done “another Grey 55,” which ridgeway explained 
meant firing blindly out of his porthole with his rifle 
across his lap. 7/31/14 (am) tr. 44:3-9. liberty maintains 
nonetheless that the Grey 55 testimony did not establish 
shooting “in a particular direction at a particular time,” 
Joint appellants’ reply br. 54, but because liberty’s 
door faced south until the convoy pulled away to leave 
the Square, the jury could reasonably have found that the 
Grey 55 shots went south.

That said, evidence showing only that Liberty fired 
south is not especially probative that he hit any particular 
victim because there were multiple shooters, multiple 
victims in that area and “millions of square feet to the 
south.” 7/29/14 (am) tr. 31:21-22 (Watson). even so, 
and even were the Court to assume that the evidence 
already discussed was insufficient to show Liberty was 
directly responsible for the victims to the south, there 
was sufficient evidence to support Liberty’s convictions 
under an aiding-and-abetting theory. See United States v. 
Branch, 91 f.3d 699, 731-32 (5th Cir. 1996). to establish 
aiding and abetting, the government had to prove, 
beyond a reasonable doubt, that liberty intentionally 
“facilitated any part . . . of [the] criminal venture,” with 
enough “knowledge [of the crime to] enable[] him to make 
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the relevant legal (and indeed, moral) choice” to opt out 
instead. Rosemond v. United States, 134 S. Ct. 1240, 
1246, 1249, 188 l. ed. 2d 248 (2014). Given the evidence 
before the jury, we “find no difficulty in holding that 
actively participating in a gunbattle in which a gunman 
kills [multiple victims] can aid and abet that killing” even 
if the government cannot prove which gunman killed 
which victim. Branch, 91 f.3d at 732. this is especially 
true where, as here, the gunfire of each shooter hindered 
potential escape, leaving victims exposed to the others’ 
bullets. Cf. Rosemond, 134 S. Ct. at 1247 n.6.

the evidence showed that with Slough, ridgeway and 
Heard firing to the south from their location and Watson 
and Liberty firing south from inside their vehicle, victims 
in that area had nowhere to turn in order to escape. 
Krueger, for instance, described people running and “one 
gentleman particularly hiding behind a car and kind of 
frantically wondering what to do and how to get away,” 
as rounds impacted the car and the ground around him. 
8/5/14 (am) tr. 47:12-16. this unarmed man appeared to 
be “deciding which way to run, and he just didn’t know 
what the safe direction was,” before eventually falling 
as he tried to make a run for safety. Id. at 48:18-49:18. 
Similarly, raven 23 member matthew murphy described a 
man near the white Kia that he perceived to be shot while 
the man was “looking around, . . . trying to think about 
what he was going to do, you know, [how to] get out of the 
way” of the gunfire. 7/1/14 (AM) Tr. 11:2-12:10. From this 
evidence, the jury could reasonably find that Liberty’s 
southern shooting aided the gunmen who actually inflicted 
the harm.
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liberty suggests that there is no evidence that he 
knew what anyone other than Watson was doing, and 
therefore his shooting could not have knowingly aided in 
the commission of any crime with the requisite intent. 
to the extent he relies on the fact that Watson was never 
charged as a co-defendant, aiding-and-abetting liability 
can arise even when the principal offense goes uncharged. 
United States v. Catalan-Roman, 585 f.3d 453, 473 (1st 
Cir. 2009). The jury could readily find that Watson’s 
southern shooting was unjustified and thus criminal—for 
instance, when Watson repeatedly shot at and eventually 
hit a man running away from the convoy—and further, 
that Liberty knew of the lack of justification and yet 
continued to fire his weapon. Liberty’s failure to opt out 
satisfies the mens rea element, which can arise during 
the crime’s commission. Rosemond, 134 S. Ct. at 1249. 
even assuming that liberty may not have been able to see 
Slough, Ridgeway, or Heard, who were firing their weapons 
from above Liberty, Watson testified he was aware that 
they were firing their weapons, and the jury could have 
reasonably imputed that same awareness to liberty, who 
was sitting beside Watson. a number of southern-facing 
raven 23 members, including mark mealy, who was the 
turret gunner in the lead vehicle, testified to the lack of 
apparent justification for any southern shooting from 
the convoy. E.g., 8/4/14 (pm) tr. 91:18-21 (ridgeway was 
unable “to personally identify a legitimate target” as he 
fired south); 7/15/14 (PM) Tr. 113:16-114:16 (Mealy “didn’t 
see any reason” for the shots fired at people attempting to 
flee). Despite Liberty’s claim that Mealy had a different 
vantage than Liberty, the jury could reasonably find that 
liberty, who was looking in the same direction, continued 
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to fire his gun despite the unjustified shooting that was 
happening around him.

With regard to the two victims shot to the east of 
the Nisur Square traffic circle, Mealy testified that an 
unidentified Raven 23 member fired east while the disabled 
convoy vehicle was being hooked up for evacuation. mealy 
saw an iraqi man with his hands in the air, saw the raven 
23 guard kneeling outside his vehicle holding an M-4 rifle 
with an aCoG scope, and after he heard two or three 
shots, mealy saw the iraqi man double over with a stomach 
wound. Watson’s testimony placed liberty outside their 
vehicle during the tow hook-up, and although his testimony 
about what liberty was doing was inconsistent with his 
statement to the grand jury that he did not know what 
Liberty did, at trial he testified Liberty helped with the 
hook-up. Two rifle magazines later found in Nisur Square 
bore liberty’s name and inasmuch the three other guards 
who were outside during the hook-up testified that they 
did not fire their weapons, the jury could reasonably infer 
that liberty killed ali hussein.

liberty disputes the import of this evidence. first, 
he maintains that the magazines prove only that he fired 
his weapon that day, something he does not deny. the 
jury, however, could have reasonably viewed this evidence 
to show that Liberty fired his weapon from outside the 
vehicle, consistent with mealy’s testimony. Watson did not 
recall liberty dropping a spent magazine while shooting 
inside the vehicle, and it is unclear how else the magazines 
might have ended up outside the vehicle. Second, mealy 
testified that whoever shot hussein used an aCoG 
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scope. that liberty had been issued an eotech scope 
undercuts the inference that liberty killed hussein, but 
it does nothing to preclude it; the jury heard testimony 
that swapping scopes “would [not] be that hard,” 7/28/14 
(pm) tr. 97:20-21, and that over time one guard went 
from using an eotech to an aCoG and then back again. 
third, liberty further points out that mealy described 
the victim as wearing blue, traditional garb, and no victim 
matched that description. there was, however, testimony 
that hussein was shot in the stomach, which is consistent 
with mealy’s testimony. fourth, liberty maintains that 
six Raven 23 members testified that no shots were fired 
during the tow hook-up. this overstates the testimony to 
a degree, because Frost, Krueger and Rhodes testified 
that they did not recall or perceive any shots being fired 
during the hook-up, while Murphy and Ridgeway testified 
only that no incoming shots (i.e., shooting at the convoy) 
were fired. Even so, the jury was entitled to credit Mealy’s 
specific recollection over that of the others. Jackson, 443 
U.S. at 319.

in sum, although liberty may have poked holes in 
some of the evidence against him, this Court does not 
review the jury’s verdict de novo. See id. Given mealy’s 
testimony and the spent magazines found outside the 
vehicle, liberty has not shown that no reasonable 
factfinder could find him guilty of Hussein’s death. The 
jury could reasonably have credited mealy’s testimony and 
evidence that only Liberty fired his weapon during the 
hook-up efforts. on the other hand, the government has 
pointed to no evidence linking liberty to the attempted 
manslaughter of mahdi al-faraji, who was also shot to 
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the east of Nisur Square. Mealy testified only to seeing 
the blackwater guard taking “two or three shots” to the 
east, hitting a single victim. 7/15/14 (pm) tr. 120:1-121:11. 
an inference that one of those shots also hit a second 
victim would be based on mere speculation, Harrison, 
103 f.3d at 991, and consequently that count of attempted 
manslaughter must be vacated for insufficient evidence.

b. Slatten

Slatten was convicted of first-degree murder in the 
death of ahmed al-rubia’y, the driver of the white Kia. 
at the time of the shooting, Slatten was laying across a 
bench in the back of the third vehicle, aiming his weapon 
south out of a driver’s side porthole. the government’s 
theory was that while traffic was at a standstill waiting 
for the blackwater convoy to exit the Square, Slatten 
fired two shots from a sniper rifle into the Kia windshield, 
killing al-rubia’y instantly and setting into motion the 
day’s horrific events. See, e.g., 6/17/14 (pm) tr. 7:16-9:19. 
Slatten maintains there is insufficient evidence to support 
that theory and that testimony from two government 
witnesses disproves it.

the jury heard testimony that at the outset, while 
all traffic was stopped in Nisur Square, there were two 
distinct pops, after which the Kia started to roll slowly 
and a woman began to scream. Officer Al-Hamidi testified 
that he approached the car to see that al-rubia’y’s “whole 
face was full of blood,” that the woman in the passenger 
seat was holding him and screaming “my son, my son,” 
and then the car astarted moving slowly because the 
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young man was killed, and he did not have control of the 
car.” 7/2/14 (AM) Tr. 92:11-93:10. Officer Monem similarly 
testified that, on his approach, he saw that Al-Rubia’y had 
been shot in the middle of his forehead, while a nearby 
witness saw a hole in the blood-splattered driver’s side 
windshield. from this, the jury could reasonably conclude 
that the first shots were fatal, and Slatten does not dispute 
this point.

the jury also heard testimony from Jimmy Watson, 
who was in the front passenger seat of Slatten’s vehicle. 
Although unable to recall at trial, Watson had testified 
before the grand jury to his fairly strong recollection 
that Slatten fired twice and then the gunners began 
shooting, and this testimony was admitted into evidence 
at trial. Watson described Slatten’s first shots as “very 
rhythmic . . . retort then retort,” 7/28/14 (pm) tr. 34:14-15, 
consistent with others’ descriptions of the fatal shots as 
“two pops,” e.g., 7/14/14 (pm) tr. 76:2-3. Watson could not 
see Slatten’s target, but testified that Slatten was aimed 
generally south, which was “the direction . . . where the 
[Kia] was,” 7/28/14 (pm) tr. 38:25-39:2. Similarly, eddie 
Randall testified that he heard the first shots come from in 
front of him, where Slatten’s vehicle was positioned. Slough 
was in Slatten’s vehicle, and on direct examination randall 
testified that nothing he saw in Slough’s appearance 
indicated to him that Slough had taken the shots.

the jury heard further testimony that Slatten was 
Raven 23’s best marksman, who carried a sniper rifle 
that had been modified to be on a hair trigger, and that 
Slatten was known for his particular disdain for iraqis, 
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viewing himself as getting payback for 9/11. indeed, 
Jeremy Ridgeway testified that Slatten later recounted 
shooting someone who was taking aim at the convoy, 
with Slatten saying matter-of-factly that he “popped his 
grape” and caused him to slump forward. 7/31/14 (am) 
tr. 49:5-16. from this evidence, a reasonable jury could 
understand this to describe al-rubia’y, after being shot in 
the middle of the forehead by raven 23’s best marksman. 
Slatten’s bias against iraqis, moreover, provided a basis 
for finding that Slatten had fired first, in the absence of any 
insurgent fire or other threat to the heavily armed convoy. 
Witnesses testified that Slatten had previously engaged 
in a pattern of preemptively shooting (or encouraging 
others to preemptively shoot) at targets in order to draw 
fire from potential adversaries. See United States v. Long, 
328 f.3d 655, 661, 356 U.S. app. d.C. 117 (d.C. Cir. 2003).

Slatten, like liberty, pokes some holes in the 
government’s theory but does not overcome the jury’s 
reasonable determination of guilt in light of the evidence 
before it. he makes much of the fact that ridgeway 
testified that Slatten confessed to killing an active shooter 
who slumped forward when shot, while al-rubia’y was 
an unarmed driver who, according to Officer Monem, 
slumped to the side. The jury could reasonably find that 
Slatten’s “active shooter” claim to ridgeway was self-
serving and therefore not trustworthy. See Williamson 
v. United States, 512 U.S. 594, 599-600, 114 S. Ct. 2431, 
129 l. ed. 2d 476 (1994). as the district court found, the 
jury had “ample support in the record to find that Slatten 
was lying or unreasonably mistaken” about an active 
shooter. United States v. Slough, 144 f. Supp. 3d 4, 13 
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(d.d.C. 2015). aside from two witnesses who thought they 
heard shots from what sounded like an aK-47, there was 
no evidence of any active shooters that day, let alone a 
seated one. and as for monem’s testimony that al-rubia’y 
was slumped to the side, to the extent it conflicted with 
Slatten’s recounting the jury was entitled to disregard 
such a minor discrepancy. Given the lack of evidence 
that Slatten fired any other shots that day, the jury could 
reasonably understand his “popped his grape” comment 
to describe al-rubia’y, who had been shot in the middle 
of his forehead.

With regard to Watson’s testimony, Slatten highlights 
the equivocation at trial as to who shot first, Slatten or 
the gunners. He also points out that Watson testified to 
hearing three aK-47 shots outside the convoy prior to 
Slatten firing, which Slatten suggests shows that he was 
returning incoming fire rather than firing at the Kia. 
Slatten’s attempt to revive the defendants’ discredited 
self-defense theory lacks merit—the jury necessarily 
rejected it, and the district court noted that “no witness 
. . . ever testified that they ever saw [an insurgent’s] 
weapon at the scene,” 4/13/15 tr. 152:6-8. in his reply 
brief, Slatten suggests that the initial shots Watson heard 
might have come from the gunners rather than insurgents, 
but Watson testified that he first heard AK-47 rounds in 
the distance, at which point either Slatten or the gunners 
began to fire. The jury could reasonably conclude that, 
despite his equivocation, Watson’s testimony supported 
the government’s theory that Slatten fired first, and also, 
in light of the overwhelming evidence to the contrary, that 
there was no incoming fire directed at the convoy.
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Slatten points out that Jeremy Krueger testified 
hearing 5.56 caliber rounds as the first shots fired, which 
Krueger claimed he could distinguish from the sound of 
7.62 caliber rounds, the caliber that Slatten’s sniper rifle 
would have fired. This testimony is probative, but not 
forcefully so in view of Krueger’s acknowledgment that 
his hearing was limited by noise-reducing ear protection 
and being inside of a different vehicle than the shooter. 
Still, it was for the jury to resolve the credibility of 
Krueger’s testimony that depending on the situation and 
circumstances, he “still [thought he] could” distinguish 
caliber rounds even when inside another vehicle and while 
wearing ear protection. 8/5/14 (am) tr. 21:22-22:2.

Slatten’s strongest counterevidence comes from 
Officers Monem and Al-Hamidi, who testified that the first 
shots came from the gunners. al-hamidi was “100 percent 
certain” that the first shots came from a gunner on top of 
a vehicle, 7/2/14 (pm) tr. 35:4-15, while monem “did not 
see the explosion from the mouth of [a gunner’s] rifle, but 
it was so close” that he could tell from the sound that it 
did. 6/23/14 (am) tr. 12:12-13. this testimony, however, 
does not “disprove[]” the government’s theory of Slatten’s 
guilt. Slatten’s br. 47. it simply creates a dispute of fact, 
and it was the jury’s responsibility to weigh the officers’ 
conflicting testimony against that of Watson to resolve 
the dispute. Jackson, 443 U.S. at 319. that a different 
jury might have resolved the conflict differently is not 
tantamount to showing that no reasonable fact-finder 
could conclude that Slatten shot first. See id. Without any 
other plausible target for Slatten’s first shots, and given 
the proximity of the Kia, it would have been reasonable 
for the jury to find that Slatten killed Al-Rubia’y.
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Vi. VindictiVE ProsEcution

Slatten further contends that his re-indictment for 
first-degree murder, after he successfully challenged 
his previous indictment for manslaughter, attempted 
manslaughter and weapons charges, constituted vindictive 
prosecution. our review of the district court’s contrary 
finding is for clear error. United States v. Safavian, 649 
f.3d 688, 692, 396 U.S. app. d.C. 307 (d.C. Cir. 2011).

A. background

in december 2008, Slatten was indicted jointly with 
his co-defendants for identical counts of manslaughter, 
attempted manslaughter and weapons charges. When 
the government later concluded that “tainted” testimony 
against Slatten had been presented to the grand jury, see 
generally Kastigar v. United States, 406 U.S. 441, 92 S. 
Ct. 1653, 32 l. ed. 2d 212 (1972), it moved to voluntarily 
dismiss the indictment as to Slatten. the district court 
granted defendants’ motion to dismiss the indictment as to 
all defendants on related Kastigar grounds. United States 
v. Slough, 677 f. Supp. 2d 112, 166 & n.67 (d.d.C. 2009). on 
appeal, this Court reversed and remanded the dismissal 
as to all defendants except Slatten, concluding that the 
district court had already granted the government’s 
motion to dismiss and “taken Slatten out of the case for 
now.” Slough, 641 f.3d at 547.

two years later, the government secured a superseding 
indictment charging Slatten with the manslaughter of 
al-rubia’y, and jointly charging all defendants with 
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various other manslaughter, attempted manslaughter and 
weapons counts. Slatten moved to dismiss the charges 
as time-barred because this Court’s earlier reversal of 
dismissal had not applied to him and the limitations period 
had continued to run. the district court denied his motion, 
and Slatten filed a petition for a writ of mandamus. This 
Court granted the writ upon concluding that its earlier 
reversal “clearly applied” only to Slatten’s co-defendants. 
In re Slatten, no. 14-3007, at 1, 2014 U.S. app. leXiS 6384 
(d.C. Cir. apr. 7, 2014). it denied the government’s own 
petition for rehearing, observing that the government’s 
concern about a miscarriage of justice if its prosecution of 
Slatten were time-barred was caused by the government’s 
“inexplicable failure to [timely] reindict Slatten.” In re 
Slatten, no. 14-3007, at 2, 2014 U.S. app. leXiS 7385 
(d.C. Cir. apr. 18, 2014). the government subsequently 
obtained an indictment charging Slatten with first-degree 
murder in the death of al-rubia’y, a charge not subject to 
the statute of limitations. 18 U.S.C. §§ 1111(b), 3281. the 
prosecutor conveyed to Slatten’s counsel an offer to reduce 
the charge to manslaughter if Slatten would waive any 
limitations defense, explaining that the murder charge 
was the government’s only remaining option for holding 
Slatten accountable.

Slatten moved to dismiss the first-degree murder 
charge on due process grounds, arguing that the increased 
charge constituted vindictive prosecution. the district 
court denied the motion, finding that the facts did not 
raise a presumption of vindictive prosecution. it found that 
Slatten exercised his rights in a pre-trial context, in which 
courts are far more hesitant to presume vindictiveness. 
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it further found that the prosecutor’s offer to reduce the 
charge was a permissible pre-trial negotiation, akin to 
plea bargaining, and that no other facts suggested that 
the government was improperly motivated. instead, the 
government simply sought to hold Slatten accountable for a 
heinous crime it believed he committed. the district court 
also rejected Slatten’s argument that the government was 
required to provide a contemporaneous explanation of its 
decision to increase the charge. United States v. Slatten, 
22 f. Supp. 3d 9, 12-16 (d.d.C. 2014).

b. Analysis

the due process Clause prohibits prosecutors from 
“upping the ante” by filing increased charges in order 
to retaliate against a defendant for exercising a legal 
right. Blackledge v. Perry, 417 U.S. 21, 27-28, 94 S. Ct. 
2098, 40 l. ed. 2d 628 (1974). at the same time, however, 
prosecutors have broad discretion to enforce the law, and 
their decisions are presumed to be proper absent clear 
evidence to the contrary. United States v. Armstrong, 517 
U.S. 456, 464, 116 S. Ct. 1480, 134 l. ed. 2d 687 (1996). 
thus, to succeed on a claim of vindictive prosecution, 
a defendant must establish that the increased charge 
was “brought solely to ‘penalize’ [him] and could not be 
justified as a proper exercise of prosecutorial discretion.” 
United States v. Goodwin, 457 U.S. 368, 380 n.12, 102 S. 
Ct. 2485, 73 l. ed. 2d 74 (1982) (emphasis added). this can 
be accomplished in two ways: through objective evidence 
showing actual vindictiveness, or through evidence 
“indicat[ing] a ‘realistic likelihood of vindictiveness,’“ 
which gives rise to a presumption that the government 
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must then attempt to rebut. United States v. Meyer, 810 
f.2d 1242, 1245, 258 U.S. app. d.C. 263 (d.C. Cir. 1987) 
(quoting Blackledge, 417 U.S. at 27). Slatten relies on the 
latter, presumptive route.

in presumption cases, the Supreme Court has 
distinguished between pre-trial and post-trial settings. 
Goodwin, 457 U.S. at 381. in a pre-trial setting, 
“the prosecutor’s assessment of the proper extent of 
prosecution may not have crystallized,” so an increase 
in charges may be the result of additional information or 
further consideration of known information, rather than 
a vindictive motive. Id. the routine exercise of many pre-
trial rights also weakens any inference of vindictiveness, 
i.e., that a prosecutor would retaliate simply because a 
defendant sought a jury trial or pleaded an affirmative 
defense. Id. on the other hand, a post-trial increase in 
charges is unlikely to be based on new information, and 
thus it is “much more likely to be improperly motivated 
than is a pretrial decision.” Id. for this reason, a 
presumption of vindictiveness will “automatically” arise 
whenever charges are increased post-trial, but in the 
pre-trial context, a defendant must provide additional 
facts sufficient to show that “all of the circumstances, 
when taken together, support a realistic likelihood of 
vindictiveness.” Meyer, 810 f.2d at 1245-46.

The parties dispute whether the first degree murder 
indictment is properly characterized as occurring 
in a pre-trial or post-trial setting. the government 
maintains that as a factual matter the charging decision 
was unquestionably made prior to Slatten’s trial, while 
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Slatten maintains that it was more akin to a post-trial 
decision because it followed a hotly contested mandamus 
proceeding in which this Court chastised the government 
for failing timely to reindict him. Slatten also points out 
that this case was closely watched by U.S. and iraqi 
leaders, citing former Vice president biden’s assurance to 
former iraqi president talabani that the earlier Kastigar 
dismissal would be appealed. anthony Shadid, Biden 
Says U.S. Will Appeal Blackwater Case Dismissal, n.y. 
times, Jan. 23, 2010. this Court has acknowledged that 
particularly in an important, highly publicized case, a 
prosecutor “being but human ‘may have a personal stake 
in [obtaining a] conviction and a motivation to engage 
in self-vindication.’“ Safavian, 649 f.3d at 692 (quoting 
United States v. Stanfield, 360 f.3d 1346, 1362, 360 U.S. 
app. d.C. 305 (d.C. Cir. 2004)). especially when compared 
to the routine pretrial motions identified in Goodwin, 
457 U.S. at 381, there can be little question that the 
extraordinary mandamus grant here, followed by a rather 
sharply-worded criticism in denying reconsideration, in a 
high-profile prosecution with international ramifications 
no less, had far greater potential to give rise to a vindictive 
motive. but these unusual facts do not convert the pre-trial 
setting into a post-trial one in which a presumption would 
automatically apply; rather they constitute “additional 
facts” that support the finding of a presumption. Meyer, 
810 f.2d at 1245-46.

Slatten’s other contentions, derived from the Court’s 
analysis in Meyer, 810 f.2d at 1246-47, do not fare as well. 
he maintains that he received disparate treatment from 
his co-defendants, but he ignores that his co-defendants 
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had no viable limitations defense and were not similarly 
situated, as the Meyer defendants were. See 810 f.2d at 
1246. next, although the government had twice considered 
the facts and twice charged manslaughter, “the initial 
charges filed by a prosecutor may not reflect the extent to 
which an individual is legitimately subject to prosecution.” 
Goodwin, 457 U.S. at 382. here, the government’s decision 
in the superseding indictment to charge Slatten alone 
in the death of al-rubia’y indicates that it continued to 
develop facts after its initial charging decision. but even 
where the government has full knowledge of the facts, 
it can initially exercise its discretion to bring lesser 
charges. E.g., United States v. Saltzman, 537 f.3d 353, 
361 (5th Cir. 2008). moreover, Slatten is incorrect that, 
as in Meyer, “[t]he only relevant intervening event” 
before the charge increase was Slatten’s assertion of 
rights. Slatten’s br. 21-22. here, Slatten exercised his 
right to file a mandamus petition and this Court granted 
it, nullifying the government’s ability to proceed on 
the existing charges. finally, the government’s offer to 
charge manslaughter in exchange for Slatten waiving his 
limitations defense was not improper. as the district court 
found, Slatten was advised by competent counsel and was 
free to accept or reject the government’s offer, which was 
a permissible give-and-take. See Bordenkircher v. Hayes, 
434 U.S. 357, 363, 98 S. Ct. 663, 54 l. ed. 2d 604 (1978); 
see also Paradise v. CCI Warden, 136 f.3d 331, 335 n.6 
(2d Cir. 1998).
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Still, although it is a close question, the unusual, high-
profile and potentially embarrassing context surrounding 
Slatten’s mandamus petition could be viewed to “support a 
realistic likelihood of prosecutorial vindictiveness.” Meyer, 
810 f.2d at 1246. in that situation, the burden would shift 
to the government to provide any objective evidence 
showing a non-retaliatory justification for the increased 
charge. Safavian, 649 f.3d at 694. the government has 
met this “admittedly minimal” burden, id., pointing to 
this Court’s grant of Slatten’s mandamus petition that 
left the government with no alternative but to charge him 
with murder or else see “a heinous crime” go unpunished. 
appellee’s br. 88 (quoting Slatten, 22 f. Supp. 3d at 14). 
in closely analogous circumstances, the Second Circuit 
found no vindictiveness when a defendant successfully 
pursued a statute of limitations defense in the state’s 
highest court, and the prosecution then reindicted him 
for a capital charge not subject to any limitations period. 
Paradise, 136 f.3d at 334, 336. as here, the capital charge 
“was simply the only charge available[] after the other 
charges had been dismissed . . . as time barred,” and the 
government’s desire to see the crime punished “does not 
amount to a constitutional violation.” Id. at 336.

this does not mean, as amicus asserts, that prosecutors 
can permissibly “up the ante” any time a defendant 
succeeds on appeal. amicus br. 27. in many cases, the 
same charges will remain available to the prosecution after 
a defendant’s successful appeal, and any increase in the 
charges will still give rise to the specter of vindictiveness. 
See Meyer, 810 f.2d at 1245-46. and even if the same 
charges are unavailable on retrial, a defendant can still 
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marshal any available evidence of actual vindictiveness to 
show that the prosecution’s purported desire to see the 
crime punished is mere pretext. nor should this result 
cause doubt about whether Slatten was punished for 
exercising a legal right. again, the Court relies little on 
the government’s stated desire to see the crime punished, 
and instead places dispositive weight on the intervening 
grant of mandamus, as this Court has held that an adverse 
appellate ruling can provide an objective basis for the 
prosecution’s new charging decision. Safavian, 649 f.3d 
at 694. it is also immaterial that the new charge was 
the result of the prosecution’s initial mistake in allowing 
the limitations period to run. See Paradise, 136 f.3d at 
336 n.7. Slatten and amicus urge that the government 
can only increase charges when, “through no fault of its 
own,” the government learns of new information after the 
initial charging decision. United States v. Jamison, 505 
f.2d 407, 416-17, 164 U.S. app. d.C. 300 (d.C. Cir. 1974). 
but the Supreme Court has rejected the “presum[ption] 
that every prosecutor is infallible.” Goodwin, 457 U.S. at 
382 n.14; see also Paradise, 136 f.3d at 336 n.7. finally, 
as the district court ruled, the government was not 
required to state its justification when it obtained the 
first-degree murder indictment because “the prosecutor 
is not required to sustain any burden of justification” 
until after the defendant comes forward with evidence of 
vindictiveness. Goodwin, 457 U.S. at 384 n.19.

With the presumption rebutted, Slatten’s vindictive 
prosecution challenge fails because he does not offer any 
evidence to support a finding of actual vindictiveness. 
Safavian, 649 f.3d at 694. the district court reached the 
same conclusion, albeit by considering the government’s 
objective justification to rule out a presumption of 
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vindictiveness at step one, rather than to rebut it at step 
two. otherwise, the substance of its analysis is much the 
same as our own, and as such, we hold that the district did 
not err, let alone clearly err, in rejecting Slatten’s defense 
of prosecutorial vindictiveness.

Vii. Motion to sEVEr

We next turn to Slatten’s challenge to the district 
court’s denial of his rule 14 motion to sever his trial 
from that of a co-defendant. Slatten argued for severance 
because he sought to introduce exculpatory evidence—the 
co-defendant’s admissions that he, not Slatten, initiated 
the Nisur Square attack by firing on the white Kia—
evidence inadmissible in a joint trial with the co-defendant. 
See Kastigar v. United States, 406 U.S. 441, 458-61, 92 
S. Ct. 1653, 32 l. ed. 2d 212 (1972) (government cannot 
prosecute declarant based on immunized statement). the 
district court denied Slatten’s motion to sever, finding 
the co-defendant’s admissions constituted inadmissible 
hearsay. We disagree. because the co-defendant’s 
admissions were vital to Slatten’s defense and possessed 
sufficient circumstantial guarantees of trustworthiness, 
we believe they were admissible under federal rule of 
evidence 807. accordingly, because the district court 
erroneously denied severance, we reverse Slatten’s first-
degree murder conviction—Count one of the superseding 
indictment—and remand his case for a new trial.

A. background

As we outlined earlier, Slatten’s first-degree murder 
conviction arose from the killing of the driver of the white 
Kia. as the raven 23 convoy entered nisur Square on 
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September 16, 2007, shift leader Jimmy Watson gave the 
command to “lock[] down” the area to aid the movement of 
other blackwater teams operating nearby. Ja 1776, 1846-
48, 1856-57, 2351-52. With the help of iraqi policemen, 
the Blackwater convoy brought traffic in the Square to 
a halt, as was their usual procedure. After the traffic 
stopped, shots rang out. the shots, originating from the 
raven 23 convoy, targeted and hit a white Kia, shattering 
its windshield and striking its driver, ahmed haithem 
ahmed al-rubia’y, in the head.6 General gunfire then 
began as Raven 23 team members fired on Iraqi civilian 
pedestrians in several directions in nisur Square and the 
surrounding area.

as noted, the government maintained that Slatten’s 
shot was the match that ignited the nisur Square 
firestorm—that Slatten intentionally opened fire on 
the white Kia because of an anti-iraqi animus. See also 
appellee’s br. 103 (“the evidence also showed that Slatten 
had both the intent and motive to open the firing in the 
Square. his hatred toward iraqis stood out, even among 
those who held such views.”). the government insisted that 

6. on appeal, as at trial, the government has maintained that 
“once raven 23 was in the Square, ‘no car [was] moving.’“ appellee’s 
br. 12 (citing Ja 1247-48). it argues that it was only after Slatten, 
unprovoked, fired upon the white Kia that it “started to move slowly 
forward” towards the convoy. Id. at 13. the defendants, however, 
insist that the “white Kia sedan pulled out of a line of stopped cars 
entering the circle from the south, and drove directly towards the 
convoy.” Joint appellants’ br. 17. according to the defense, it was 
only after the white Kia started moving that Slatten’s co-defendant 
opened fire on the vehicle to stop its advance. Id. at 18-19. We 
highlight this discrepancy to underscore the importance of the co-
defendant’s admissions to Slatten’s defense.
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the nisur Square attack was part of Slatten’s plan to “get[] 
payback for 9/11,” Ja 2117, and the white Kia presented 
him with the target for which he had been waiting.

but in the hours and days following the nisur Square 
attack, it was another member of the raven 23 team—a 
co-defendant here—who said that he had fired the first 
shots at the white Kia. Sa 1, 4, 6-7. Just hours after the 
shooting, the co-defendant was interviewed and debriefed 
by State department investigators operating in baghdad. 
Sa 1. before his interview, the investigators told the co-
defendant that if he was “honest and truthful, that nothing 
would be used against [him], and that they were there to 
gather information not to be used in a criminal setting.” 
Sa 22. during his first debriefing, the co-defendant 
told the investigators that he had “engaged and hit the 
driver” of the white Kia sedan. Sa 1. the investigators’ 
corresponding report states:

[t]he team came into and locked down the 
circle. Traffic was very heavy, but responded 
to their commands to stop. a white vehicle 
approached the team at a high rate of speed 
and would not stop despite [the co-defendant’s] 
hand signals and throwing a water bottle. other 
civilians tried to waive the vehicle down, but it 
still would not stop. [the co-defendant] engaged 
and hit the driver.

Sa 1. two days later, on September 18, 2007, the co-
defendant signed a sworn written statement regarding 
the nisur Square attack. Sa 3-5. as with his earlier 
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statement, the co-defendant’s September 18 statement 
was made with the understanding that “neither [the co-
defendant’s] statements nor any information or evidence 
gained by reason of [his] statements [could] be used 
against [him] in a criminal proceeding, except that if [he] 
knowingly and willfully provide[d] false statements or 
information, [he could] be criminally prosecuted for that 
action under 18 United States Code, Section 1001.” Sa 3. 
in his second statement, the co-defendant repeated his 
earlier statement:

as our motorcade pulled into the intersection 
i noticed a white four door sedan driving 
directly at our motorcade from the west bound 
lane. i and others were yelling, and using hand 
signals for the car to stop and the driver looked 
directly at me and kept moving toward our 
motorcade. fearing for my life and the lives 
of my teammates, i engaged the driver and 
stopped the threat.

Sa 4. on September 20, 2007, the co-defendant again 
spoke to State department investigators and with the 
same limited use condition as obtained in his first two 
interviews. Sa 6-7; 22-23. the investigators’ report 
recounted the co-defendant’s statement made at that time:

on the day of the incident . . . [the co-defendant] 
was positioned just west of the police booth that 
is located near the north end of the median 
south of the Circle. a white car was moving 
north on Jinub Street toward the motorcade, 
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and [the co-defendant] gave commands for the 
driver to stop. the car did not stop, and [he] 
engaged it with his m4. [the co-defendant] 
is not sure whether he was the first one to 
fire during this incident. He is not aware of 
any shots being fired before his. The car kept 
moving straight toward the motorcade without 
braking. [the co-defendant] used one magazine 
of m4 ammunition to engage the white car.

Sa 6-7.

taken together, then, the co-defendant’s statements 
relate a different version of the nisur Square events 
from that presented by the government at trial. the 
government’s case against Slatten hinged on his having 
fired the first shots, his animosity toward the Iraqis having 
led him to target the white Kia unprovoked. See supra 40-
44. the co-defendant’s statements, however, strike at the 
heart of that theory and instead point to the co-defendant, 
not Slatten, as the Blackwater convoy member who first 
“engaged and hit the driver” of the white Kia. Sa 1.

at Slatten’s arraignment, the district court granted 
the government’s motion to join Slatten’s trial with 
that of liberty, heard and Slough. Ja 388-91. Slatten 
asked the district court to reconsider joinder on two 
grounds, insisting, first, that, because of his need for a 
co-defendant’s testimony, severance was essential so that 
the co-defendant could be called as a witness for Slatten 
at the latter’s separate trial. See Sa 42-43. further, if, in 
a joint trial, the co-defendant statements were deemed 
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admissible as exculpatory evidence as to Slatten, then 
severance was appropriate to protect the co-defendant’s 
fifth amendment right. Sa 43.

the district court rejected both rationales and 
denied the motion to sever. Regarding Slatten’s first 
argument, the district court concluded that Slatten had 
failed to show a “reasonable probability” that the co-
defendant would be willing to testify at a separate trial, 
as required by United States v. Ford, 870 f.2d 729, 731, 
276 U.S. app. d.C. 315 (d.C. Cir. 1989) (when weighing 
appropriateness of severance based on alleged need for 
co-defendant’s testimony, court should consider, inter alia, 
“the likelihood that the co-defendant will testify if the 
cases are severed”). Sa 42-43. the district court further 
found no constitutional problem in joining Slatten’s and 
his co-defendant’s trials because the latter’s “statements 
[were] . . . inadmissible hearsay.” Sa 43. Slatten challenges 
only the second ruling on appeal. See Slatten’s br. 36-46.

b. hearsay and its exceptions

hearsay is an out-of-court statement that is 
inadmissible at trial to establish the truth thereof. See 
FeD. r. eviD. 801(c) (defining hearsay); FeD. r. eviD. 
802 (hearsay generally inadmissible). the hearsay rule 
is rooted in the belief that an out-of-court statement 
lacks necessary assurances of veracity. See Williamson 
v. United States, 512 U.S. 594, 598, 114 S. Ct. 2431, 129 
l. ed. 2d 476 (1994) (“the hearsay rule . . . is premised 
on the theory that out-of-court statements are subject to 
particular hazards.”). With any statement, a “declarant 
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might be lying; he might have misperceived the events 
which he relates; he might have faulty memory; [or] his 
words might be misunderstood or taken out of context by 
the listener.” Id. to avoid these shortcomings, our judicial 
system chooses in-court statements that can be tested 
by “the oath, the witness’ awareness of the gravity of the 
proceedings, the jury’s ability to observe the witness’ 
demeanor, and, most importantly, the right of the opponent 
to cross-examine.” Id. admitting hearsay would prevent 
opposing parties, and our judicial system as a whole, 
from using these checks. United States v. Evans, 216 
f.3d 80, 85, 342 U.S. app. d.C. 189 (d.C. Cir. 2000) (“the 
problem with hearsay is that it deprives the defendant of 
the opportunity to cross-examine the person who uttered 
the statement at issue.”).

“nonetheless, the federal rules of evidence also 
recognize that some kinds of out-of-court statements are 
less subject to these hearsay dangers, and therefore except 
them from the general rule that hearsay is inadmissible.” 
Williamson, 512 U.S. at 598. the enumerated exceptions 
apply to hearsay that possesses certain guarantees of 
trustworthiness. See FeD. r. eviD. 803-04 (enumerating 
exceptions and exclusions to hearsay rule).

on appeal, Slatten does not argue his co-defendant’s 
statements fall outside the definition of hearsay. See FeD. 
r. eviD. 801(c). indeed, he could not succeed if he did so 
argue—Slatten acknowledges that he seeks to use his 
co-defendant’s out-of-court statements to establish the 
truth thereof, that is, that his co-defendant fired the first 
shots at the white Kia. See Slatten’s br. 36. Slatten does, 
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however, challenge the district court’s conclusions that 
his co-defendant’s statements do not fit within any of 
three exceptions to the hearsay rule: 1) rule 804(b)(3)’s 
statement against interest exception; 2) rule 803(6)’s 
business record exception; and 3) rule 807’s residual 
hearsay exception.7 Sa 43-45.

7. neither the district court nor the parties on appeal 
distinguish among the co-defendant’s three separate statements—
the September 16 report, the September 18 statement and the 
September 20 report—for the hearsay analysis. See supra 53-55. 
This approach likely reflects the fact that the content of the three 
statements is largely overlapping. See Sa 1, 4, 6-7. nevertheless, 
two of the reports—the September 16 report and the September 20 
report—contain hearsay within hearsay. Id. at 1, 6-7. the September 
18 statement was completed by the co-defendant himself so that, to 
be admissible, only one “link” in the hearsay chain need fall within 
an exception: the incorporation of the co-defendant’s statements in 
the report. as set forth infra, we believe the September 18 statement 
is admissible under rule 807’s residual hearsay exception. See 
infra part Vii.b.3. the September 16 and September 20 reports, 
however, were completed by investigators to whom the co-defendant 
made his statements. Id. these two reports thus have an additional 
“link” in the hearsay chain: the transmission of the co-defendant’s 
statements to the investigators and the agents’ incorporation of the 
statements into their reports. but “[h]earsay within hearsay is not 
excluded by the rule against hearsay if each part of the combined 
statements conforms with an exception to the rule.” FeD. r. eviD. 
805. We believe the first instance of hearsay—the transmission of 
the co-defendant’s statements to the investigators—falls within 
rule 807’s residual hearsay exception. See infra part Vii.b.3. and 
the second hearsay—the investigators’ incorporation of the co-
defendant’s statements into their reports—falls within rule 803(8)’s 
public records exception, which makes admissible a public record’s 
“factual findings from a legally authorized investigation” so long 
as they are offered “against the government in a criminal case” 
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1. Standard of review

ordinarily, the Court reviews the exclusion of a 
hearsay statement under the abuse of discretion standard. 
United States v. Moore, 651 f.3d 30, 83, 397 U.S. app. 
d.C. 148 (d.C. Cir. 2011) (per curiam). nevertheless, for 
rule 807, we have enunciated a slightly different standard; 
namely, we should be “particularly hesitant to overturn 
a trial court’s admissibility ruling under the residual 
hearsay exception absent a definite and firm conviction 
that the court made a clear error of judgment in the 
conclusion it reached based upon a weighing of the relevant 
factors.” United States v. North, 910 f.2d 843, 909, 285 
U.S. app. d.C. 343 (d.C. Cir. 1990) (internal quotation 
marks omitted) (quoting Balogh’s of Coral Gables, Inc. v. 
Getz, 798 f.2d 1356, 1358 (11th Cir. 1986) (en banc)).

because “the legislative history of [rule 807] 
indicates that it should be applied sparingly,” we believe 
it appropriate to engage in a rule 807 analysis only if it 
is apparent that no other exception renders a hearsay 
statement admissible. See SEC v. First City Fin. Corp., 
890 f.2d 1215, 1225, 281 U.S. app. d.C. 410 (d.C. Cir. 

and “the opponent does not show that the source of information or 
other circumstances indicate a lack of trustworthiness.” See FeD. 
r. eviD. 803(8); United States v. Warren, 42 f.3d 647, 657, 310 U.S. 
app. d.C. 1 (d.C. Cir. 1994) (“[rule 803(8)] appears to provide for 
admission of police officers’ statements in public records even in the 
absence of a demonstration that the statements reflected the officers’ 
personal knowledge.”); accord Beech Aircraft Corp. v. Rainey, 488 
U.S. 153, 169, 109 S. Ct. 439, 102 l. ed. 2d 445 (1988) (taking “[a] 
broad approach to admissibility under [rule 803(8)]”).
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1989); accord United States v. Kim, 595 f.2d 755, 759-
66, 193 U.S. app. d.C. 370 (d.C. Cir. 1979) (analyzing 
admissibility of statement under rule 803(6) before 
residual hearsay exception analysis). therefore, before 
discussing the residual hearsay exception, we briefly turn 
to Slatten’s arguments that his co-defendant’s statements 
are admissible under rule 804(b)(3) and rule 803(6).

2. rule 804(b)(3) and rule 803(6)

rule 804(b)(3) provides an exception to the hearsay 
rule if: “(1) the declarant [is] unavailable, (2) the statement 
[is] against the declarant’s interest, and (3) corroborating 
circumstances clearly indicate the trustworthiness of 
the statement.” Moore, 651 f.3d at 82 (internal quotation 
marks omitted); see FeD. r. eviD. 804(b)(3). although we 
agree with Slatten that, at their joint trial, his co-defendant 
qualified as “an unavailable witness,” see United States v. 
Harris, 846 f. Supp. 121, 124 n.6 (d.d.C. 1994) (witness 
“on the advice of counsel, invoked his fifth amendment 
privilege against self-incrimination and did not testify at 
trial . . . [a]s a result, he became an unavailable witness”), 
and that his co-defendant’s statements do possess indicia 
of trustworthiness,8 see infra at part Vii.b.3, Slatten 
could not show that his co-defendant’s statements were 
so inculpatory that a reasonable person in the latter’s 
position would have made the statements only if he 
believed them to be true; his co-defendant’s statements 

8. in this respect, we disagree with the district court’s statement 
that “the unreliable context under which the statements were given 
surely does not ‘indicate [the statement’s] trustworthiness.’“ Sa 44; 
see infra at part Vii.b.3.
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were immunized and, as a general matter, a self-defense 
claim is not “clearly” against a declarant’s interest, 
see United States v. Henley, 766 f.3d 893, 915 (8th Cir. 
2014) (affidavit of unavailable declarant “was not clearly 
against his own interest because in it he claims he shot 
[the victim] in self defense”); United States v. Shryock, 
342 f.3d 948, 981 (9th Cir. 2003) (“the district court 
did not abuse its discretion by excluding [a declarant’s] 
statement that he shot the victims in self-defense because 
the statement was exculpatory, and not against his penal 
interest.”). accordingly, it was not an abuse of discretion to 
conclude, as the district court did, that the co-defendant’s 
statements did not fit within Rule 804(b)(3)’s exception. 
See FeD. r. eviD. 804(b)(3).

rule 803(6) provides an exception to the hearsay rule 
for records that are, inter alia, “kept in the course of a 
regularly conducted activity of a business.” FeD. r. eviD. 
803(6). rule 803(6) does not support the admissibility of 
the co-defendant’s statements because he himself was 
not acting in the regular course of business when he 
made his statements to State department investigators.9 

9. During the trial, the district court focused on the fifth 
element of rule 803(6)’s test, finding that the “source of the 
information . . . indicate[s] a lack of trustworthiness” because “the 
natural tendency of the target of an investigation who is furnishing 
a compelled statement following a shooting incident would be to 
provide ‘self-serving exculpatory statements.’“ Sa 45. We disagree 
with the district court’s assessment of the trustworthiness of the 
“source of the information.” See infra part.Vii.b.3. nonetheless, 
we “may affirm on grounds other than those presented and relied 
on below.” United States v. Lawson, 410 f.3d 735, 740 n.4, 366 U.S. 
app. d.C. 228 (d.C. Cir. 2005).
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United States v. Warren, 42 f.3d 647, 656, 310 U.S. app. 
d.C. 1 (d.C. Cir. 1994) (rule 803(6) “allows admission 
of statements in [police] reports only if they reflect the 
maker’s personal knowledge, or if they were reported 
to the maker, directly or through others, by one who is 
himself acting in the regular course of business, and 
who has personal knowledge” (emphasis added) (internal 
quotation marks omitted)). a “witness’[s] description of [an 
incident], recorded by [a public official] in his report, is not 
made in the regular course of the witness’[s] business and 
does not deserve the presumption of regularity accorded 
a business record.” United States v. Smith, 521 f.2d 
957, 964, 172 U.S. app. d.C. 297 (d.C. Cir. 1975). having 
rejected rule 804(b)(3)’s and rule 803(6)’s applicability, 
we turn to rule 807.

3. residual hearsay exception

Using the United States v. North standard of review, 
we consider Slatten’s argument that his co-defendant’s 
statements are admissible under federal rule of evidence 
807 (“rule 807”)—the residual hearsay exception. rule 
807 makes admissible a statement otherwise violative 
of the hearsay rule if the statement meets five criteria. 
first, the statement must have “equivalent circumstantial 
guarantees of trustworthiness” comparable to those 
found in rule 803’s and rule 804’s enumerated hearsay 
exceptions. FeD r. eviD. 807(a)(1). Second, it must be 
“offered as evidence of a material fact.” Id. § 807(a)(2). 
third, the statement must be “more probative on the 
point for which it is offered than any other evidence that 
the proponent can obtain through reasonable efforts.” 
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Id. § 807(a)(3). fourth, “admitting it [must] . . . serve the 
purposes of these rules and the interests of justice.” Id. 
§ 807(a)(4). And finally, the proponent of the statement 
must have given “an adverse party reasonable notice of the 
intent to offer the statement and its particulars, including 
the declarant’s name and address, so that the party has a 
fair opportunity to meet it.” Id. § 807(b).

the residual hearsay exception “was designed to 
encourage the progressive growth and development of 
federal evidentiary law by giving courts the flexibility 
to deal with new evidentiary situations which may not 
be pigeon-holed elsewhere.” United States v. Mathis, 
559 f.2d 294, 299 (5th Cir. 1977); see also Dallas Cty. v. 
Commercial Union Assoc., 286 f.2d 388 (5th Cir. 1961). as 
the federal rules of evidence advisory Committee noted, 
the enumerated hearsay exceptions of rules 803 and 804, 
“while they reflect the most typical and well recognized 
exceptions to the hearsay rule, may not encompass every 
situation in which the reliability and appropriateness of 
a particular piece of hearsay evidence make clear that 
it should be heard and considered by the trier of fact.” 
FeD. r. eviD. 803(24) (advisory committee’s note to 1974 
enactment).10

10. as of 1997, rule 807 is the successor provision to rule 803(24) 
and rule 804(b)(5). See FeD. r. eviD. 807 (advisory committee’s note 
to 1997 amendment) (“the contents of rule 803(24) and rule 804(b)
(5) have been combined and transferred to a new rule 807. this 
was done to facilitate additions to rules 803 and 804. no change in 
meaning is intended.”). accordingly, our precedent relating to the 
residual hearsay exceptions formerly set forth in rule 803(24) and 
rule 804(b)(5) now applies to rule 807.
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that said, we also recognize that the residual hearsay 
exception is “extremely narrow and require[s] testimony 
to be ‘very important and very reliable.’“ United States 
v. Washington, 106 f.3d 983, 1001, 323 U.S. app. d.C. 
175 (d.C. Cir. 1997) (per curiam) (quoting Kim, 595 f.2d 
at 766); accord First City Fin. Corp., 890 f.2d at 1225  
(“[t]he legislative history of the [residual hearsay] 
exception indicates that it should be applied sparingly.”). 
indeed, were rule 807 to be liberally applied, the exception 
might read out the rule. See Akrabawi v. Carnes Co., 152 
f.3d 688, 697 (7th Cir. 1998) (“We . . . narrowly constru[e] 
the residual provision to prevent it from becoming the 
exception that swallows the hearsay rule.”); Mathis, 559 
f.2d at 299 (“[t]ight reins must be held to insure that this 
provision does not emasculate our well developed body of 
law and the notions underlying our evidentiary rules.”). 
thus, only in the most “exceptional circumstances” does 
rule 807 make admissible a statement that does not fall 
within one of rule 803’s or rule 804’s enumerated hearsay 
exceptions. See Kim, 595 f.2d at 765-66; United States v. 
Phillips, 219 f.3d 404, 419 & n.23 (5th Cir. 2000) (“the 
[residual hearsay] exception is to be used only rarely, 
in truly exceptional cases.” (internal quotation marks 
omitted)).

We believe this case presents one of those exceptional 
circumstances. our analysis begins with rule 807’s 
first element—the requirement that the co-defendant’s 
statements contain “equivalent circumstantial guarantees 
of trustworthiness” to those ensured by the rule 803 and 
rule 804 hearsay exceptions. See FeD. r. eviD. 807(a)(1). 
in assessing trustworthiness, we look to the “totality 
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of circumstances . . . that surround the making of the 
statement and that render the declarant particularly 
worthy of belief”; and drawing parallels from the 
enumerated hearsay exceptions, we must gauge whether 
the declarant was “highly unlikely to lie.” Idaho v. Wright, 
497 U.S. 805, 819-20, 110 S. Ct. 3139, 111 l. ed. 2d 638 
(1990). As we have recognized before, “in order to find 
[a] statement trustworthy, a court must find that the 
declarant of the prior statement ‘was particularly likely 
to be telling the truth when the statement was made.’” 
Washington, 106 f.3d at 1002 (quoting United States v. 
Tome, 61 f.3d 1446, 1453 (10th Cir. 1995)); accord Rivers v. 
United States, 777 f.3d 1306, 1314-15 (11th Cir. 2015) (“by 
requiring hearsay admitted under the residual exception 
to have circumstantial guarantees of trustworthiness 
that are like the guarantees of the specific exceptions, 
Rule 807 is clearly concerned, first and foremost, about 
whether the declarant originally made the statements 
under circumstances that render the statements more 
trustworthy.”).

Several of the circumstances surrounding the co-
defendant’s declarations indicate their reliability and 
manifest that he was likely telling the truth at the time 
he made his statements. See Washington, 106 f.3d at 
1002. For one, during his debriefing interviews with the 
State department, the co-defendant had “the incentive 
. . . to speak truthfully . . . .” See United States v. Bailey, 
581 f.2d 341, 349 (3d Cir. 1978) (emphasis added). he 
was almost completely immunized when he made his 
statements—he faced no criminal liability (absent one 
exception discussed below) as a result of his providing the 
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investigators his account of the nisur Square attack. See 
Sa 1, 4, 6-7, 22-23. immunity can indicate trustworthiness, 
particularly if the immunized statements do not cast blame 
or “divert attention” to another. See, e.g., Curro v. United 
States, 4 f.3d 436, 437 (6th Cir. 1993); see also United 
States v. Henderson, 406 f. Supp. 417, 428 n.19 (d. del. 
1975) (“the purpose of an immunity statute is to obtain 
truthful information, most frequently regarding otherwise 
undiscoverable offenses.”). But cf. United States v. Gomez—
Lemos, 939 f.2d 326, 333-34 (6th Cir. 1991) (expressing 
skepticism that immunity makes trustworthy statement 
“divert[ing] attention to another”). more importantly, the 
one exception to the co-defendant’s immunity may have 
been an even greater incentive encouraging his honesty; 
that is, he faced criminal liability under 18 U.S.C. § 1001 if 
he made a materially false statement to the investigators 
and he expressly acknowledged that he could be so 
prosecuted. See Sa 3 (“i further understand . . . that if 
i knowingly and willfully provide false statements or 
information, i may be criminally prosecuted for that 
action under 18 United States Code, Section 1001.”); Sa 
22-23 (co-defendant testified that his understanding was 
that if he was “honest and truthful, that nothing would 
be used against [him]. . . .” (emphasis added)). We have 
previously concluded that the threat of 18 U.S.C. § 1001 
liability bolsters the trustworthiness of a declaration for 
the residual hearsay exception. First City Fin. Corp., 
890 F.2d at 1225 (affirming district court’s application of 
residual hearsay exception where, inter alia, statement 
was “subject to criminal prosecution under 18 U.S.C. 
§ 1001”); see United States v. Int’l Bhd. of Teamsters, 
Chauffeurs, Warehousemen & Helpers of Am., AFL-CIO, 
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964 f.2d 1308, 1312-13 (2d Cir. 1992) (hearsay statement 
was reliable because, inter alia, declarants “faced possible 
criminal sanctions for making false statements” under 18 
U.S.C. § 1001).

additional factors point to the trustworthiness of the 
co-defendant’s statements. he “consistently reported the 
essential details of [his] story . . . over the course of multiple 
[interviews]” on September 16, see Sa 1, September 18, 
see Sa 4, and September 20, see Sa 6-7. See Al Alwi v. 
Obama, 653 f.3d 11, 19, 397 U.S. app. d.C. 323 (d.C. Cir. 
2011). Consistency supports the reliability of his multiple 
statements and, consequently, his veracity. See United 
States v. Bumpass, 60 f.3d 1099, 1102 (4th Cir. 1995) 
(listing consistency of declarant’s statements as a factor 
in assessing trustworthiness under rule 804(b)(3)). other 
circuits have reached the same conclusion in applying 
the rule 807 exception. See United States v. Harrison, 
296 f.3d 994, 1005 (10th Cir. 2002) (noting, in rule 807 
analysis, “the consistency of the declarant’s statements” 
is “a factor that we find particularly persuasive”).

the record also contains evidence “corroborating the 
veracity of the statement[s].” See Rivers, 777 f.3d at 1315 
(quoting Bailey, 581 f.2d at 349) (naming corroboration 
of veracity of statements as factor to be considered in 
assessing guarantee of truthfulness under rule 807); 
United States v. Hall, 165 f.3d 1095, 1110-11 (7th Cir. 
1999) (in gauging trustworthiness of statement under 
residual hearsay exception, corroboration of declarant’s 
statement, inter alia, is considered). Iraqi Police Officer 
ali Ghalaf Salman mansur al-hamidi was “within feet” 
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of the blackwater convoy in nisur Square on the day of 
the attack. JA 1248. Al-Hamidi testified that the Raven 
23 team “started throwing bottles of water” in order 
to stop traffic. JA 1247-48; accord Sa 1 (co-defendant 
stated that he had “throw[n] a water bottle” to stop 
traffic). Additionally, Al-Hamidi agreed that, from his 
proximity to the convoy, he was “100 percent certain” 
that a man in the co-defendant’s precise position fired 
the first shots.11 Ja 1270. al-hamidi’s partner, Sarhan 
Dheyab Abdul Monem, also testified that, from his “very 
close” vantage point “about three to four meters away 
from [the] armored cars,” he also witnessed the first shots 
coming from the co-defendant’s precise position and “not 
from the holes or the windows that are in the [raven 23] 
vehicles.” Ja 797. blackwater convoy member Jeremy 
Krueger also provided corroboration, testifying that the 
first shots he heard in Nisur Square sounded like “5.56 
rounds,” the co-defendant’s ammunition, not 7.62 rounds, 
Slatten’s ammunition. Ja 2302-03. Collectively, then, this 
evidence corroborates the co-defendant’s statements that 
he “engaged and hit the driver,” of the white Kia, see Sa 
1, and was unaware “of any shots being fired before his,” 
see Sa 7.

We find that Rule 807’s remaining requirements are 
also met; indeed, the government raises no dispute in this 
respect on appeal. there is no doubt that Slatten seeks 
to offer his co-defendant’s statements “as evidence of a 
material fact.” FeD. r. eviD. 807(a)(2). that is, Slatten 

11. as noted earlier, Slatten sat inside the armored command 
vehicle; his co-defendant did not. Ja 3847.
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seeks to introduce the statements to bolster his defense 
that his co-defendant—not he—fired the first shots 
at the white Kia. See Slatten’s br. 42. after thorough 
review of the record, we are not aware of evidence 
“more probative on the point for” which Slatten seeks to 
admit his co-defendant’s statements.12 See FeD. r. eviD. 
807(a)(3). the co-defendant’s statements contradict the 
core of the homicide count against Slatten, charging 
him with “willfully, deliberately, maliciously, and with 
premeditation and malice aforethought, [unlawfully 
killing] the driver of a white Kia sedan.” Ja 383. indeed, 
the co-defendant acknowledged that he was “not aware 
of any shots being fired before his,” SA 7, and that he 
“engaged the driver” to respond to the active threat posed 
by the white Kia, Sa 4. We also believe that “admitting 
[the co-defendant’s statements] serve[s] the purposes of 
[the federal evidentiary] rules and the interests of justice.” 
FeD. r. eviD. 807(a)(4). allowing the jury to weigh the 
statements—to determine their weight, if any, as against 
the evidence incriminating Slatten—advances the federal 
rules of evidence’s goal of “ascertaining the truth and 
securing a just determination.” Id. § 102. finally, the 
record demonstrates that Slatten gave the government 
“reasonable notice of [his] intent to offer the statement[s].” 
Id. § 807(b).

in finding rule 807’s residual hearsay exception 
inapplicable to the co-defendant’s statements, the district 
court relied on two points: 1) its determination that the 

12. it is an “uncontroversial observation that many confessions 
are powerful evidence.” See Premo v. Moore, 562 U.S. 115, 130, 131 
S. Ct. 733, 178 l. ed. 2d 649 (2011).
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statements lacked “equivalent circumstantial guarantees 
of trustworthiness” because the co-defendant “provided 
his statements under the specter of dismissal from his 
position, or even criminal penalty,” and 2) its belief that 
Slatten had no additional guarantees of trustworthiness. 
Sa 44. regarding the first point, the only criminal 
penalty that the co-defendant faced was 18 U.S.C. § 1001 
false statement liability, a factor that weighs in favor 
(not against) the trustworthiness of the statements. See 
First City Fin. Corp., 890 f.2d at 1225 (application of 
residual hearsay exception appropriate where, inter alia, 
statement was “subject to criminal prosecution under 18 
U.S.C. § 1001”). regarding the second, Slatten possessed 
additional guarantees of the trustworthiness of his co-
defendant’s statements given their consistent repetition 
and factual corroboration. See supra at 65-66.

In sum, we are left with a “definite and firm conviction” 
that the district court clearly erred in excluding the co-
defendant’s statements as inadmissible hearsay. See 
North, 910 f.2d at 909; see also United States v. Sanchez-
Lima, 161 f.3d 545, 547-48 (9th Cir. 1998) (reversing 
district court’s refusal to admit statements under rule 
807 where, inter alia, the statements in question were 
made “under oath and subject to the penalty of perjury,” 
were made voluntarily, were based “on facts within 
[the declarants’] own personal knowledge” and “did not 
contradict any of their previous statements to government 
agents and defense investigators”). moreover, because of 
the critical nature of the co-defendant’s statements, we 
believe their exclusion had a “substantial and injurious 
effect or influence in determining the jury’s verdict” and 
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was therefore not harmless error. See United States v. 
Mahdi, 598 f.3d 883, 892, 389 U.S. app. d.C. 374 (d.C. 
Cir. 2010) (“[e]rror is harmless unless it has substantial 
and injurious effect or influence in determining the jury’s 
verdict . . . .” (internal quotation marks omitted)). having 
found the co-defendant’s statements admissible, we leave 
it to the “jury [to] . . . make the ultimate determination 
concerning the truth of the statements” in light of all of 
the evidence. United States v. Price, 134 f.3d 340, 348 
(6th Cir. 1998).

in view of our conclusion that the co-defendant’s 
statements were admissible, we return to Slatten’s motion 
to sever his trial from that of the co-defendant. We review 
the district court’s ruling on a motion to sever under the 
abuse of discretion standard as federal rule of Criminal 
procedure 14 “leaves the determination of risk of prejudice 
and any remedy that may be necessary to the sound 
discretion of the district courts.” Zafiro v. United States, 
506 U.S. 534, 541, 113 S. Ct. 933, 122 l. ed. 2d 317 (1993). 
that said, the district court recognized that the severance 
issue here largely hinged on the admissibility of the co-
defendant’s statements; in fact, it expressly acknowledged 
the government’s concession that “[i]f admissible, [the co-
defendant’s] Garrity statements would justify severance of 
Slatten’s case from [the former’s] case in deference to [the 
co-defendant’s] fifth amendment rights as enunciated in 
Kastigar.” Sa 43. there is no record indication that the 
government has changed its position on this point.

the Supreme Court has instructed that “a district 
court should grant a severance . . . if there is a serious risk 
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that a joint trial would compromise a specific trial right of 
one of the defendants, or prevent the jury from making a 
reliable judgment about guilt or innocence” such as when 
“essential exculpatory evidence that would be available to 
a defendant tried alone were unavailable in a joint trial.” 
Zafiro, 506 U.S. at 539. because joinder of Slatten’s and 
his co-defendant’s trial rendered the latter’s otherwise 
admissible statements—”essential exculpatory evidence,” 
id.—unavailable to Slatten, it was an abuse of discretion 
to deny Slatten’s motion to sever. accordingly, we reverse 
Slatten’s conviction on Count One (first-degree murder) 
and remand for a new trial thereon.

Viii. Eighth aMEndMEnt

Slough, liberty and heard also claim the application 
of 18 U.S.C. § 924(c)’s mandatory 30-year sentence to their 
convictions violates the eighth amendment’s prohibition 
against cruel and unusual punishment. We review this 
question de novo. United States v. Said, 798 f.3d 182, 
196 (4th Cir. 2015); Pharaon v. Bd. of Governors of Fed. 
Reserve Sys., 135 f.3d 148, 157, 328 U.S. app. d.C. 349 
(d.C. Cir. 1998).

Under 18 U.S.C. § 924(c)(1)(b)(ii), anyone who uses 
a machine gun or a destructive device during and in 
furtherance of a crime of violence is subject to a mandatory 
sentence of no less than thirty years. here, the jury found 
defendants Slough and heard violated Section 924(c) by 
discharging machine guns and destructive devices during 
the nisur Square shootings, and it found liberty violated 
Section 924(c) by discharging a machine gun during the 
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same attack. In response to these findings, Slough, Heard 
and liberty were each sentenced to imprisonment for 
thirty years for their Section 924(c) conviction plus one day 
for their remaining voluntary manslaughter and attempted 
voluntary manslaughter convictions. they now challenge 
their sentences as being cruel and unusual punishments 
because the sentences are “unconstitutionally rigid and 
grossly disproportionate.” Joint appellants’ br. 110. 
We conclude the mandatory 30-year sentence imposed 
by Section 924(c) based solely on the type of weapons 
Slough, heard and liberty used during the nisur Square 
shooting is grossly disproportionate to their culpability 
for using government-issued weapons in a war zone. We 
therefore also conclude these sentences violate the eighth 
amendment and remand for resentencing.

A. proportionality

The Eighth Amendment prohibits the infliction of 
“cruel and unusual punishments.” U.S. ConSt. amend. 
Viii. Central to this prohibition is the requirement that 
the punishment for crime “be graduated and proportioned 
to the offense.” Graham v. Florida, 560 U.S. 48, 59, 
130 S. Ct. 2011, 176 l. ed. 2d 825 (2010). however, this 
proportionality principle is narrow, and it only forbids 
“extreme sentences that are grossly disproportionate to 
the crime.” Harmelin v. Michigan, 501 U.S. 957, 1001, 
111 S. Ct. 2680, 115 l. ed. 2d 836 (1991) (Kennedy, J., 
concurring in part and concurring in judgment). there 
are two types of eighth amendment challenges to 
sentences: 1) challenges to sentences as applied to an 
individual defendant based on “all the circumstances 
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in a particular case” and 2) categorical challenges to 
sentences imposed based on the nature of the offense or 
the “characteristics of the offender.” See Graham, 560 
U.S. at 59-61. Slough, liberty and heard assert their 
sentences are disproportionate both as applied to their 
situations individually and categorically to all defendants 
who have discharged government-issued weapons in a war 
zone. We begin by addressing the as-applied challenges.

When addressing an as-applied challenge, courts 
begin “by comparing the gravity of the offense and the 
severity of the sentence” based on “all of the circumstances 
of the case.” Id. at 59, 60. When engaging in this 
comparison, courts are to give “substantial deference to 
the broad authority that legislatures necessarily possess 
in determining the types and limits of punishments for 
crimes.” Solem v. Helm, 463 U.S. 277, 290, 103 S. Ct. 
3001, 77 l. ed. 2d 637 (1983). also, the imposition of a 
severe mandatory sentence does not in itself make a 
sentence unconstitutional. See Harmelin, 501 U.S. 994 
(“Severe, mandatory penalties may be cruel, but they are 
not unusual in the constitutional sense.”); see also id. at 
1006-07 (Kennedy, J., concurring in part and concurring 
in judgment) (“We have never invalidated a penalty 
mandated by a legislature based only on the length of 
sentence . . . .”). thus, courts should be “reluctant to review 
legislatively mandated terms of imprisonment,” and 
“successful challenges to the proportionality of particular 
sentences should be exceedingly rare.” Hutto v. Davis, 
454 U.S. 370, 374, 102 S. Ct. 703, 70 l. ed. 2d 556 (1982) 
(per curiam). however, the unusual circumstances of this 
case make it one of those “exceedingly rare” instances.
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We begin by evaluating the gravity of the defendants’ 
crime. When evaluating the severity of a crime, we 
consider “the harm caused or threatened to the victim 
or society and the culpability [and degree of involvement] 
of the [defendant].” See Solem, 463 U.S. at 292. When 
examining a defendant’s culpability, the Court may look 
to the defendant’s intent and motive in committing the 
crime. See id. at 293. the Court may also consider the 
defendant’s criminal history. See Rummel v. Estelle, 445 
U.S. 263, 276, 100 S. Ct. 1133, 63 l. ed. 2d 382 (1980).

here, we believe it is important to distinguish between 
the predicate crimes of violence for which Slough, heard 
and liberty were convicted and the conviction under 
Section 924(c) that carries with it a mandatory 30-year 
sentence. We agree with the district court that the 
actions of these defendants, which killed fourteen iraqi 
civilians and injured seventeen others, constitute very 
serious offenses. We also agree the use of automatic 
weapons or explosives during a crime of violence typically 
does increase the severity of that crime. moreover, 
under normal circumstances, we would be “reluctant 
to review [Congress’s] legislatively mandated terms of 
imprisonment.” Hutto, 454 U.S. at 374. however, we 
do not believe such deference is owed when a statute’s 
application only tangentially relates to Congress’s purpose 
for creating the statute in the first place. See Gonzalez 
v. Duncan, 551 f.3d 875, 884-86 (9th Cir. 2008) (holding 
the application of a statute to a defendant that was only 
tangentially related to the legislature’s reason for creating 
the law undermined the gravity of the offense).
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the Supreme Court has described Section 924(c)’s 
basic purpose as an effort to combat the “dangerous 
combination” of “drugs and guns.” Smith v. United States, 
508 U.S. 223, 240, 113 S. Ct. 2050, 124 l. ed. 2d 138 
(1993). for this reason, the text of the statute applies to 
any person who “uses or carries a firearm” “during and in 
relation to any crime of violence or drug trafficking crime.” 
18 U.S.C. § 924(c)(1)(a). furthermore, the Supreme Court 
has recognized Section 924(c) was created “‘to persuade 
the man who is tempted to commit a federal felony to 
leave his gun at home.’“ Muscarello v. United States, 524 
U.S. 125, 132, 118 S. Ct. 1911, 141 l. ed. 2d 111 (1998) 
(quoting representative poff, the chief legislative sponsor 
of Section 924(c)); see also Busic v. United States, 446 
U.S. 398, 405, 100 S. Ct. 1747, 64 l. ed. 2d 381 (1980) 
(describing representative poff’s comments as “crucial 
material” in interpreting the purpose of Section 924(c)). 
Thus, precedent clarifies Section 924(c) applies against 
those who intentionally bring dangerous guns with them 
to facilitate the commission of a crime.

none of these concerns are remotely implicated by 
this case. on the day of the nisur Square attack, Slough, 
heard and liberty were providing diplomatic security 
for the department of State in iraq. as part of their 
jobs, they were required to carry the very weapons they 
have now been sentenced to thirty years of imprisonment 
for using. While we acknowledge some courts have held 
the text of 924(c) is broad enough to allow the statute to 
be applied against individuals using government-issued 
weapons while on duty, see, e.g., United States v. Ramos, 
537 f.3d 439, 457 (5th Cir. 2008) (upholding the application 
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of Section 924(c) against border patrol agents who shot a 
fleeing felon); see also S. rep. no. 98-225, at 314 n.10 (1983), 
reprinted in 1984 U.S.C.C.a.n. 3182, 3,492 (stating that 
“persons who are licensed to carry firearms and abuse 
that privilege by committing a crime with the weapon, 
as in the extremely rare case of the armed police officer 
who commits a crime, are as deserving of punishment as 
a person whose possession of the gun violates a state or 
local ordinance”), there is no evidence Congress intended 
for Section 924(c) to be applied against those required 
to be armed with dangerous guns who discharge their 
weapons in a war zone.

When Congress amended Section 924(c) in 1984 so 
it would also apply against those who were licensed to 
carry firearms, compare 18 U.S.C. § 924(c) (1982), with 
pub. l. no. 98-473, 98 Stat. 1837 (1984), meJa did not 
exist. in fact, Congress did not create meJa until over 
a decade later in 2000. See pub. l. 106-523, 114 Stat. 
2488 (2000). because Congress had not yet considered 
the extra-territorial application of federal criminal 
law to employees of the armed forces at all, Congress 
could not have possibly contemplated applying Section 
924(c) against private contractors providing diplomatic 
security for a federal agency. thus, combining the public 
interests Section 924(c) was intended to advance with the 
lack of evidence Congress ever intended the law to apply 
against military employees in a war zone, we conclude 
this case does not involve the usual legislative judgments 
on the severity of a crime that would cause us to defer to 
Congress’s determinations regarding the punishments 
for crimes.
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this conclusion is further supported by the events 
preceding the nisur Square shootings. When the raven 23 
convoy arrived in nisur Square on the day of the incident, 
it was responding to the explosion of a car bomb near a 
U.S. diplomat under its protection. accordingly, this is not 
a case where the defendants went out with the intention 
of committing a crime and brought their weapons with 
them to assist them in the commission of that crime. this 
is not even a case where these three defendants acted 
recklessly by inserting themselves into a dangerous 
situation in a place filled with innocent bystanders. The 
decision to go to nisur Square was made by Watson, the 
raven 23 shift leader, and once he decided to ignore his 
orders and proceed to nisur Square, they had no choice 
but to follow their commander’s lead. once they arrived 
in nisur Square, they found themselves in a crowded 
environment, where the ability to differentiate between 
civilians and enemies was significantly diminished. The 
tragedy that unfolded shortly after their arrival in nisur 
Square owed more to panic and poor judgment than to any 
coordinated plan to murder iraqi civilians. While we agree 
the defendants are responsible for their exaggerated 
response to perceived threats, the crime’s severity and 
Defendant’s culpability flow from the harm caused by 
their hypervigilance, not from the use of weapons which 
would have been appropriate had they not misperceived 
the threat.

the government argues Slough, heard and liberty 
could have used less deadly weapons, such as pistols or 
the semi-automatic setting on their rifles, in response to 
perceived threats. but this argument mistakenly applies 
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the “20/20 vision of hindsight,” an approach the Supreme 
Court has explicitly rejected when evaluating a police 
officer’s use of force. See Graham v. Connor, 490 U.S. 386, 
396, 109 S. Ct. 1865, 104 l. ed. 2d 443 (1989). instead, 
this Court applies an analysis that “‘allow[s] for the fact 
that police officers are often forced to make split-second 
judgments—in circumstances that are tense, uncertain 
and rapidly evolving—about the amount of force that is 
necessary in a particular situation.’“ Robinson v. Pezzat, 
818 f.3d 1, 8, 422 U.S. app. d.C. 35 (d.C. Cir. 2016) 
(quoting Connor, 490 U.S. at 396-97). if courts are to give 
police officers this type of leeway in making split-second 
judgments about which of their tools to use based upon 
tense and uncertain situations, we must give an even 
greater amount of latitude to decisions made by those 
supporting our military overseas in a hostile environment. 
here, we believe it is imprudent to second-guess the 
defendants’ choice of firearm in responding to what they 
believed to be an approaching car bomb or enemy fire. We 
emphasize they are still culpable for their decision to fire at 
all, as encompassed by their manslaughter and attempted 
manslaughter convictions, but the type of weapon used 
should not be more determinative of their punishments 
than the death and destruction that resulted from their 
decisions to fire.

We also find it highly significant that none of the 
defendants sentenced under Section 924(c) have any prior 
convictions. although the government is free to impose 
harsh, mandatory penalties for first-time offenders, see 
Harmelin, 501 U.S. at 994-95, a regime of strict liability 
resulting in draconian punishment is usually reserved 
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for hardened criminals. as the Supreme Court has 
noted, recidivism is a legitimate consideration to support 
the imposition of a more severe penalty. See Ewing v. 
California, 538 U.S. 11, 29, 123 S. Ct. 1179, 155 l. ed. 2d 
108 (2003) (“in weighing the gravity of [the defendant’s] 
offense, we must place on the scales not only his current 
felony, but also his . . . history”); Rummel, 445 U.S. at 
276 (stating legislatures have a legitimate interest in 
dealing more harshly with recidivists). in fact, in virtually 
every instance where the Supreme Court has upheld 
the imposition of a harsh sentence for a relatively minor 
nonviolent crime for an as-applied challenge, it has done 
so in the context of a recidivist criminal.13 here, none of 
these defendants have a criminal record at all. the district 
court noted they were “good young men who [had] never 
been in trouble.” Ja 3330. it also stated they had “served 
their country honorably in the military and nothing in 
their backgrounds suggest[ed] that they would have ever 
committed offenses such as these.” Ibid. based upon these 
observations and the distinctions made by the Supreme 

13. See Rummel, 445 U.S. at 284 (upholding a mandatory 
sentence of life with the possibility of parole for obtaining $120.75 
under false pretenses under texas’s recidivist statute); Ewing, 
538 U.S. at 30-31 (upholding a sentence of 25 years to life under 
California’s “three strikes law” for the theft of golf clubs); Hutto, 
454 U.S. at 370-74 (per curiam) (upholding a recidivist’s sentence 
of 40 years for possession with intent to distribute nine ounces of 
marijuana); Lockyer v. Andrade, 538 U.S. 63, 73-77, 123 S. Ct. 1166, 
155 l. ed. 2d 144 (2003) (denying habeas relief for a sentence of 50 
years to life under California’s “three strikes law” for the theft of 
$153.54 worth of videotapes); cf. Solem, 463 U.S. at 296-97 (holding 
the existence of a criminal record filled with “relatively minor” 
offenses weighs against a state imposing a more severe penalty 
against a recidivist).
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Court, we hold the defendants’ clean criminal records 
weigh against the imposition of a harsh, mandatory 
sentence.

additionally, the imposition of a mandatory 30-year 
sentence through Section 924(c) fails to truly account for 
the culpability of Slough, heard and liberty individually. 
because these men were not convicted of the same counts, 
it makes little sense for the sentences to be identical. See 
Koon v. United States, 518 U.S. 81, 113, 116 S. Ct. 2035, 
135 l. ed. 2d 392 (1996) (stating a sentencing judge must 
“consider every convicted person as an individual and 
every case as a unique study in the human failings that 
sometimes mitigate, sometimes magnify, the crime and 
the punishment to ensue”). thus, a more prudent way 
to sentence would be to examine each defendant as an 
individual, taking into account all of the aggravating and 
mitigating factors typically considered by sentencing 
judges. See 18 U.S.C. § 3553. While it does appear the 
sentencing judge might have been inclined to align 
sentences more closely to the circumstances, his hands 
were tied by Section 924(c)’s mandatory minimum. 
thus, we do not know if he would have imposed the same 
sentence on each of these three defendants or if he would 
have allowed for the differing number of victims and the 
presence of other mitigating factors, like the existence 
of post-traumatic stress disorder at the time of the 
shootings, to lead to a reduced sentence for some of them. 
because the mandatory sentence hindered the sentencing 
judge’s ability to individually examine the severity of each 
defendant’s crime, we find the one-size-fits-all nature of 
these sentences troubling.
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turning now to the severity of the sentence, we 
consider the actual severity of the penalty, not the 
penalty’s name. in the context of life sentences, the 
Supreme Court has acknowledged there is an important 
distinction between a life sentence with the possibility of 
parole and a life sentence without the possibility of parole. 
See Rummel, 445 U.S. at 280-81; Solem, 463 U.S. at 297. 
thus, we evaluate Slough,

heard and liberty’s sentences based upon the 
amount of time they will actually spend in prison and the 
possibility of early release. here, there is no doubt that a 
mandatory, 30-year sentence is a severe sanction. United 
States v. Spencer, 25 f.3d 1105, 1110, 306 U.S. app. d.C. 
399 (d.C. Cir. 1994) (“thirty years’ imprisonment is, by 
anyone’s lights, a severe sanction.”). With the exception 
of the death penalty or a life sentence, a 30-year sentence 
is the harshest mandatory sentence the federal criminal 
law can impose on a first-time offender. The severity of 
these sentences is amplified by the fact that there is no 
possibility of parole in the federal system. See pub. l. no. 
98-473, 98 Stat. 1837 (1984). even if we were to presume 
the defendants would receive fifty-four days of good-time 
credit each year for the duration of their incarceration, 
see 18 U.S.C. § 3624(b)(1), the most their sentences could 
possibly be reduced is approximately four years. thus, 
even with the maximum amount of good-time credit 
available, these sentences are among the harshest in 
existence for first-time offenders.

Combining all of these considerations, we conclude 
Slough, heard and liberty’s mandatory 30-year sentences 
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create the “rare case” that “leads to an inference of gross 
disproportionality.” Graham, 560 U.S. at 60. We do not 
believe their culpability in this case—based solely on using 
weapons they were required to carry when performing 
diplomatic security missions—is on par with the typical 
culpability of defendants convicted under Section 
924(c), and we are troubled by the imposition of such a 
harsh mandatory sentence without any individualized 
examination of each defendant’s underlying crimes.

b. Comparable Sentences

typically, once we have found an inference of gross 
disproportionality, we would “compare the defendant’s 
sentence with the sentences received by other offenders 
in the same jurisdiction and with the sentences imposed 
for the same crime in other jurisdictions.” Id. here, such a 
comparison is of little value because Section 924(c)’s penalty 
for using a machine gun or explosive device is the same 
for all defendants—thirty years’ imprisonment. this case 
also presents a unique challenge for comparison purposes 
because of its unusual facts. The parties have not identified 
a single instance in which a defendant was convicted and 
sentenced under Section 924(c) in a manner similar to 
this case. moreover, the closest this Court has come to 
locating a similar situation is United States v. Drotleff, 
where two department of defense contractors were 
convicted of a single count of involuntary manslaughter 
for killing two civilians and sentenced to 30 and 37 months 
of imprisonment. 497 f. app’x 357, 358-59 (4th Cir. 2012) 
(per curiam); see also United States v. Drotleff, no. 
10cr00001-002, 2011 Wl 2610190 (e.d. Va. June 21, 2011); 
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United States v. Cannon, no. 2:10cr00001-001, 2011 U.S. 
dist. leXiS 70318, 2011 Wl 2610188 (e.d. Va. June 30, 
2011). the case is similar because—like the nisur Square 
attack—the shooting began when a vehicle began driving 
towards the contractors in what they perceived to be a 
threatening manner. Drotleff, 497 f. app’x at 358-59. also 
like this case, the government charged the contractors 
with violating Section 924(c). United States v. Cannon, 
711 f. Supp. 2d 602, 603 (e.d. Va. 2010). however, the 
similarities end there because the number of victims was 
substantially lower and because the jury did not convict 
on the Section 924(c) counts. See Drotleff, 497 f. app’x at 
359. thus, it appears this case presents a novel application 
of Section 924(c) to government contractors in a war zone, 
and direct comparisons to another case are therefore not 
possible.

Notwithstanding the uniqueness of this case, we find 
it helpful to examine the other instances in which Section 
924(c) has been applied against people who were licensed 
to carry the weapon that they were later convicted of 
carrying or using. in doing so, the Court has located 
numerous instances in which the government has applied 
Section 924(c) against law enforcement personnel. the 
overwhelming majority of cases in which the statute has 
been applied against those carrying government-issued 
firearms have involved instances in which the defendant 
made a conscious decision to commit a crime outside the 
scope of their duties as police. See, e.g., United States v. 
Washington, 106 f.3d 983, 1010, 323 U.S. app. d.C. 175 
(D.C. Cir. 1997) (applying Section 924(c) to police officers 
carrying government-issued firearms while engaging in 
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drug trafficking); United States v. Guidry, 456 f.3d 493, 
507-09 (5th Cir. 2006) (applying Section 924(c) against a 
police officer who carried a government-issued firearm 
while committing sexual assault). however, there are 
also instances where Section 924(c) has applied against 
law enforcement officials who commit a crime of violence 
while on duty. See Ramos, 537 f.3d at 457 (applying 
Section 924(c) against a police officer who shot a felon 
without justification); United States v. Williams, 343 f.3d 
423, 429-34 (5th Cir. 2003) (affirming a Section 924(c) 
conviction against an officer who shot a fleeing suspect 
in the back after he had surrendered); United States v. 
Winters, 105 F.3d 200, 202 (5th Cir. 1997) (affirming the 
conviction of a prison guard convicted under Section 924(c) 
for hitting a recaptured inmate in the back of the head 
with his service revolver after the inmate had attempted 
to escape).

While the government urges us to treat this case 
identically to the cases discussed above, this argument 
overlooks the different environments in which domestic 
law enforcement and private international security 
contractors l ive and the different functions they 
serve. Law enforcement officers are a vital part of any 
community. they live and work among the community’s 
citizens and are tasked with performing a variety of 
functions, including “reduc[ing] the opportunities for the 
commission of some crimes . . . , aid[ing] individuals who 
are in danger of physical harm, assist[ing] those who 
cannot care for themselves, resolv[ing] conflict, creat[ing] 
and maintain[ing] a feeling of security in the community, 
and provid[ing] other services on an emergency basis.”  
3 wayne r. laFave, searCh anD seizure: a treatise on 
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the Fourth amenDment § 6.6 (5th ed. oct. 2016). While 
they may sometimes be called upon to use lethal force in 
the line of duty, it is not a routine part of their job and 
is instead reserved only for situations in which a suspect 
poses a substantial risk to law enforcement personnel or 
the community. See Tennessee v. Garner, 471 U.S. 1, 11, 105 
S. Ct. 1694, 85 l. ed. 2d 1 (1985) (stating law enforcement 
officials must have “probable cause to believe that the 
suspect poses a threat of serious physical harm, either to 
the officer or to others” before using deadly force).

Conversely, private security contractors work 
in places that are “extremely dangerous” because of 
“conflicts, wars, political unrest, and . . . terrorist activity.” 
Ja 3861. accordingly, they live and work in a hostile 
environment in a war zone in which the enemy could strike 
at any moment. because of this ever-present danger, they 
are often required to use lethal force. in fact, using lethal 
force to eliminate hostile forces is a central component 
of assuring the safety of any american personnel they 
are tasked with protecting. they are issued powerful 
weapons to assist them in performing this task. thus, 
because these three defendants were living in a much more 
dangerous environment and performing a substantially 
different function than law enforcement officials, we find 
the government’s attempts to analogize this case to other 
applications of Section 924(c) to be unpersuasive.

because comparisons to other applications of Section 
924(c) are of little value, we now broaden our comparison 
to encompass other types of crimes that bear similar types 
of penalties. We are mindful of the fact that each crime is 
unique and that it is difficult to quantify the harm done 
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by a crime, but the Supreme Court has recognized courts 
are competent to make these kinds of determinations “on 
a relative scale.” Solem, 463 U.S. at 292. in doing so, we 
consider factors traditionally applied by courts, such as 
whether the crime involves violence, the gravity of the 
harm caused by the crime and the intent of the offender. 
See id. at 292-94. “if more serious crimes are subject to 
the same penalty, or to less serious penalties, that is some 
indication that the punishment at issue may be excessive.” 
Id. at 291; see also Weems v. United States, 217 U.S. 349, 
380-81, 30 S. Ct. 544, 54 l. ed. 793 (1910) (listing more 
severe crimes subject to less serious penalties than the 
offense at issue).

here, Slough, heard and liberty each received a 30-
year sentence based on their use of government-issued 
weapons during the nisur Square attack. While their 
crimes obviously did involve violence, we note the gravity 
of the harm done would be essentially the same regardless 
of whether they used an automatic rifle, a semi-automatic 
rifle, or a pistol. Moreover, neither their conviction under 
Section 924(c) nor their underlying crimes of violence were 
intentional. the defendants used weapons their profession 
required them to carry, and their convictions for voluntary 
manslaughter involved extreme recklessness and gross 
misjudgments, not an intention to kill innocent people.

Comparing their sentences to other federal crimes 
with similar sentences for first-time offenders, we find it 
significant that other crimes with comparable sentences 
involve the intentional commission of serious crimes. for 
example, the federal criminal code contains numerous 
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30-year sentences for first-time offenses involving the 
intentional infliction of harm to children. See, e.g., 18 U.S.C. 
§ 2251a(a) (30-year sentence for a parent or legal guardian 
who sells his child for the purpose of sexual exploitation); 
id. § 2251a(b) (30-year sentence for purchasing a child for 
the purpose of sexual exploitation); id. § 2241(c) (30-year 
sentence for engaging in a sexual act with a child under 
the age of twelve); id. § 3559(f)(1) (30-year sentence for 
murdering a child under eighteen). likewise, a person 
who causes or conspires to cause damage to or destruction 
of a motor vehicle carrying high-level radioactive waste 
or spent nuclear fuel with intent to endanger the safety 
of others will receive an identical 30-year sentence. 18 
U.S.C. § 33(b). perhaps most extreme of all, a person 
who attempts or threatens to use an atomic weapon while 
in possession of one also receives a minimum sentence 
of 30 years. 42 U.S.C. § 2272(b). thus, it appears that 
outside of Section 924(c), a 30-year mandatory sentence 
is typically reserved for instances where the defendant 
has intentionally committed a heinous crime that either 
harms the most vulnerable of our society or has the 
potential to result in wide-spread devastation. the use 
of government-issued rifles and explosives in a war zone 
is simply not comparable. While the weapons these three 
defendants fired do have the potential to—and in this case 
did—unleash wide-spread destruction, they are the tools 
our government gave to them to adequately perform their 
job. if circumstances had been as they believed them to 
be, it would have been negligent to rely on less effective 
weapons.

in reaching this conclusion, we by no means intend 
to minimize the carnage attributable to Slough, heard 
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and liberty’s actions. their poor judgments resulted in 
the deaths of many innocent people. What happened in 
Nisur Square defies civilized description. However, none 
of the penological justifications our society relies upon 
when sentencing criminals—incapacitation, rehabilitation, 
retribution, or deterrence—are properly served here by a 
sentence whose length is determined solely based on the 
type of weapon used during the crime. See Ewing, 538 
U.S. at 25 (discussing the penological goals of criminal 
punishments). While we acknowledge our Constitution 
“does not mandate adoption of any one penological theory” 
and that sentencing rationales should generally be made 
by legislatures and not federal courts, id. at 24-25, the 
Supreme Court’s examination of penological goals in 
previous cases suggests those goals should be a relevant 
part of our analysis. See id. at 25-28; Harmelin, 501 U.S. 
at 999 (Kennedy, J., concurring in part and concurring in 
judgment); see also Graham, 560 U.S. at 71 (stating “[a] 
sentence lacking any legitimate penological justification 
is by its nature disproportionate to the offense”).

regarding incapacitation, nothing in any of these 
defendants’ records suggests they pose a danger to 
society such that they must remain in prison to prevent 
them from committing more crimes. before the nisur 
Square shootings, none of them had any prior convictions, 
and nothing in the record or their backgrounds suggests 
they are likely to commit more crimes in the future. 
for similar reasons, rehabilitation is not an issue. no 
doubt nisur Square and its haunting aftermath will 
provide reason enough for these defendants to avoid any 
analogous circumstances. as to retribution, we recognize 
the 30-year sentence does punish the defendants for their 
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crimes and allows society “to express its condemnation 
of [their] crime[s] and to seek restoration of the moral 
imbalance caused by [their] offense[s].” Graham, 560 U.S. 
at 71. however, “[t]he heart of the retribution rationale 
is that a criminal sentence must be directly related to 
the personal culpability of the criminal offender.” Id. at 
71; see also Ewing, 538 U.S. at 31 (Scalia, J., concurring 
in judgment) (“proportionality—the notion that the 
punishment should fit the crime—is inherently a concept 
tied to the penological goal of retribution.”). here, we 
have concluded the mandatory 30-year sentence imposed 
by Section 924(c) is grossly disproportionate as applied 
to Slough, heard and liberty and that such a sentence 
actually prevents the sentencing judge from directly 
examining the personal culpability of each defendant in 
this case. furthermore, society’s interest in retribution 
can be equally served by a sentence imposed based solely 
on the voluntary manslaughter and attempted voluntary 
manslaughter convictions. therefore, this sentence cannot 
be justified based on retribution.

regarding deterrence, the district court observed 
there was no need to deter the defendants individually. 
Ja 3332. We agree with this observation based on the 
defendants’ lack of criminal background. thus, we are 
left with examining whether this sentence serves the 
penological goal of general deterrence. Under the theory 
of general deterrence, the government essentially seeks 
to make an example of an offender through punishing 
him so that other potential offenders are intimidated 
into refraining from committing the contemplated crime.  
1 wharton’s Criminal law § 3 (15th ed. Sept. 2016); see 
also Pell v. Procunier, 417 U.S. 817, 822, 94 S. Ct. 2800, 
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41 l. ed. 2d 495 (1974) (stating the premise of general 
deterrence is that “by confining criminal offenders in a 
facility where they are isolated from the rest of society, a 
condition that most people presumably find undesirable, 
they and others will be deterred from committing 
additional criminal offenses”). the harsh sentences 
imposed under Section 924(c) generally do operate as 
strong deterrents against using firearms when committing 
a crime of violence or a drug trafficking offense. In fact, 
this is precisely what Congress envisioned when it first 
passed the law. See Muscarello, 524 U.S. at 132 (stating 
Section 924(c) was created “to persuade the man who is 
tempted to commit a federal felony to leave his gun at 
home”). however, as discussed above, the application of 
Section 924(c)’s mandatory sentence does little to advance 
this purpose. instead, it will only deter future private 
security contractors from quickly making the split-second 
decisions their jobs require them to make. in theory, if 
they are wrong even once about a potential threat and use 
their machine gun in response, they are potentially subject 
to this penalty. in the dangerous environments in which 
these contractors live and work, even a single moment’s 
hesitation because of fear of such a harsh criminal 
sanction could be the difference between life and death 
for themselves, their fellow contractors and the diplomats 
they were hired to protect. thus, deterrence is both an 
irrational and unjust reason to justify these sentences 
under Section 924(c). this is especially true given that 
contractors will already be deterred from recklessly firing 
their firearms based on the possibility of receiving other 
criminal sanctions, such as manslaughter charges, for any 
severe lapses in judgment. thus, these sentences cannot 
be justified under any of our society’s penological goals.
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for the foregoing reasons, we conclude the application 
of Section 924(c) to Slough, heard and liberty is cruel 
and unusual punishment.14 the sentences are cruel in 
that they impose a 30-year sentence based on the fact that 
private security contractors in a war zone were armed 
with government-issued automatic rifles and explosives. 
they are unusual because they apply Section 924(c) in a 
manner it has never been applied before to a situation 
which Congress never contemplated. We again emphasize 
these defendants can and should be held accountable for 
the death and destruction they unleashed on the innocent 
iraqi civilians who were harmed by their actions. but 
instead of using the sledgehammer of a mandatory 30-
year sentence, the sentencing court should instead use 
more nuanced tools to impose sentences proportionally 
tailored to the culpability of each defendant.

for the foregoing reasons, we vacate defendant 
Nicholas Slatten’s first degree murder conviction and 
remand for a new trial. further, we vacate defendant 
evan liberty’s conviction for the attempted manslaughter 
of mahdi al-faraji. the Court remands the sentences 
of liberty, defendant paul Slough and defendant dustin 
heard for resentencing consistent with this opinion. in 
all other respects, the Court affirms the judgment of the 
district court.

So ordered.

14. because we conclude the sentences violate the eighth 
amendment as applied to Slough, liberty and heard, we decline to 
reach their categorical arguments.
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Concur by: henderSon; roGerS; broWn (in part)

henDerson, Circuit Judge, concurring in part Vi: i 
write separately to express my view that the aftermath of 
Slatten’s mandamus petition did not, and could not, give 
rise to a realistic likelihood of prosecutorial vindictiveness. 
United States v. Meyer, 810 f.2d 1242, 1246, 258 U.S. 
app. d.C. 263 (d.C. Cir. 1987). although the majority 
notes that “the extraordinary mandamus grant here, 
followed by a rather sharply-worded criticism in denying 
reconsideration, in a high-profile prosecution with 
international ramifications no less, had [great] potential 
to give rise to a vindictive motive,” maj op. 48, that 
description fails to account for our Court’s own mistake 
leading to the mandamus petition (and its aftermath) in 
the first place.

the nisur Square attack took place on September 
16, 2007. Under meJa, then, the government had until 
September 16, 2012 to indict (or reindict) Slatten on a 
non-capital offense. 18 U.S.C. § 3282(a).

on december 4, 2008, a grand jury indicted 
Slatten and his co-defendants on, inter alia, multiple 
manslaughter charges. one year later, on december 31, 
2009, the district court dismissed the indictment based on 
the government’s violation of Kastigar v. United States, 
406 U.S. 441, 92 S. Ct. 1653, 32 l. ed. 2d 212 (1972), and 
Garrity v. New Jersey, 385 U.S. 493, 87 S. Ct. 616, 17 l. 
ed. 2d 562 (1967). See United States v. Slough, 677 f. 
Supp. 2d 112 (d.d.C. 2009). although the government had 
earlier moved to voluntarily dismiss Slatten’s indictment, 
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the district court expressly denied that request as moot 
given its simultaneous dismissal of all charges against all 
defendants.1 Id. at 166 n.67 (“because the court dismisses 
the indictment against all of the defendants, including 
defendant Slatten, it denies as moot the government’s 
motion for leave to dismiss the indictment against 
defendant Slatten without prejudice.”).

the government appealed the dismissal. our Court 
reversed the district court, concluding that Kastigar 
required it to determine with greater specificity the 
taint, if any, each defendant’s compelled statements had 
on the grand jury evidence. United States v. Slough, 641 
f.3d 544, 550-55, 395 U.S. app. d.C. 178 (d.C. Cir. 2011). 
importantly, however, it did so assuming—mistakenly—
that “the government itself moved to dismiss the 
indictment against nicholas Slatten, without prejudice to 
possible later re-indictment, and the district court’s grant 
of the motion has taken Slatten out of the case for now.” 
Id. at 547 (emphasis added). Stated differently, it did not 
overturn the district court’s dismissal of the manslaughter 
charges against Slatten because it incorrectly believed 
that the district court had granted the government’s 

1. in its motion to dismiss Slatten, the government had 
conceded that “key testimony used to indict defendant nicholas 
Slatten resulted from the exposure of grand jury witnesses to his 
compelled statements.” See United States v. Slough, 677 f. Supp. 
2d 112 n.2 (D.D.C. 2009). Subsequently, all five defendants moved 
to dismiss the joint indictment and the district court, identifying 
improper evidentiary uses of all defendants’ Garrity statements in 
violation of Kastigar, id. at. 144-66, granted defendants’ motion to 
dismiss and, accordingly, denied the government’s motion to dismiss 
Slatten as moot. Id. at 166 n.67.
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motion to dismiss and therefore Slatten was already out 
of the case. See id. (reversing and remanding “as to four 
of the defendants”). Slatten’s codefendants unsuccessfully 
petitioned for certiorari and, because of that delay, the 
Slough mandate did not issue until June 5, 2012.

over one year later, on october 17, 2013, a grand 
jury reindicted Slatten and his co-defendants on, inter 
alia, multiple manslaughter charges. Ja 314. although 
the superseding indictment issued after September 16, 
2012—the date MEJA’s five-year statute of limitations 
for non-capital offenses was set to expire—it related 
back to the filing of the original indictment for statute of 
limitations purposes because it did not broaden the original 
indictment. See, e.g., United States v. Grady, 544 f.2d 598, 
602-03 (2d Cir. 1976) (“Since the statute stops running 
with the bringing of the first indictment, a superseding 
indictment brought at any time while the first indictment 
is still validly pending, if and only if it does not broaden 
the charges made in the first indictment, cannot be barred 
by the statute of limitations.” (footnote omitted)); United 
States v. Yielding, 657 f.3d 688, 703 (8th Cir. 2011) (“for 
limitations purposes, ‘a superseding indictment filed while 
the original indictment is validly pending relates back to 
the time of filing of the original indictment if it does not 
substantially broaden or amend the original charges.’“); 
Ja 323. the critical question regarding Slatten, however, 
was whether Slatten had remained in the case and was 
therefore covered by the relation back. See opposition to 
Slatten’s motion to dismiss Superseding indictment on 
Statute of limitations Grounds, United States v. Slatten, 
et al., docket no. 1:08-cr-00360-rCl, doc. 352 (november 
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29, 2013). on the one hand, the district court’s december 
2009 order manifested that Slatten’s dismissal was based 
on the same Kastigar/Garrity rationale applicable to 
his codefendants, the rationale we rejected in reversing 
the dismissal. on the other hand, our Court declared 
(incorrectly) that Slatten was no longer in the case because 
it mistakenly believed the district court had granted the 
government’s motion to dismiss Slatten’s indictment in its 
december 2009 order. Slough, 641 f.3d at 547.

once the superseding indictment against him issued, 
Slatten moved to dismiss it on the ground that he was no 
longer in the case based on our Court’s Slough opinion. 
the district court—a successor judge—denied Slatten’s 
motion to dismiss. in doing so, it expressly discussed the 
mistake caused by our Slough language. See memorandum 
opinion, United States v. Slatten, no. 1:08-cr-00360-rCl, 
doc. 388, 2014 U.S. dist. leXiS 19999 (february 18, 
2014). it noted that the “only ambiguity in [Slough] was the 
judgment appealed from,” pointing out that “[e]ven though 
the Government conceded that Slatten’s indictment was 
deficient, [the original judge] found that it was deficient on 
broader grounds than the Government sought in its own 
motion” and, thus, “[i]t was those broader grounds that 
the Government appealed from as to all five defendants 
including Slatten.” 2014 U.S. dist. leXiS 19999 at 6-7 
(emphasis added). attempting to adjust to our Court’s 
error, the district court reasoned that the “letter” of the 
district court’s december 2009 order and the “spirit” of 
Slough’s mandate established that Slatten remained a 
defendant and therefore the non-capital meJa charges 
against Slatten remained timely. 2014 U.S. dist. leXiS 
19999 at 6-8.
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following the district court’s decision, Slatten 
petitioned this Court for mandamus relief “to prevent the 
district court from expanding the scope of Slough.” See 
emergency petition for Writ of mandamus, In re Nicholas 
Abram Slatten, Case no. 14-3007 (d.C. Cir. march 6, 
2014). in reviewing that petition, our Court again failed 
to focus on the relevant portion of the december 2009 
dismissal order (which expressly denied the government’s 
motion to voluntarily dismiss Slatten) and instead granted 
Slatten’s petition, stating that the “mandate reversing and 
remanding [to] the district court clearly applied only to 
Slatten’s four co-defendants” because the “government 
conceded to us, both in its briefs and at oral argument, 
that Slatten’s indictment was infirm.” See per Curiam 
order, In re Nicholas Abram Slatten, no. 14-3007, 2014 
U.S. app. leXiS 6384 (d.C. Cir. april 7, 2014).

Given the mandamus’s limitation on what charges 
could (and could not) be brought against Slatten, the 
government pressed the issue by petitioning for rehearing. 
See petition, In re Nicholas Abram Slatten, no. 14-3007 
(d.C. Cir. april 17, 2014). in its petition, the government 
expressly drew the Court’s attention to the fact that  
“[t]he [Slough] opinion incorrectly stated that the district 
court granted the government’s motion to dismiss the 
indictment as to Slatten” and that “the record compels 
the conclusion . . . that this Court in Slough reversed the 
dismissal order with respect to all five defendants.” Id. at 
1-2 (emphasis added).

On April 18, 2014, our Court—for the first time—
recognized that it “erred in stating that the district 
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court’s dismissal as to Slatten had come in response to 
the Government’s own motion to dismiss, rather than to 
Slatten’s motion.” See per Curiam order, In re Nicholas 
Abram Slatten, no. 14-3007, 2014 U.S. app. leXiS 7385 
(d.C. Cir. april 18, 2014). nevertheless, it denied the 
government’s petition, declaring that “the dispositional 
posture following [Slough] was unaffected” by the error 
because “Slatten’s indictment had been dismissed, and we 
had reversed only as to the other four.” Id at 1. it appears 
the error was seen as harmless because, if Slatten had 
been within the scope of the mandate, the district court—
which, in its december 2009 order, had denied as moot 
the government’s motion to dismiss Slatten—would have 
then granted that motion, leaving the same scenario, that 
is, Slatten would no longer be a defendant. Id.2

i believe we incorrectly—albeit in good faith—
contributed to the hobson’s choice facing the government 
at that point. first, and critically, meJa’s statute-of-
limitations clock would not have run on any non-capital 
offense had Slatten remained a defendant throughout 
the Slough appeal and remand because, to repeat, “a 
superseding indictment brought at any time while the 
first indictment is still validly pending, if . . . it does not 
broaden the charges made in the first indictment, cannot 
be barred by the statute of limitations.”3 Grady, 544 f.2d 

2. the record “dispositional posture,” however, was plainly 
affected: based on the district court record, supra 1 n.1, the reversal 
applied to all five defendants.

3. in denying the government’s rehearing petition, our Court 
minimized this point by noting that the government had originally 
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at 601-02. “[t]he dispositional posture following [Slough],” 
then, was anything but “unaffected” by the misreading 
of the december 2009 dismissal order; it disabled the 
government from filing any non-capital charge against 
Slatten in the superseding indictment. moreover, our 
Slough language left the government uncertain regarding 
Slatten’s status. 641 f.3d at 547. indeed, on July 25, 
2012—two months before MEJA’s five-year statute of 
limitations clock ran—the government announced it 
intended to seek a superseding indictment covering all 
five Slough defendants (including Slatten), indicating no 
recognition of the need to omit Slatten on all non-capital 
counts. it took almost the next two years for it to recognize 
definitively that Slatten could not be indicted on a non-
capital offense. although the wiser move would have been 

moved to voluntarily dismiss Slatten’s indictment and the district 
court had simply denied that motion “as moot.” See per Curiam 
order, In re Nicholas Abram Slatten, no. 14-3007, 2014 U.S. app. 
leXiS 7385 (d.C. Cir. april 18, 2014) (emphasis in per Curiam 
order). apparently, the thought was that, if Slatten had remained in 
the case through remand, the government could have simply renewed 
its motion to dismiss the original indictment against Slatten. but such 
a dismissal—leaving aside its counterintuitive nature (the original 
indictment had to remain in place for the superseding indictment’s 
“relation back”)—would have required (at least) leave of the court. 
See FeD. r. Crim. p. 48(a) (“the government may, with leave of 
court, dismiss an indictment, information, or complaint.” (emphasis 
added)); FeD. r. Crim. p. 48(a) advisory committee’s note to 1944 
adoption (“The first sentence of this rule will change existing law. 
the common-law rule that the public prosecutor may enter a nolle 
prosequi in his discretion, without any action by the court, prevails 
in the Federal courts . . . This provision will permit the filing of a 
nolle prosequi only by leave of court.”); United States v. Cowan, 524 
f.2d 504, 513 (5th Cir. 1975).
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for the government to reindict Slatten immediately upon 
remand, i believe our Court’s mistaken reading of the 
december 2009 order contributed to the government’s 
failure to do so.

the government faced a forced choice—indict 
Slatten on the only charge unaffected by MEJA’s five-
year deadline or completely forego prosecution of him. 
“[these] circumstances, when taken together,” plainly 
fail to “support a realistic likelihood of vindictiveness.” 
Meyer, 810 f.2d at 1246.

rogers, Circuit Judge, concurring in the judgment 
in part Vii and dissenting from part Viii: i join the 
Court’s opinion with two exceptions. First, in accordance 
with the Supreme Court’s instruction, portions of a co-
defendant’s statements to investigators4 should have been 
admitted in Slatten’s defense, but not as a result of unduly 
expanding a narrow residual hearsay exception when 
the statements are covered by an established exception. 
Second, defendants’ eighth amendment challenge lacks 
any merit whatsoever, especially in view of the district 
court judge’s express assessment, which my colleagues 
ignore, that the sentences were an appropriate response 
to the human carnage for which these defendants were 
convicted by a jury.

4. See Kastigar v. United States, 406 U.S. 441, 92 S. Ct. 1653, 
32 l. ed. 2d 212 (1972); United States v. Slough, 641 f.3d 544, 549, 
395 U.S. app. d.C. 178 (d.C. Cir. 2011); Gov’t’s resp. to order to 
Show Cause, filed under seal (Jul. 24, 2017).
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i.

Concurring in the judgment in Part VII. i agree that 
the district court’s exclusion of certain statements by a 
codefendant as inadmissible hearsay requires reversal of 
Slatten’s conviction. op. 67-68. in my view, however, the 
district court did not abuse its discretion in finding the 
co-defendant’s compelled statements untrustworthy to 
the extent they offered an exculpatory narrative of self-
defense. rather, the district court abused its discretion by 
failing, as a matter of law, to isolate certain inculpatory 
statements within that broader narrative to consider 
whether they were sufficiently trustworthy to be admitted 
under an exception to the hearsay rule. See Williamson 
v. United States, 512 U.S. 594, 600, 114 S. Ct. 2431, 129 
l. ed. 2d 476 (1994); Koon v. United States, 518 U.S. 81, 
100, 116 S. Ct. 2035, 135 l. ed. 2d 392 (1996). the co-
defendant’s inculpatory statements were admissible in 
Slatten’s defense under federal rule of evidence 804(b)
(3),5 and because they concerned the single most important 

5. federal rule of evidence 804(b)(3) provides an exception 
to the rule against hearsay for a statement against interest that:

(a) a reasonable person in the declarant’s position 
would have made only if the person believed it to be 
true because, when made, it was so contrary to the 
declarant’s proprietary or pecuniary interest or had 
so great a tendency to invalidate the declarant’s claim 
against someone else or to expose the declarant to civil 
or criminal liability; and

(b) is supported by corroborating circumstances that 
clearly indicate its trustworthiness, if it is offered in a 
criminal case as one that tends to expose the declarant 
to criminal liability.
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issue underlying Slatten’s conviction — who fired the first 
shots that day — their exclusion implicated Slatten’s due 
process right to present a complete defense and was not 
harmless beyond a reasonable doubt. See United States v. 
Whitmore, 359 f.3d 609, 616, 360 U.S. app. d.C. 257 (d.C. 
Cir. 2004). indeed, even if the statements’ exclusion did 
not impinge on Slatten’s constitutional right to present a 
complete defense, see appellee br. 128, the exclusion was 
not harmless because it had a “substantial and injurious 
effect” on the jury’s consideration of this close question. 
See United States v. Mahdi, 598 f.3d 883, 892, 389 U.S. 
app. d.C. 374 (d.C. Cir. 2010) (quoting Kotteakos v. United 
States, 328 U.S. 750, 776, 66 S. Ct. 1239, 90 l. ed. 1557 
(1946)).

A.

in the immediate aftermath of the nisur Square 
massacre, a co-defendant of Slatten’s offered statements 
on four different days to State department investigators, 
one on a written departmental form and three oral. the 
oral statements, which were incorporated into written 
reports by State department investigators, constitute 
hearsay within hearsay. op. 57 n.7; fed. r. evid. 805. as 
a preliminary matter, the investigators’ contemporaneous 
recounting in their reports of what the codefendant said 
falls within the business records exception under fre 
803(6). See United States v. Smith, 521 f.2d 957, 962-
65, 172 U.S. app. d.C. 297 (d.C. Cir. 1975); michael h. 
Graham & Kenneth W. Graham, 30C fed. prac. & proc. 
evid. § 7047 & n.29 (2017 ed.); see also United States v. 
Warren, 42 f.3d 647, 657 n.7, 310 U.S. app. d.C. 1 (d.C. 
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Cir. 1994). at this second level of hearsay, the question is 
whether the codefendant said what he is reported to have 
said, not whether he was being truthful. See Smith, 521 
f.2d at 965. the investigators personally witnessed the 
co-defendant making these statements. See fed. r. evid. 
803(6)(a). furthermore, testimony established that State 
department investigators regularly took such statements 
any time a contractor was involved in a shooting incident, 
see fed. r. evid. 803(6)(b)-(C); 11/2/09 hearing tr. 
48:23-49:14, and it is “presumed that [the investigators] 
accurately transcribed and reported” the co-defendant’s 
statements. Smith, 521 f.2d at 965.

The difficulty with relying on the evaluative reports 
prong of the public records exception, see op. 57 n.7, is 
that the records reflect only unverified witness statements 
about the nisur Square massacre, rather than the 
investigators’ own “factual findings” about what occurred. 
See Fed. R. Evid. 803(8)(A)(iii). A “factual finding[]” in 
this context means a public official’s “conclusion by way 
of reasonable inference from the evidence,” not a piece 
of evidence gathered in aid of a potential conclusion 
down the road. See Beech Aircraft Corp. v. Rainey, 
488 U.S. 153, 164, 109 S. Ct. 439, 102 l. ed. 2d 445 
(1988) (quoting BlaCk’s law DiCtionary 569 (5th ed. 
1979)). For this reason, the relevant factors identified by 
advisory Committee under this exception focus on the 
trustworthiness of the investigator’s conclusions (e.g., the 
skill or experience of the investigator, the investigator’s 
potential bias). See notes of advisory Committee on 
proposed rules, fed. r. evid. 803. had State department 
investigators concluded that the co-defendant’s version 
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of events was credible and adopted it as their own, then 
fre 803(8)(a)(iii) would likely come into play. See Beech 
Aircraft Corp., 488 U.S. at 169. nothing in the reports, 
however, indicates that the investigators found any facts 
to be as the co-defendant portrayed them, and fre 803(8)
(a)(iii) “bars the admission of statements not based on 
factual investigation,” such as an eyewitness’s unverified 
statements to investigators. Beech Aircraft Corp., 488 
U.S. at 169.

that leaves only the second level of hearsay, the 
codefendant’s statements themselves. although he was 
informed that the statements, if truthful, could not be 
used directly or indirectly against him in a criminal 
proceeding, he was also informed that they could be 
used in the course of a disciplinary proceeding and could 
result in termination of his employment. a statement that 
jeopardizes the declarant’s employment can be sufficient 
to trigger fre 803’s pecuniary interest exception, 
provided it is so contrary to that interest that a reasonable 
person would not have made it unless it were true. Gichner 
v. Antonio Troiano Tile & Marble Co., 410 f.2d 238, 242, 
133 U.S. app. d.C. 250 (d.C. Cir. 1969).

taken together, the co-defendant’s statements offered 
a generally exculpatory version of events, in which the 
white Kia sped dangerously toward the convoy and ignored 
repeated warnings to stop, until it became necessary to 
fire upon and disable the Kia in order to protect the Raven 
23 convoy. Within his narrative of self-defense, however, 
he offered details that had the potential to jeopardize his 
employment. namely, he admitted that he “engaged and 
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hit the driver,” mem. report of interview at 1 (Sept. 16, 
2007), “fir[ing] two rounds at the driver from his M-4 rifle 
. . . [that] impacted the driver’s area of the windshield,” 
mem. report of interview at 1 (Sept. 23, 2007). most 
crucially, he acknowledged that he was “not aware of any 
shots being fired before his,” Mem. Report of Interview 
at 2 (Sept. 20, 2007), and that he made eye contact with 
the driver just before firing, which further suggests that 
he was the first to fire. That is, following an incident in 
which multiple Raven 23 members were seen firing into 
the Kia, the codefendant voluntarily singled himself out 
as the first shooter — the one likely responsible for the 
death of al-rubia’y and, in the government’s words, “the 
one who lit the match that ignited the firestorm.” 8/27/14 
(am) tr. 27:1-4. thus, if investigators doubted the claim 
that the Kia represented a threat, then the codefendant’s 
statements all but ensured that he would lose his job.

the district court ruled that the co-defendant’s 
statements constituted inadmissible hearsay because 
their lack of trustworthiness disqualified them from 
the statement against interest exception, fed. r. evid. 
804(b)(3), the business records exception, fed. r. evid. 
803(6), and the residual hearsay exception, fed. r. evid. 
807. in particular, it found that the codefendant, “facing 
the threat of job loss or worse, had great incentive to 
provide a story of self-defense rather than a statement 
against his interest.” United States v. Slatten, 51 f. 
Supp. 3d 1, [slip op] at 6 (d.d.C. 2014). this is true as a 
general matter, but it only answers part of the question. 
the codefendant’s incentive to keep his job indicates why 
he might invent a self-defense scenario, and it illustrates 
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why self-serving, exculpatory statements are inadmissible 
under fre 804(b)(3). See Williamson, 512 U.S. at 599-
600. on the other hand, the co-defendant’s incentive to 
keep his job does little to explain why he would falsely 
claim to have shot first and hit the driver, admissions that 
had the potential to single him out for greater scrutiny 
and punishment. to the contrary, the threat of job loss 
magnifies the likelihood that the co-defendant was telling 
the truth as to those details. See id.; Gichner, 410 f.2d 
at 242.

this failure to distinguish between inculpatory 
and exculpatory statements within this co-defendant’s 
larger narrative, and instead treating the entire four-
part narrative as a single “statement” to be admitted or 
excluded as a whole, was legal error. Williamson, 512 
U.S. at 599-600; United States v. Smalls, 605 f.3d 765, 
780-87 (10th Cir. 2010). a statement, within the meaning 
of fre 804(b)(3), is a “single declaration or remark” 
rather than a “report or narrative,” Williamson, 512 
U.S. at 599 (quoting Webster’s thirD new international 
DiCtionary 2229 (1961)), and thus it was incumbent upon 
the district court to isolate and admit any “declarations 
or remarks within the [narrative] that are individually 
self-inculpatory.” Id. as the Supreme Court has noted, 
the fact that the narrative was generally exculpatory and 
untrustworthy does not mean it was entirely untrue: “one 
of the most effective ways to lie is to mix falsehood with 
truth, especially truth that seems particularly persuasive 
because of its self-inculpatory nature.” Id. at 599-600.

to determine whether the error was harmless 
requires consideration of the antecedent question whether 
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any statements within the co-defendant’s narrative 
were sufficiently self-inculpatory to be admissible as 
statements against interest. See fed. r. evid. 804(b)(3)
(a). if so, then in light of the numerous other pieces of 
evidence suggesting that the co-defendant fired first, the 
error could not possibly have been harmless. although 
the jury could have reasonably credited Jimmy Watson’s 
testimony that Slatten fired first over the traffic officers’ 
testimony that someone in the co-defendant’s position did 
so, the officers’ testimony would take on new significance 
if buttressed by the co- defendant’s own admission to 
firing first. The co-defendant’s claim to have fired first and 
hit the Kia driver was admissible because no reasonable 
person would have falsely so claimed, thereby setting the 
day’s tragic events in motion, especially given the near-
certainty that such statements would cost him his job if 
the self-defense claim were disbelieved. See fed. r. evid. 
804(b)(3)(a).

the government maintains that the “i shot first 
and hit the driver” statement cannot be separated from 
the self-defense statement, i.e., “I shot first and hit the 
driver in order to protect my team from an imminent 
threat.” See appellee br. 121. the government is correct 
that a statement’s context must be carefully considered 
in determining whether the statement is truly self-
inculpatory, Williamson, 512 U.S. at 603, but to the extent 
the government suggests that the court can only consider 
for admission the conjoined self-defense statement in his 
narrative, rather than considering for admission only the 
“I shot first and hit the driver” statement, Williamson 
instructs to the contrary. the Supreme Court made clear 
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that courts must narrowly parse statements submitted 
under fre 804(b)(3) and independently analyze each 
“declaration[] or remark” within such a statement for 
admissibility; parts of statements that are not self-
inculpatory may not be admitted solely based on their 
proximity to other self-inculpatory declarations. Id. at 
599-601. here, the inverse is true — the district court 
erred in excluding self-inculpatory declarations solely 
based on their proximity to other self-exculpatory 
declarations.

the relevant self-inculpatory “declarations or 
remarks” within the co-defendant’s narrative statement, 
id. at 599, are:

“[i] engaged and hit the driver,” mem. report 
of interview at 1 (Sept. 16, 2007);

“[i] made eye contact with the driver of the 
white sedan[,] . . . an arabic male in his late 
20’s with a beard . . . . [I] fir[ed] two rounds 
at the driver from [my] M-4 rifle. [I] believe[] 
these rounds impacted the driver’s area of the 
windshield,” mem. report of interview at 1 
(Sept. 23, 2007); and

“[I am] not sure whether [I] was the first one to 
fire during this incident. [I am] not aware of any 
shots being fired before [mine],” Mem. Report 
of interview at 2 (Sept. 20, 2007).

Certainly, the reliability of those statements must be 
considered in light of the broader self-defense context, 
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but the context is not actually a part of those inculpatory 
statements. on the other hand, the co-defendant’s 
statement “fearing for my life and the lives of my 
teammates, i engaged the driver and stopped the threat” 
is generally self-exculpatory and therefore inadmissible. 
Sworn Statement at 2 (Sept. 18, 2007).

the government makes the related point that an 
assertion of self-defense automatically removes the 
underlying admission from the statement against interest 
exception. in its view, a self-defense claim can never be 
sufficiently contrary to self-interest under FRE 804(b)(3) 
because, if true, it would wholly exonerate the declarant. 
See also op. 59-60 (citing United States v. Henley, 766 
f.3d 893, 915 (8th Cir. 2014); United States v. Shryock, 
342 f.3d 948, 981 (9th Cir. 2003)). once again, Williamson 
controls: any such generalization is inappropriate because 
determining whether a statement is self-inculpatory is 
a “fact-intensive inquiry, which . . . require[s] careful 
examination of all the circumstances surrounding the 
criminal activity involved.” Williamson, 512 U.S. at 604.

in Shryock, 342 f.3d at 966-67, for instance, the police 
already had multiple pieces of evidence showing that the 
declarant shot the victims, and thus the declarant’s self-
defense statement to police was much more obviously 
exculpatory — the admission “i shot the victims” provided 
the police with nothing they did not already know or 
strongly suspect. here, on the other hand, the record 
indicates that in the immediate aftermath of the nisur 
Square massacre, the co-defendant provided investigators 
with the very first evidence that he fired before anyone 
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else in the convoy and that he also hit the driver. one 
can imagine circumstances in which a self-defense claim 
would be even more devastating, e.g., a person walking 
into a police station and claiming self-defense in a long-
forgotten murder, leading police to reopen the case and 
immediately find evidence disproving the implausible 
self-defense claim. invoking a blanket rule to the contrary 
seems to suggest that a statement can only be sufficiently 
damaging to self-interest if, standing alone, it is enough to 
support a conviction, a civil judgment, or termination. See 
op. [59-60]. thus, an admission to four elements of a crime 
(but not the fifth) would not qualify as a statement against 
interest, nor, as here, would an admission to a killing so 
long as self-defense is also claimed. this court has rejected 
that notion: “[t]he mere fact that the statements alone do 
not create an inference of guilt beyond a reasonable doubt 
does not remove them from the ambit of rule 804(b)(3).” 
United States v. Wilson, 160 f.3d 732, 739, 333 U.S. app. 
d.C. 103 & n.4 (d.C. Cir. 1998).

turning to the statements at issue, the question 
is whether a reasonable person in the co-defendant’s 
position would falsely claim to have shot first and hit the 
driver, even in the context of a self-defense narrative. 
fed. r. evid. 804(b)(3)(a). as the government points 
out, State department investigators likely knew (or 
would soon learn) that this co-defendant fired at the 
Kia, so he would have been ill-advised to deny he had. 
that said, investigators also knew (or would soon learn) 
that numerous other Blackwater guards fired at the Kia 
around the same time. thus, with investigators facing 
the daunting task of piecing together who did what in 
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the midst of a melee, would a reasonable person in the 
co-defendant’s position claim (1) ignorance as to who 
shot when and where, essentially hiding behind the “fog 
of war;” (2) to have fired defensive shots into the Kia’s 
engine block only after other raven 23 members had 
opened fire engaging the driver; or (3) affirmatively admit 
that he was the first, and likely fatal, shooter? In other 
words, if in reality this co-defendant had fired fourth and 
hit only the engine block, then why would he falsely claim 
responsibility for shots that likely killed a man?

the government suggests that because State 
department protocol required guards to shoot occupants 
of cars that refused to stop despite warnings, the co-
defendant could have falsely claimed to have shot first 
and hit the driver in order to portray himself as having 
“done precisely the right thing (the heroic thing, even).” 
appellee br. 122. Such an implausible high-risk high-
reward strategy would only make sense if one were 
absolutely confident the self-defense claim would hold up; 
if not, the heroic narrative would give way to something 
far more troubling, with devastating consequences for the 
co-defendant. on the other hand, if at all concerned about 
the self-defense narrative being rejected, a reasonable 
person in the codefendant’s position would have claimed 
to have fired fourth and hit the engine block because such 
shots would ultimately be of little consequence even if 
fired without justification. Based on the evidence adduced 
at trial showing that the Kia had come to a stop before 
any shots were fired, the co-defendant would have had 
little reason to feel so confident in the self-defense claim. 
instead, it is far more likely that the co-defendant offered 
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these inculpatory details because they were true, in order 
to lend credence to his flimsy self-defense narrative. 
See Williamson, 512 U.S. at 599-600. indeed, even the 
codefendant’s expression of uncertainty as to shooting 
first (“[I am] not aware of any shots being fired before 
[mine]”) indicates that he was being truthful in that he 
would be unlikely to undercut his own lie by expressing 
doubt about it. as such, the co-defendant’s inculpatory 
statements were sufficiently trustworthy and contrary 
to his pecuniary interest to qualify for admission under 
fre 804(b)(3).

the requirement to show “corroborating circumstances 
that clearly indicate . . . trustworthiness” does not apply 
to statements against pecuniary interest, fed. r. evid. 
804(b)(3)(b), but the existence of such corroborating 
circumstances here further demonstrates the admissibility 
of the inculpatory portion of the co-defendant’s statements. 
Not only did multiple witnesses similarly describe the first 
shots as hitting the driver’s side windshield, and multiple 
others similarly described two initial shots, but Officer 
Monem testified that a specifically-located gunner fired 
the first shots, and, crucially, Officer Al-Hamidi testified 
he was “100 percent certain” that the first shots came 
from “the [same location] of [a particular] vehicle,” 7/2/14 
(pm) tr. 35:4-15, which was the co-defendant’s position 
that day. moreover, Jeremy Krueger, in the second 
convoy vehicle, testified that the first shots sounded like 
the 5.56 ammunition used by the co-defendant, rather 
than the 7.62 ammunition used by Slatten, while Jeremy 
Ridgeway testified that a few days after the massacre 
the codefendant said to him “i feel like this is my fault.” 
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8/4/14 (PM) Tr. 13:15-14:16. It is difficult to imagine why 
the co-defendant would seem to accept such responsibility, 
especially to someone like ridgeway who would later 
confess to multiple killings, unless the co-defendant 
believed he was the one who started the shooting.

that the co-defendant’s inculpatory statements are 
sufficiently trustworthy to be admitted under an exception 
to the hearsay rule does not necessarily mean they are 
true. nor does it mean that, even if the co-defendant 
believed they were true, he was correct in thinking he 
fired first. Rather, it simply means that the statements 
are trustworthy enough to be presented to a jury, which 
on retrial can consider all of the available evidence in 
determining whether or not Slatten fired the first shots 
that day. the government’s position that any error was 
harmless because of the strength of the evidence that 
Slatten fired first, see appellee br. 128-29, highlights 
the importance of a jury making this determination. 
on remand, the government can make its argument to 
the jury that the co-defendant’s “equivocal out-of-court 
response to an investigator,” given the falsity of other 
aspects of his statement, “surely, [should not] turn[] the 
tide” and prevent a second conviction of Slatten. Id. at 129.

in sum, because the co-defendant’s inculpatory 
statements are admissible as statements contrary to 
pecuniary interest and thus “specifically covered,” see 
fed. r. evid. 807, fre 804(b)(3) is properly relied upon 
rather than fre 807’s residual exception to the hearsay 
rule. See United States v. Earles, 113 f.3d 796, 800 (8th 
Cir. 1997).
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b.

in any event, there appears good reason not to 
rely on fre 807 here. not only is the district court 
is “vested with considerable discretion” to apply the 
residual hearsay exception, United States v. Kim, 595 
f.2d 755, 766, 193 U.S. app. d.C. 370 (d.C. Cir. 1979), 
this court has repeatedly emphasized that fre 807 
“was intended to be a narrow exception to the hearsay 
rule, applied only in exceptional cases,” when the district 
court would otherwise be forced to exclude evidence 
that is “very important and very reliable.” Id. fre 807 
requires “circumstantial guarantees of trustworthiness” 
equivalent to those ensured by fre 803 and fre 804, 
and if my colleagues do not trust the veracity of self-
serving statements under fre 804(b)(3), see op. 59-60, 
then it seems illogical to admit those same statements 
under fre 807 merely because the co-defendant was 
under oath, immunized from criminal liability except for 
the remote possibility of prosecution for making false 
statements under 18 U.S.C. § 1001, and repeated his 
statements several times. But see op. 63-65. Underscoring 
this point, the investigators’ reports reflect a certain 
skepticism about the co-defendant’s trustworthiness, at 
one point noting that he had failed to mention firing his 
m-203 grenade launcher in prior statements, which the 
co-defendant “claimed that he had not documented firing 
. . . because he ‘didn’t think it was important.’” mem. 
report of interview at 3 (Sept. 23, 2007).

Further, the evidence identified as corroborating 
the self-defense narrative — which the jury necessarily 
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rejected in reaching its verdict — is misconstrued by 
my colleagues. See op. 65-66. the co-defendant told the 
State department investigators that traffic in nisur 
Square came to a stop upon the convoy’s command, but 
when the white Kia then approached the convoy at a high 
rate of speed, he threw a water bottle as a warning prior 
to firing the first shots. By contrast, Officer Al-Hamidi 
testified that when raven 23 members threw water 
bottles, he turned to see that all traffic was stopped, then 
he turned back to the convoy as the first shots were fired. 
al-hamidi’s testimony thus in no way corroborates the 
codefendant’s self-serving claim that he threw a water 
bottle at a speeding Kia as a warning, and to construe it 
otherwise only amplifies the error in deeming the self-
defense portions of the narrative admissible.

finally, reliance on fre 807 for admission of 
the codefendant’s statements as a whole generally 
ignores both Williamson, 512 U.S. at 599-600, and 
Slatten’s clarification that he is not seeking admission 
of the portions of the co-defendant’s statements that the 
government claims are self-serving, such as that the Kia 
approached at high speed, did not stop despite the co-
defendant’s attempts to stop it, or that the co-defendant 
feared for his life. See Slatten br. 40. But see op. 54, 68-69. 
although i too conclude that the district court abused its 
discretion, Slatten’s challenge to the denial of his motion 
for severance does not require the Court to reach fre 
807 in order to grant him the relief he seeks (or, indeed, 
relief he expressly does not seek), and therefore i would 
not do so.
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accordingly, i concur in the judgment that the district 
court abused its discretion in denying admission of the 
co-defendant’s statements, to the extent I have identified 
in view of the analysis Williamson requires.

ii.

Dissenting from Part VIII. paul Slough was convicted 
by a jury of killing thirteen (13) people and attempting 
to kill seventeen (17) others. evan liberty was convicted 
by a jury of killing eight (8) people and attempting to 
kill twelve (12) others. dustin heard was convicted by a 
jury of killing six (6) people and attempting to kill eleven 
(11) others. Even leaving aside their firearms convictions 
under 18 U.S.C. § 924(c), the maximum sentences on their 
remaining convictions were 249 years for Slough, 164 years 
for liberty, and 137 years for heard. especially in light 
of that congressionally determined exposure, the thirty-
year-and-one-day sentences imposed by the district court 
were not unconstitutionally “grossly disproportionate to 
the crime[s].” Graham v. Florida, 560 U.S. 48, 60, 130 
S. Ct. 2011, 176 l. ed. 2d 825 (2010) (internal quotation 
marks omitted).

today my colleagues hold that the mandatory sentence 
of thirty years under Section 924(c), as applied to these 
three private security guards for using government-
issued weapons in a war zone, is cruel and unusual 
punishment in violation of the eighth amendment to the 
U.S. Constitution. op. 86-87. in so doing, they have failed 
to account, as they must, for “all of the circumstances of 
the case.” Graham, 560 U.S. at 59. most crucially, my 
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colleagues make no mention of the fact that the district 
court judge, who presided at the months-long trial, 
imposed sentencing packages that the judge concluded 
“achieved an overall appropriate sentence [for each of 
these defendants] rather than calculating individual 
sentences for each component.” Sent. tr. 150:18-25 (apr. 
13, 2015) (citing United States v. Townsend, 178 f.3d 558, 
567, 336 U.S. app. d.C. 254 (d.C. Cir. 1999)). that is, in 
consideration of the mandatory minimum under Section 
924(c), the district court imposed only a one-day sentence 
for all of these defendants’ many manslaughter and 
attempted manslaughter convictions. the Supreme Court 
has affirmed the district court’s discretionary authority 
to impose such a sentencing package in Dean v. United 
States, 137 S. Ct. 1170, 197 l. ed. 2d 490 (2017), holding 
that nothing in Section 924(c) prevents a district court 
from, as here, mitigating the harshness of a mandatory 
thirty-year minimum by imposing a one-day sentence for 
the predicate convictions. See id. at 1176-77.

my colleagues’ conclusion that there has been a 
constitutional violation, by contrast, rests on the mistaken 
premise that the thirty years allocated to the Section 
924(c) convictions represent freestanding sentences 
distinct from the one-day sentences on the remaining 
manslaughter and attempted manslaughter convictions. 
See op. 72; Townsend, 178 f.3d at 567. in disregarding 
the basic structure of these defendants’ sentences, my 
colleagues fail to recognize that the district court already 
mitigated any disproportionality. indeed, the district court 
judge stated on the record that he was “very satisfied” 
with the thirty-year sentences in light of the “many 
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killings and woundings” for which these defendants were 
responsible. Sent. tr. 154:9-22. my colleagues ignore this 
fact too, particularly when they suggest that the district 
court judge felt constrained to impose an unduly harsh 
sentence. See op. 76-77. and whatever their concern with 
the “one-size-fits-all nature of these sentences,” see id. 
at 77, that is not an eighth amendment concern because 
none of the sentences are disproportionate to the enormity 
of the crimes that the jury found the defendants had 
committed. Graham, 560 U.S. at 60. again, Congress has 
determined that the least culpable defendant here — who 
was convicted of killing six people and wounding eleven 
others — should be subject to a maximum of 167 years in 
prison, in addition to the thirty years under Section 924(c).

although it is possible to imagine circumstances 
in which a thirty-year minimum sentence for a private 
security guard working in a war zone would approach 
the outer bounds of constitutionality under the eighth 
amendment, this is not that case. the jury rejected these 
defendants’ claim that they fired in self-defense, and far 
more of their fellow security guards chose not to fire their 
weapons at all that day. Yet as my colleagues apparently 
see it, Congress should have included an exception for all 
such military contractor employees, or, rather, it would 
have included such an exception if it had only considered 
the issue. See op. 72-74. perhaps so, but that is not the 
question before us. the district court judge made an 
individualized assessment of an appropriate sentencing 
package for each of these defendants, and the result is 
not disproportionate to the defendants’ crimes, let alone 
grossly, unconstitutionally disproportionate.

accordingly, i respectfully dissent from part Viii.
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dissent by: broWn (in part)

Brown, Circuit Judge, concurring in part and 
dissenting in part from part ii: While the Court’s ultimate 
conclusions follow inexorably from its broad reading of the 
military extraterritorial Jurisdiction act (“meJa”), 18 
U.S.C. §§ 3261 et seq., the Court’s initial premise seems 
faulty. meJa was amended in 2004 to close a loophole that 
allowed non-department of defense (“dod”) contractors 
to escape criminal liability for crimes committed overseas. 
i agree Congress used “deliberately expansive” language 
in meJa so contractors working to support the dod 
in its mission would not escape prosecution for crimes 
committed while performing their duties, regardless 
of which federal agency was their employer. See maj. 
op. at 11. however, i am not convinced that any federal 
contractor whose employment relates—even minimally—
to the dod’s mission is automatically subject to meJa. 
the Court’s interpretation unnecessarily broadens that 
which the statutory language seems designed to limit.

i.

A.

When interpreting a statute, the analysis begins—
and often ends—with its text. See, e.g., Hughes Aircraft 
Co. v. Jacobson, 525 U.S. 432, 438, 119 S. Ct. 755, 142 l. 
ed. 2d 881 (1999). here, the text of meJa extends the 
jurisdiction of federal courts to crimes committed in 
foreign countries if the crime was committed while the 
defendant was “employed by . . . the armed forces outside 
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the United States.” 18 U.S.C. § 3261(a)(1). the statute 
further defines the time period of being “employed by the 
armed forces outside the United States” to include acts 
committed while a person is the employee of a contractor of 
“(i) the [dod]. . . ; or (ii) any other federal agency . . . to 
the extent such employment relates to supporting the 
mission of the [dod] overseas . . . .” 18 U.S.C. § 3267(1)(a)
(iii). thus, by meJa’s plain terms, the employee of a dod 
contractor is automatically subject to prosecution under 
meJa for any offense committed while working overseas 
without any qualifications. See id. § 3267(1)(a)(iii)(i). this 
suggests dod contractors and their employees are subject 
to meJa for crimes committed while on or off duty. the 
same is not true for non-dod contractors though. if the 
perpetrator of a crime is an employee or contractor of any 
federal agency other than the dod, he is subject to meJa 
only “to the extent [his] employment relates to supporting 
the [dod’s] mission.” Id. § 3267(1)(a)(iii)(ii) (emphasis 
added). the phrase “to the extent” does no work unless 
it implies the criminal liability of non-dod contractors is 
more limited than dod contractors. after all, the word 
“extent” is defined as “the range (as of inclusiveness or 
application) over which something extends.” weBster’s 
thirD new international DiCtionary unaBriDgeD 805 
(1993). moreover, the Supreme Court has taken a similar 
view of this phrase when interpreting its statutory 
meaning. See John Hancock Mut. Life Ins. Co. v. Harris 
Tr. & Sav. Bank, 510 U.S. 86, 104-05, 114 S. Ct. 517, 126 
l. ed. 2d 524 (1993) (describing “to the extent” as “words 
of limitation” in a statute).

accordingly, if meJa targets contractors (or their 
employees) performing specific military roles, it makes 
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little sense to turn our inquiry into an essentially all-
or-nothing analysis. however, this is precisely the effect 
of concluding that meJa applies to all of a federal 
contractor’s conduct for the duration of the time that 
some aspect of that contractor’s employment supports the 
dod’s mission. in situations such as this case—where the 
mission of the dod is characterized to broadly encompass 
all activities related to nation-building—the limitation 
the Court purports to create is virtually boundless. 
instead, the more logical reading of the statute is that 
a non-dod contractor is subject to meJa only when 
a specific task being performed by that contractor is 
integral to the dod’s mission. had Congress wished 
meJa to apply more broadly to non-dod contractors, it 
could have substituted the word “if” for the phrase “to the 
extent” to give meJa the expansive wording necessary 
to achieve such a result. See id. (contrasting the word “if” 
with the phrase “to the extent”); see also In re Silveira, 
141 f.3d 34, 36 (1st Cir. 1998) (“if Congress intended 
for [the statute at issue] to be an ‘all-or-nothing’ matter, 
one might wonder why the provisions’ drafters chose to 
use the connective phrase ‘to the extent that,’ in lieu of 
the word ‘if,’ which obviously would have been a simpler 
construction.”). to hold this difference of language is 
nothing more than a “temporal limitation,” maj. op. at 10, 
ignores the distinction Congress made between those who 
work directly for the dod and those who do not.

moreover, the Court’s interpretation goes beyond 
the problem Congress was attempting to solve when it 
amended meJa in 2004. as noted by the Court, Congress 
sought to amend meJa in response to the atrocities 
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committed by interior department contractors at the abu 
Ghraib prison in baghdad. maj. op. at 8. these contractors 
working in abu Gharib were soldiers in all but name, and 
they were directly assisting the dod in running a prison 
for detained enemy combatants. See Saleh v. Titan Corp., 
580 f.3d 1, 6-7, 388 U.S. app. d.C. 114 (d.C. Cir. 2009) 
(stating the abu Ghraib contractors were “integrated 
[with the military] and performing a common mission with 
the military under ultimate military command”). Viewed 
with this context in mind, it is clear that what Congress 
sought to do when it amended meJa was to assure that 
contractors of any federal agency who were performing 
tasks conventionally done by soldiers could not elude U.S. 
jurisdiction. Creating criminal liability for all federal 
employees or contractors whose employment relates—
even tangentially so—to the dod’s mission goes beyond a 
plain reading of the text. because we are to “scrupulously 
confine [our] own jurisdiction to the precise limits which 
(a federal) statute has defined,” Victory Carriers, Inc. v. 
Law, 404 U.S. 202, 212, 92 S. Ct. 418, 30 l. ed. 2d 383 
(1971) (quoting Healy v. Ratta, 292 U.S. 263, 270, 54 S. Ct. 
700, 78 l. ed. 1248 (1934)), we must use extreme caution 
when expanding our jurisdiction—particularly when doing 
so results in our criminal law applying extraterritorially.

here, i believe Congress said what it meant and meant 
what it said, see Conn. Nat’l Bank v. Germain, 503 U.S. 
249, 253-54, 112 S. Ct. 1146, 117 l. ed. 2d 391 (1992), 
and i would not dismiss the distinctions made in the text 
in favor of aspirational goals set forth by the statute’s 
sponsors. See Maj. Op. at 9 (citing Senator Schumer’s floor 
statement declaring meJa was amended to address “a 
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dangerous loophole in our criminal law that would have 
allowed civilian contractors who do the crime to escape 
doing the time”). the Court may be correct that Congress 
intended for meJa’s 2004 amendment to treat dod and 
non-dod contractors and their employees exactly the 
same when a non-dod contractor’s employment relates 
to the dod’s mission, but “[i]t is not for us to rewrite the 
statute so that it covers . . . what we think is necessary to 
achieve what we think Congress really intended.” Lewis 
v. City of Chicago, 560 U.S. 205, 215, 130 S. Ct. 2191, 176 
l. ed. 2d 967 (2010). if the government truly desires this 
result, the proper course of action is to petition Congress 
to amend the statute, not advocate for courts to read 
problematic language out of its text.

because meJa’s text compels the conclusion that 
Congress meant to treat dod and non-dod employees 
and contractors differently, the next inquiry is to 
determine which actions of non-dod contractors are 
subject to meJa and which are not. the text once again 
provides a clear answer: only crimes committed while 
“employed by . . . the armed forces outside the United 
States” falls within meJa’s purview. 18 U.S.C. § 3261(a)
(1). MEJA specifically provides non-DOD contractors are 
only “employed by . . . the armed forces” for the purposes 
of the statute when, though acting within the scope of 
their employment, they are “supporting the mission of 
the [dod].” Id. §§ 3261, 3267. the phrase “relating to” is 
“deliberately expansive” and must be given broad scope. 
maj. op. at 11. however, its broad scope is not so expansive 
as to swallow up the “words of limitation” immediately 
preceding them. See John Hancock Mut. Life Ins. Co., 510 
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U.S. at 104-05. instead, these competing phrases must be 
balanced in ways that give both full meaning. therefore, 
meJa logically encompasses those actions taken by non-
dod employees pursuant to their employment that either 
directly or indirectly support the dod’s mission. the 
statutory framework focuses on military employment and 
thus limits the scope of jurisdiction not just temporally 
but factually. this interpretation gives full meaning to 
the broad language of the text without making virtually 
all potential crimes committed by a non-dod employee 
subject to the federal criminal law. the proper question is 
whether the defendants were either directly or indirectly 
supporting the dod when they entered nisur Square on 
the day of the incident.

b.

Under this Court’s precedent, we examine the jury 
findings for each element of MEJA under the deferential 
sufficiency-of-the-evidence standard. United States v. 
Williams, 836 f.3d 1, 7 (d.C. Cir. 2016). in doing so, we 
determine “whether the evidence, considered in the light 
most favorable to the government, was sufficient to permit 
a rational trier of fact to find all of the essential elements of 
the [statute were met] beyond a reasonable doubt.” United 
States v. Wilson, 240 f.3d 39, 43, 345 U.S. app. d.C. 115 
(d.C. Cir. 2001). here, the government has arguably met 
its burden. i do not join the Court in holding that any 
actions deemed to facilitate rebuilding the war-torn nation 
of iraq automatically relates to the dod’s mission based 
on the text and history discussed above. for this reason, i 
also find the evidence of the Defendants performing other 
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tasks to support the dod—such as assisting distressed 
military units and training army escorts, maj. op. at 
14—to be of doubtful relevance in determining whether 
the defendants were supporting the dod on the day of 
the nisur Square incident.

however, neither of these pieces of evidence are 
necessary to uphold the jury’s f inding under the 
deferential sufficiency of the evidence standard, and we 
need not decide whether they would be sufficient on their 
own to meet meJa’s criteria. as posited by the Court, the 
defendants’ employment—providing diplomatic security 
for the department of State—indirectly supported the 
dod’s mission by allowing military personnel previously 
responsible for providing State department security 
to concentrate exclusively on the dod’s rebuilding 
mission. maj. op. at 14-15. the relatively small size of 
america’s active, volunteer military and the breadth of 
its commitments may blur the lines, but it does not erase 
them. although statements from deputy Secretary of 
defense Gordon england unequivocally stating that 
the defendants were not supporting dod’s mission 
contradicted the prosecution’s narrative, Ja 2919-20, 
2932, 2936, contrary evidence is not enough to overcome 
this deferential standard. While i would interpret meJa 
more narrowly and find the question close, arguably 
sufficient evidence existed for a rational juror to conclude 
that meJa applied to the defendants.

ii.

one question remains. did the district court properly 
instruct the jury on MEJA’s application to this case? 
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When examining a challenge to jury instructions, we 
must determine “whether, taken as a whole, the [district 
court’s] instructions accurately state the governing law 
and provide the jury with sufficient understanding of 
the issues and applicable standards.” United States v. 
DeFries, 129 f.3d 1293, 1304, 327 U.S. app. d.C. 181 
(d.C. Cir. 1997). because an “improper instruction on an 
element of the offense violates the Sixth amendment’s 
jury trial guarantee,” it is a reversible error requiring a 
new trial unless the error was harmless. Neder v. United 
States, 527 U.S. 1, 12, 15, 119 S. Ct. 1827, 144 l. ed. 2d 
35 (1999). the burden is on the government to prove the 
error was harmless beyond a reasonable doubt. Wilson, 
240 f.3d at 44.

here, the district court interpreted meJa as an all-or-
nothing proposition. When explaining how meJa should 
apply to the case, the court emphasized the broad nature 
of certain words in the text by defining the word “relates” 
to mean “a connection with” and defining “supporting” 
to mean “to promote the interest or cause of something 
or someone.” JA 3293. After giving these definitions, the 
culmination of the instruction advised that employment 
relating to supporting the dod’s mission included a 
contractor of “any federal agency whose employment in 
the republic of iraq bears some relationship to supporting 
the mission of the department of defense in that country.” 
Ibid. While the instruction did contain the phrase “to 
the extent,” the presence of this phrase does little work 
because the overall framing of the issue is erroneous. 
by describing meJa in this manner, the district court, 
essentially read the limiting effect of the phrase “to the 
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extent” right out of the statute and instead substituted 
“if” in its place. moreover, this expansive view effectively 
eliminates the connection to military employment. as 
discussed above, this is a dubious interpretation of the 
statute.

at the jury instruction stage, the imprecision inherent 
in a sweeping view of the dod’s mission becomes apparent. 
the jury instruction, if erroneous, was prejudicial because 
it affected a central issue in a close case where persuasive 
evidence was presented by both the prosecution and the 
defense. See Williams, 836 f.3d at 16 (reversing a murder 
conviction under meJa because a misstatement of the law 
by the prosecution during its closing statement involved a 
“central and close issue in the case” that was “insufficiently 
cured”). because the question of whether meJa applied to 
the defendants was a threshold issue for each conviction, 
there is no issue more central to the entire case than this. 
Furthermore, even if sufficient evidence existed to find 
jurisdiction under meJa in this case, the same would 
be true if the jury had reached the opposite conclusion 
based upon deputy Secretary england’s testimony and 
the representations he made that the defendants were not 
supporting the dod’s mission, see Ja 2953, 3843, 3858. 
thus, the importance of an accurate statement of the law 
cannot be gainsaid.

however, given the district court’s instructions, it 
was entirely possible for the jurors to begin deliberations 
believing that if any aspect of the defendants’ employment 
related to supporting the dod’s mission, then any supporting 
action taken during the course of that employment made 
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the defendants subject to meJa. accordingly, the jurors 
could find MEJA applied solely on the basis of actions taken 
during the course of the defendants’ employment—even 
actions completely unrelated to the events that transpired 
in nisur Square, such as providing assistance to distressed 
military units or training army security escorts. this 
is a significantly different calculus than attempting to 
determine if the defendants’ action on the day of the 
nisur Square incident related to supporting the dod’s 
mission. the difference is stark. the jury conceivably could 
have reached a different conclusion had it been correctly 
instructed. at a minimum, the government cannot prove 
beyond a reasonable doubt the erroneous jury instruction 
was harmless error. See Wilson, 240 f.3d at 44. therefore, 
i would have reversed the defendants’ convictions and 
remanded the case for a new trial.

iii.

the question of how our criminal justice system should 
treat private contractors who commit crimes overseas 
in war time is a difficult one. However, Congress has 
made the determination that such individuals should be 
held responsible for their actions in federal courts if they 
either work for the military or commit a crime during the 
performance of a task related to supporting the military, 
such as the atrocities committed at abu Ghraib. today’s 
opinion expands MEJA beyond the limits defined by this 
history and clearly laid out in the text. because it is not 
possible to conclude, beyond a reasonable doubt, that the 
erroneous instruction did not improperly influence the 
ultimate outcome of the case, i respectfully dissent from 
this portion of the Court’s decision.
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Appendix b — order of the United 
StAteS diStriCt CoUrt for the diStriCt 

of ColUmbiA, filed April 13, 2015

United StateS diStriCt CoUrt  
for the diStriCt of ColUmbia

Criminal no. 08-360 (rCl)  
Criminal no. 14-107 (rCl)

United StateS of ameriCa, 

v. 

paUl a. SloUGh, eVan S. libertY,  
and dUStin l. heard, 

Defendants.

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

United StateS of ameriCa 

v. 

niCholaS a. Slatten, 

Defendant.

april 9, 2015, decided;  
april 13, 2015, filed

roYCe C. lamberth, United States district Judge.
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order

following the jury’s verdict in this case, the Court took 
under advisement all four defendants’ renewed motions 
to dismiss for lack of venue and motions for judgment of 
acquittal. trial tr., 23-24, oct. 22, 2014. as it has before, 
the Court now denies both such motions.

the defendants originally moved to dismiss for lack 
of venue in 2009. Slough, eCf no. 35. this Court, Judge 
Urbina presiding, denied the motion from the bench on 
february 17, 2009. after the return of a Superseding 
indictment in this matter, Slough, eCf no. 304, the 
defendants renewed in writing their motion to dismiss 
for lack of venue. Slough, eCf nos. 390, 398. the Court 
denied the renewed motion as to the three defendants in 
Slough for the reasons explained in its memorandum & 
Order filed May 13, 2014. Slough, eCf no. 436. Under 
his separate case caption, defendant Slatten moved to 
dismiss for lack of venue on may 19, 2014. Slatten, eCf 
no. 22. the Court denied Slatten’s motion on June 16, 
2014, Slatten, eCf no. 86, for the reasons explained in 
its opinion issued on June 24, 2014, Slatten, eCf no. 90.

later, after the close of the government’s case-in-
chief, the defendants renewed their venue motions. trial 
tr., 9, aug. 20, 2014 (a.m.); trial tr., 5, 34-35, 37, aug. 
21, 2014 (p.m.). at the same time, the defendants further 
moved for a judgment of acquittal pursuant to federal 
rule of Criminal procedure 29. trial tr., 9, aug. 20, 2014 
(a.m.); see generally trial tr., aug. 21, 2014 (p.m.); see also 
Slatten, eCf no. 171. following extensive oral argument 
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on august 21, 2014, the Court denied both the renewed 
venue motions as well as the newly raised rule 29 motions, 
finding that there existed “sufficient evidence . . ., allowing 
all reasonable inferences to the government, to proceed.” 
trial tr., 56, aug. 21, 2014 (p.m.); see also minute entries, 
Slough & Slatten, aug. 21, 2014. the defendants again 
renewed their venue and rule 29 motions at the close of 
evidence in this case. trial tr., 73-74, aug. 25, 2014 (p.m.). 
and again, the Court denied both motions. Id. at 74.

finally, all of the defendants renewed their venue and 
rule 29 motions once more subsequent to the jury’s verdict. 
trial tr., 23-24, oct. 22, 2014; see also Slatten, eCf no. 
633. notwithstanding the defendants’ limited presentation 
of witness testimony during their case-in-chief, the Court 
finds that no facts or law have meaningfully changed 
in this case since its previous denials of such motions. 
therefore, it is hereby

ordered that the defendants’ renewed motions to 
dismiss the case for lack of venue and for a judgment of 
acquittal are denied.

it is So ordered this 4th day of april 2015.

/s/ royce C. lamberth 
roYCe C. lamberth
United States district Judge
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Appendix C — exCerpt of trAnSCript of 
JUrY triAl of the United StAteS diStriCt 

CoUrt for the diStriCt of ColUmbiA, 
dAted AUgUSt 28, 2014, pm SeSSion

in the United StateS diStriCt CoUrt  
for the diStriCt of ColUmbia 

file no: Cr 08-360

the United StateS of ameriCa,

Plaintiff,

vs.

paUl alVin SloUGh, eVan ShaWn libertY, 
dUStin laUrent heard, 

Defendants.

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

file no: Cr 14-107

the United StateS of ameriCa,

Plaintiff,

Vs. 

niCholaS abram Slatten, 

Defendant.
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date: august 28, 2014 
time: 1:50 p.m. 

daY 47 - p.m. Session

trAnSCript of JUrY triAl held before 
the honorAble roYCe C. lAmberth 

United StAteS diStriCt JUdge

***

[104]the CoUrt: and then i advised you this 
morning that i would not put in that State department 
statute because i think the statute would just be confusing 
to the jury and what they need to decide is taken right out 
of the meJa statute.

***
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Appendix d — exCerpt of trAnSCript of 
JUrY triAl of the United StAteS diStriCt 

CoUrt for the diStriCt of ColUmbiA, 
dAted AUgUSt 28, 2014, Am SeSSion

in the United StateS diStriCt CoUrt  
for the diStriCt of ColUmbia

Cr no. 08-360

United StateS of ameriCa, 

Government,

vs.

paUl SloUGh, eVan libertY, dUStin heard,

Defendants.

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

Cr no. 14-107

United StateS of ameriCa,

Government,

vs.

niCholaS Slatten,

Defendant.
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Washington, dC 
august 28, 2014 

9:40 a.m. 
day 47 - am Session

trAnSCript of JUrY triAl before the 
honorAble roYCe C. lAmberth  
United StAteS diStriCt JUdge

***

[5]proCeedingS

the CoUrt: the defendants’ request to add the 
State department statute into the instructions is denied. 
i have reviewed it and, i, again, deny that request.

****
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Appendix e — exCerptS of trAnSCript 
of the United StAteS diStriCt CoUrt for 

the diStriCt of ColUmbiA, dAted  
AUgUSt 26, 2014, pm SeSSion

in the United StateS diStriCt CoUrt  
for the diStriCt of ColUmbia

file no: Cr 08-360

the United StateS of ameriCa,

Plaintiff,

vs.

paUl alVin SloUGh, eVan ShaWn libertY, 
dUStin laUrent heard,

Defendants.

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

file no: Cr 14-107

the United StateS of ameriCa,

Plaintiff,

vs.

niCholaS abram Slatten,

Defendant.
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date: august 26, 2014 
time: 1:43 p.m. 

daY 45 - p.m. Session

trAnSCript of JUrY triAl held before 
the honorAble roYCe C. lAmberth 

United StAteS diStriCt JUdge

***

[25]also, Your honor – just purely for record 
preservation purposes – if i could say our contention that 
diplomatic security is the responsibility of the department 
of State is based on the diplomatic Security act of 1986, 
and it’s codified in 22 U.S.C., Sections 4801 through 
4804. and we just wanted to put on the record that’s our 
contention with respect to why that is a State department, 
not a defense department, function.

So meJa –

the CoUrt: and if i agree with that, then i should 
dismiss all these charges.

mr. biShop: that’s what we ask for, Your honor. 
We do agree with that position, as well.

the CoUrt: i understand. denied.

***
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[51]the CoUrt: i’ll adopt the government’s 
proposed venue instruction. i think it’s appropriate. it will 
cover what needs to be covered. i think the defendant is 
right, you’re entitled to have the jury decide the question.

***

[56]the CoUrt: all right. i can speed this up a 
little bit.

i vacate my ruling on venue. having read Judge 
Sentelle’s opinion in Fahnbulleh during the break, i think 
it’s expressly left to me to decide. and i decide that venue 
exists, there are no contested issues necessary to send 
it to the jury. that’s dispositive. in his 752 f.3d 471 at 
headnote 9, i’ll follow what he says. So venue is out. it’s 
decided by the Court.

****
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Appendix f — exCerptS of trAnSCript 
of the United StAteS diStriCt CoUrt for 

the diStriCt of ColUmbiA, dAted  
AUgUSt 26, 2014, Am SeSSion

in the United StateS diStriCt CoUrt  
for the diStriCt of ColUmbia

Cr no. 08-360

United StateS of ameriCa,

Government,

vs.

paUl SloUGh, eVan libertY, dUStin heard,

Defendants.

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

Cr no. 14-107

United StateS of ameriCa,

Government,

vs.

niCholaS Slatten,

Defendant.

Washington, dC 
august 26, 2014 

10:15 a.m. 
day 45 – am Session
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trAnSCript of JUrY triAl before  
the honorAble roYCe C. lAmberth 

United StAteS diStriCt JUdge

***

[54]the CoUrt: all right, the defendants’ objection 
will be overruled, and i’ll give the Government’s proposed 
instruction on meJa.

all right, what’s the next one?

***

mr. biShop: the next issue related to meJa is 
defendant’s requested corrected proposed 16, which is 
on page 35 of the defendants’ proposal.

the CoUrt: Yeah, forget that one.

mr. biShop: and it guess to whether --

the CoUrt: no, we’re not doing that.

mr. biShop: Your honor, there’s been a lot of 
argument in this case about guarding diplomats is 
military work or military related work or diplomatic work. 
And there’s a statute that specifically governs this and 
specifically [55]gives that responsibility to the --

the CoUrt: i rejected that argument. i reject that 
instruction.
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mr. biShop: may i ask Your honor to consider as a 
substitute for that argument simply instructing the jury 
on the language of the statute?

the CoUrt: no. it’s very misleading. it’s not, in 
fact, what they’re doing over there. i don’t believe it.

mr. biShop: Your honor, the contracts and the 
task order in this case refer to the statutory mission of 
the State department to protect its diplomats, and what 
we’re asking is --

the CoUrt: i understand. You think the department 
of defense doesn’t have any obligation? You think it doesn’t 
relate to -- i’m giving them the related instruction.

mr. biShop: Under 22 U.S.C. 4802, that’s --

the CoUrt: if i believe this, i would dismiss the 
case right now for lack of jurisdiction. i don’t believe this. 
this isn’t what -- you can’t read this and the other statute 
together, so forget it. What’s the next objection?

****
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Appendix g — exCerpt of trAnSCript of 
JUrY triAl of the United StAteS diStriCt 

CoUrt for the diStriCt of ColUmbiA, 
dAted AUgUSt 21, 2014

in the United StateS diStriCt CoUrt  
for the diStriCt of ColUmbia

file no: Cr 08-360

the United StateS of ameriCa,

Plaintiff, 

vs.

paUl alVin SloUGh, eVan ShaWn  
libertY, dUStin laUrent heard, 

Defendants.

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

file no: Cr 14-107

the United StateS of ameriCa,

Plaintiff, 

vs. 

niCholaS abram Slatten, 

Defendant.
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date: august 21, 2014

time: 2:05 p.m.

daY 43 - p.m. Session

tranSCript of JUrY trial 
held before 

the honorable roYCe C. lamberth 
United StateS diStriCt JUdGe

***

[56]the CoUrt: and beyond that, the motions 
are denied. I find there’s sufficient evidence at this time, 
allowing all reasonable inferences to the government, to 
proceed.

****
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Appendix h — memorAndUm opinion of 
the United StAteS diStriCt CoUrt for 

the diStriCt of ColUmbiA, filed  
JUne 24, 2014

United StateS diStriCt CoUrt  
for the diStriCt of ColUmbia

Criminal no. 14-107 (rCl)

United StateS of ameriCa 

v. 

niCholaS a. Slatten, 

Defendant.

June 24, 2014, decided 
June 24, 2014, filed

roYCe C. lamberth, United States district Judge.

memorAndUm opinion

before the Court is the defendant nicholas Slatten’s 
motion [22] to dismiss the indictment for lack of 
venue. Upon consideration of Slatten’s motion [22], the 
government’s opposition [53], the defendant’s reply [60], 
the applicable law, and the entire record herein, the Court 
will denY Slatten’s motion to dismiss for lack of venue.
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i.  bACKgroUnd

both the district Court and the Court of appeals 
for the district of Columbia Circuit have previously 
described the factual background of this case. United 
States v. Slough, 677 f. Supp. 2d 112, 116-129 (d.d.C. 
2009) (“Slough I”), vacated, 641 f.3d 544, 555, 395 U.S. 
app. d.C. 178 (d.C. Cir. 2011) (“Slough II”); Slough II, 641 
f.3d at 547-49. thus, the Court will now only highlight the 
relevant facts and procedural background.

on december 4, 2008, a grand jury empaneled by this 
Court returned an indictment charging Slatten and four 
co-defendants—all members of a blackwater tactical 
Support team called “raven 23”—with multiple counts 
of voluntary manslaughter and attempted manslaughter, 
as well as one count of using and discharging a firearm 
in relation to a crime of violence. United States v. Slough, 
no. 08 Cr. 360, eCf no. 1. the indictment alleged that the 
defendants’ conduct occurred “outside of the jurisdiction of 
any particular State or district and within the venue of the 
United States district Court for the district of Columbia, 
as provided by 18 U.S.C. § 3238.” Id. at ¶ 4. each count of 
the indictment also alleged that the defendants committed 
the charged acts with “another joint offender known to 
the Grand Jury.” Id. at ¶¶ 5-7, 9. The defendants filed their 
first motion to dismiss for lack of venue on January 13, 
2009. Slough, eCf no. 35. following oral argument on 
february 17, 2009, this Court, Judge Urbina presiding, 
denied the defendants’ motion. See mots. hr’g tr., Slough, 
eCf no. 127 at 79. the Court found that the arrest of 
Jeremy ridgeway, who had previously pled guilty for his 
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role in the September 16, 2007, nisur Square shooting 
incident, was valid, and that ridgeway was a joint offender 
along with Slatten and the other Slough defendants. Id. 
at 77-78.

after this Court, Judge Urbina presiding, dismissed 
the 2008 indictment for violations of Kastigar v. United 
States, 406 U.S. 441, 92 S. Ct. 1653, 32 l. ed. 2d 212 
(1972), Slough I, the Circuit vacated this Court’s decision 
and remanded the case, Slough II. on october 17, 2013, 
a second grand jury empaneled by this Court returned a 
superseding indictment, charging Slatten and three co-
defendants with multiple counts of voluntary manslaughter 
and attempted manslaughter, as well as one count of using 
and discharging a firearm in relation to a crime of violence. 
Slough, eCf no. 304. once again, the superseding 
indictment alleged that the defendants’ conduct “occurred 
outside of the jurisdiction of any particular State or 
district and, another joint offender known to the Grand 
Jury having been arrested in the district of Columbia, 
within the venue of the United States district Court for 
the district of Columbia, as provided by 18 U.S.C. § 3238.” 
Id. at ¶ 4. the superseding indictment incorporated this 
venue allegation by reference in connection with each of 
the counts charged in the indictment. Id. at ¶¶ 6, 8, 10, 12.

on may 13, 2014, the Court denied the second motion 
(and supplemental motion) to dismiss for lack of venue 
filed by the Slough defendants on february 21 and march 
14, 2014, respectively. mem. & order, Slough, eCf no. 
436 (denying Slough, eCf nos. 390 & 398). the Court 
held that “[t]he superseding indictment properly alleges 
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facts sufficient to support venue under § 3238 as to each 
count” and that, “[a]s Judge Urbina previously found, 
sufficient evidence exists in the record to conclude that 
Jeremy ridgeway was a joint offender.” Id. at 6. however, 
this ruling did not speak to whether venue in this Court 
was proper as to Slatten, whose indictment the Court 
had dismissed on april 23, 2014, Slough, eCf no. 428, 
in accordance with the Circuit’s grant of the defendants’ 
petition for writ of mandamus issued on april 7, 2014, 
Slough, eCf no. 415.

As a result of the expiration of the statute of 
limitations for voluntary manslaughter, a third grand jury 
empaneled by this Court reindicted Slatten on one count 
of first-degree murder. Slatten, 14 Cr. 107, may 8, 2014, 
eCf no. 1. like the two prior indictments in this joint 
case, Slatten’s new indictment alleged that his conduct 
“occurred outside of the jurisdiction of any particular 
State or district and, another joint offender known to 
the Grand Jury having been arrested in the district of 
Columbia, within the venue of the United States district 
Court for the district of Columbia, as provided by 18 
U.S.C. § 3238.” Id. at ¶ 4. on may 19, 2014, Slatten moved 
to dismiss his reindictment for lack of venue. Slatten, 
eCf no. 22.

ii.  legAl StAndArd

As this Court previously explained, Mem. & Order, 
Slough, eCf no. 436 at 3-4, “[t]he trial of all Crimes . . . 
not committed within any State . . . shall be at such place 
or places as the Congress may by law have directed.” 
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U.S. Const. art. iii, § 2, cl. 3. “the government bears 
the burden of establishing by a preponderance of the 
evidence that venue is proper with respect to each count 
charged against a defendant.” United States v. Kwong-
Wah, 924 f.2d 298, 301, 288 U.S. app. d.C. 54 (d.C. Cir. 
1991) (citing United States v. North, 910 f.2d 843, 912 
n.52, 285 U.S. app. d.C. 343 (d.C. Cir. 1990)). “Venue is 
an issue that normally must be submitted to the jury.” Id. 
(citing United States v. Black Cloud, 590 f.2d 270, 272 
(8th Cir. 1979). “Venue may be proper in more than one 
district.” Id. (citing North, 910 f.2d at 912). pursuant to 
18 U.S.C. § 3238 (hereinafter “§ 3238”), the federal statute 
governing alleged crimes committed outside the United 
States, “[t]he trial of [such] offenses . . . shall be in the 
district in which the offender, or any one of two or more 
joint offenders, is arrested or is first brought.”

iii. AnAlYSiS

in his reply brief, Slatten contends that “the Court 
should treat [this] motion to dismiss as conceded” because 
the government filed its opposition brief after the fourteen 
days called for by the district Court’s local Criminal rule 
47(b). Def.’s Reply at 1. Given the hectic flurry of motions 
in this case leading up to the date of trial, the Court will 
not consider this motion to be conceded, notwithstanding 
the government’s late-filed opposition. See local Crim. r. 
47(b) (the decision to treat as conceded a memorandum 
filed after the prescribed time is left to the Court’s 
discretion). rather, the Court will decide this issue on 
its merits.
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the sole question here is whether, for purposes of 
venue under § 3238, Jeremy ridgeway remains a “joint 
offender” as to Slatten, even though Slatten is only charged 
with one count of first-degree murder.1 this Court twice 
has held that ridgeway is clearly a joint offender as to the 
current Slough defendants—paul Slough, evan liberty, 
and dustin heard—with whom there is overlap in the 
charged offenses. See mots. hr’g tr., Slough, eCf no. 
127 at 77; mem. & order, Slough, eCf no. 436 at 6-7. 
now, the Court must determine whether the fact that 
ridgeway and Slatten are charged with different offenses 
disqualifies Ridgeway as a joint offender.

Contrary to Slatten’s motion, the “distinction” 
between first-degree murder and voluntary manslaughter 
is not “dispositive of [] ridgeway’s status as a joint 
offender vis-à-vis [] Slatten in this case.” See mot. at 6. 
Slatten’s argument that “identical United States Code 
violations, identical victims, or identical aiding and 
abetting allegations” are needed to confer “joint offender” 

1.  Slatten also brief ly states that ridgeway was never 
arrested, “venue in this case was improperly ‘manufactured’ by the 
government,” and “Slatten’s constitutional right to proper vicinage 
is violated by venue in the district of Columbia.” def.’s mot. at 8-9. 
the Court, however, will not relitigate settled disputes. the Court, 
Judge Urbina presiding, has already rejected the Slough defendants’ 
identical claims, and Slatten has presented no facts warranting 
reconsideration. mots. hr’g tr., Slough, eCf no. 127 at 78-79; see 
also mem. & order, Slough, eCf no. 436 at 7-8 (citing United States 
v. Sunia, 643 f. Supp. 2d 51, 61 (d.d.C. 2009) (“where litigants have 
once battled for the Court’s decision, they should neither be required, 
nor without good reason permitted, to battle for it again”) (internal 
quotation marks and citation omitted)).
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status on ridgeway is misplaced. See id. in fact, Slatten’s 
reindictment for murder—a “closely related [] substantive 
offense” to manslaughter—does not alter ridgeway’s 
position as a joint offender in the nisur Square shooting 
incident. See United States v. Levy Auto Parts, 787 f.2d 
946, 949 (4th Cir. 1986).

here, ridgeway and Slatten—both raven 23 
teammates—participated in the same shooting incident 
“in the same place at the same time.” See mots. hr’g 
tr., Slough, eCf no. 127 at 77. that the statute of 
limitations required the government to reindict Slatten 
for one count of murder, while ridgeway remains 
charged with voluntary manslaughter, does not change 
the unmistakable unity of conduct among ridgeway, 
Slatten, and, for that matter, the Slough defendants, on 
September 16, 2007, in nisur Square. regardless of the 
elevated intent element underlying Slatten’s indictment, 
Slatten’s and ridgeways’ joint participation in the shooting 
incident surely satisfies the “plain-meaning definition of 
the term ‘joint offender’” under § 3238.2 Cf. Hong Vo, 978 
f. Supp. 2d at 64 (evaluating the term “joint offender” in 

2.  When determining one’s status as a joint offender, the district 
Court has placed importance on whether “the affidavit supporting 
arrest . . . ‘clearly disclose[d] that [the defendant and the purported 
joint offender were] suspected of concerted criminal activity.’” 
See United States v. Hong Vo, 978 f. Supp. 2d 49, 64 (d.d.C. 2013) 
(quoting Levy Auto Parts, 787 f.2d at 949) (second alteration not in 
original). Here, the affidavit provided in support of the application 
for ridgeway’s arrest warrant described concerted criminal activity 
among ridgeway, Slatten, and the Slough defendants—all of whom 
were members of the raven 23 blackwater convoy. Gov’t’s opp’n, 
Slough, Jan. 27, 2009, ECF No. 50 (Ex. 1 at ¶¶ 5-6).
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accordance with its “plain meaning” given that “helpful 
[legal] authorities are few”).

the legislative history of § 3238 is also instructive. 
the statute was, in part, designed to avoid multiple trials 
in different parts of the country for joint crimes, which 
would place a “substantial burden on the Government, and 
would be unnecessarily expensive.” S. Rep. No. 88-146, at 
2 (1963). moreover, the statute seeks to avert scenarios 
that “might involve several trips to the United States 
for [] witnesses [from overseas].” Id. here, there would 
be great overlap among the iraqi witnesses testifying 
as to the Slough defendants, who the Court repeatedly 
has found to be joint offenders alongside ridgeway, and 
those testifying as to Slatten—a reality that reinforces 
the Court’s holding that ridgeway is a joint offender in 
relation to Slatten.

Thus, as it has twice before, the Court finds that 
ridgeway was a joint offender for purposes of venue under 
§ 3238.3

iV. ConClUSion

for the foregoing reasons, the Court denieS 
Slatten’s motion [22] to dismiss the indictment for lack 
of venue.

3.  “of course, should the government fail to prove by a 
preponderance of the evidence that a joint offender was arrested in 
the district of Columbia, [Slatten] may renew [his] motion to dismiss 
for lack of venue in [his] motion for judgment of acquittal.” mem. & 
order, Slough, eCf no. 436 at 7; see also mots. hr’g tr., Slough, 
eCf no. 127 at 79.
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a separate order [86] consistent with this memorandum 
opinion was issued on June 16, 2014.

dated June 24, 2014

/s/ royce C. lamberth 
roYCe C. lamberth
United States district Judge
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Appendix i — order of the United StAteS 
diStriCt CoUrt for the diStriCt of 

ColUmbiA, filed JUne 16, 2014

United StateS diStriCt CoUrt 
for the diStriCt of ColUmbia

Criminal no. 14-107 (rCl)

United StateS of ameriCa

v. 

niCholaS a. Slatten,

Defendant.

order

before the Court are defendant Slatten’s motion 
[22] to dismiss the indictment for lack of venue, the 
government’s opposition [53] thereto, and Slatten’s reply 
[60]. for reasons that will be explained in a forthcoming 
memorandum opinion, to be issued by the Court shortly, 
it is hereby

ordered that the defendant’s motion [22] to 
dismiss the indictment for lack of venue is denied.

it is So ordered this 16th of June, 2014.

/s/                                               
roYCe C. lamberth 
United States district Judge
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Appendix J — memorAndUm & order of 
the United StAteS diStriCt CoUrt  

for the diStriCt of ColUmbiA, filed  
mAY 13, 2014

United StateS diStriCt CoUrt  
for the diStriCt of ColUmbia

Criminal no. 08-360 (rCl)

United StateS of ameriCa

v.

paUl a. SloUGh, eVan S. libertY,  
and dUStin l. heard, 

Defendants.

memorAndUm & order

before the Court are the defendants’ renewed motion 
[390] to dismiss the superseding indictment [304] for lack 
of venue and the defendants’ supplemental motion [398] 
to dismiss the superseding indictment for lack of venue. 
Upon consideration of the defendants’ motions [390, 398], 
the government’s opposition [421],1 the defendants’ reply 
[425], the applicable law, the entire record herein, and 
for the reasons set forth below, the Court will denY 
defendants’ motions to dismiss for lack of venue.

1.  The government’s motion [404] for extension of time to file its 
opposition to defendants’ motion and supplemental motion to dismiss 
for lack of venue is hereby grAnted nunc pro tunc.
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i.  bACKgroUnd 

both the district Court and the Court of appeals for 
the district of Columbia Circuit have previously described 
the factual background of this case. United States v. 
Slough, 677 f. Supp. 2d 112, 116-129 (d.d.C. 2009) (“Slough 
I”), vacated, 641 f.3d 544, 555 (d.C. Cir. 2011) (“Slough 
II”); Slough II, 641 f.3d at 547-49. thus, the Court will 
now only highlight the relevant facts and procedural 
background. in 2007, the defendants all served as security 
contractors employed by blackwater Worldwide. Slough I, 
677 f. Supp. 2d at 116. the defendants were all members 
of a blackwater tactical Support team called “raven 23” 
that operated in baghdad to support other blackwater 
security teams. Slough I, 677 f. Supp. 2d at 116.

“on September 16, 2007 a car bomb exploded near 
the izdihar Compound in baghdad, where a U.S. diplomat 
was conferring with Iraqi officials. American security 
officials ordered a team from Blackwater Worldwide to 
evacuate the diplomat to the Green Zone.” Slough II, 641 
f.3d at 547. in order to secure a safe evacuation route for 
the diplomat and the other blackwater team, raven 23 
“took up positions in Nisur Square, a traffic circle located 
just outside the [Green] Zone in downtown baghdad,” and 
attempted to stop traffic. Slough I, 677 f. Supp. 2d. at 116. 
Shortly afterwards, “a shooting incident erupted, during 
which the defendants allegedly shot and killed fourteen 
[iraqi civilians] and wounded twenty others.” Id.

on december 4, 2008, a grand jury empaneled by this 
Court returned an indictment charging the defendants 
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with the following: (1) fourteen counts of voluntary 
manslaughter, in violation of 18 U.S.C. §§ 1112, 2, and 
3261(a)(l); (2) twenty counts of attempted manslaughter, 
in violation of 18 U.S.C. §§ 1113, 2, and 3261(a)(1); and  
(3) one count of using and discharging a firearm in relation 
to a crime of violence, in violation of 18 U.S.C. §§924(c), 
2, and 3261(a)(1). indictment, eCf no. 1. the indictment 
alleged that the defendants’ conduct occurred “outside 
of the jurisdiction of any particular State or district and 
within the venue of the United States district Court for 
the district of Columbia, as provided by 18 U.S.C. § 3238.” 
Id. ¶ 4. each count of the indictment also alleged that the 
defendants committed the charged acts with “another 
joint offender known to the Grand Jury.” Id. ¶¶ 5-7, 9. 
the district Court, Judge ricardo Urbina presiding, 
subsequently dismissed the indictment against all the 
defendants for violations of Kastigar v. United States, 406 
U.S. 441 (1972). Upon appeal, the Court of appeals for 
the district of Columbia Circuit found that Judge Urbina 
failed to apply the correct legal standard under Kastigar 
and vacated and remanded the case for a new Kastigar 
hearing. Slough II, 641 f.3d at 554-55.

Upon remand, the government elected to pursue a 
superseding indictment rather than attempt to defend 
the original indictment on Kastigar grounds. on october 
17, 2013, a second grand jury empaneled by this Court 
returned a superseding indictment charging each 
the defendants with the following: (1) thirteen counts 
of voluntary manslaughter, in violation of 18 U.S.C.  
§§ 1112, 2, and 3261(a)(l); (2) sixteen counts of attempted 
manslaughter, in violation of 18 U.S.C. §§ 1113, 2, and 
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3261(a)(1); and (3) one count of using and discharging 
a firearm in relation to a crime of violence, in violation 
of 18 U.S.C. §§ 924(c), 2, and 3261(a)(1).2 Superseding 
indictment, eCf no. 304. again, the superseding 
indictment alleges that the defendants’ conduct “occurred 
outside of the jurisdiction of any particular State or 
district and, another joint offender known to the Grand 
Jury having been arrested in the district of Columbia, 
within the venue of the United States district Court for 
the district of Columbia, as provided by 18 U.S.C. § 3238.” 
Id. ¶ 4. the superseding indictment incorporates this 
venue allegation by reference in connection with each of 
the counts charged in the indictment. Id. ¶¶ 6, 8, 10, 12. 
the defendants have moved to dismiss the superseding 
indictment for lack of venue.

ii.  legAl StAndArd

“the trial of all Crimes ... not committed within any 
State ... shall be at such place or places as the Congress 
may by law have directed.” U.S. Const. art. iii, § 2, cl. 3. 
by statute, “[t]he trial of all offenses begun or committed 
upon the high seas, or elsewhere out of the jurisdiction 
of any particular State or district, shall be in the district 
in which the offender, or any one of two or more joint 
offenders, is arrested or is first brought.” 18 U.S.C.  
§ 3238. “the government bears the burden of establishing 
by a preponderance of the evidence that venue is proper 

2.  the indictment also charged defendant paul Slough with 
two additional counts of attempted manslaughter. Superseding 
indictment ¶ 11, eCf no. 304. 
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with respect to each count charged against a defendant.” 
United States v. Kwong-Wah, 924 f.2d 298, 301 (d.C. Cir. 
1991) (citing United States v. North, 910 f.2d 843, 912 n.52 
(d.C. Cir. 1990)). “Venue is an issue that normally must be 
submitted to the jury.” Id. (citing United States v. Black 
Cloud, 590 f.2d 270, 272 (8th Cir. 1979)). “Venue may be 
proper in more than one district.” Id. (citing North, 910 
f.2d at 912.)

iii.  AnAlYSiS

in their supplemental motion to dismiss for lack 
of venue, the defendants raise two objections to the 
superseding indictment: first, defendants argue that the 
superseding indictment fails to allege facts adequate to 
support venue in this district as to each count. Second, 
the defendants contend that Jeremy ridgeway was not 
a “joint offender” for purposes of 18 U.S.C. § 3238. the 
Court will address the defendants’ arguments in turn.

the defendants argue that superseding indictment 
fails to allege adequate facts to support venue in this 
district because the language of the superseding 
indictment is materially different from the language 
of the original indictment. Specifically, the defendants 
point to the superseding indictment’s use of a generalized 
allegation that venue is proper in this district under 
§ 3238 because “another joint offender known to the 
Grand Jury [was] arrested in the district of Columbia. 
Superseding indictment ¶ 4, eCf no. 304. the prior 
indictment charged all the defendants and “another joint 
offender known to the Grand Jury”— namely Jeremy 
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ridgeway — jointly for all counts, and it charged each of 
the defendants jointly in the two counts to which Jeremy 
ridgeway pled guilty. in contrast, the defendants note that 
(1) the superseding indictment charges all the defendants 
in some counts and individual defendants in other counts; 
(2) the superseding indictment only incorporates the 
conduct of a joint offender by reference to a general 
venue allegation; and (3) the superseding indictment only 
charges the defendants jointly for one of the two counts 
to which Jeremy ridgeway pleaded guilty.

the drafting differences between the original and 
superseding indictments cited by the defendants are 
wholly immaterial. an indictment need only be “a plain, 
concise, and definite written statement of the essential 
facts constituting the offense charged. . . . a count may 
incorporate by reference an allegation made in another 
count.” fed. r. Crim. p. 7(c)(1). as rule 7 permits, 
the superseding indictment explicitly incorporates by 
reference the allegation that venue is proper in this 
district under § 3238 because a joint offender was arrested 
in this district in connection with each count charged. 
Superseding indictment ¶¶ 4, 6, 8, 10, 12. “rule 7 put an 
end to ‘the rules of technical and formalized pleading 
which had characterized an earlier era,” i Charles alan 
Wright & andrew d. leipold, federal practice and 
procedure: Criminal procedure § 123, at 521 (4th ed.), so 
it makes no difference that the superseding indictment 
incorporates the venue allegation by reference for every 
count of the indictment. 
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the defendants’ focus on the form of the superseding 
indictment in charging the defendants jointly or separately 
and the defendants’ assertion that the incitement must 
allege what particular conduct involved a joint offender 
are both inapposite because they confuse the required 
proof of venue the government must show at trial for the 
allegations necessary to sustain the indictment. While 
the government must prove venue as to each count of the 
superseding indictment at trial by a preponderance of 
the evidence, the superseding indictment suffices so long 
as it alleges venue as to each count. See United States 
v. Bohle, 445 f.2d 54, 59 (7th Cir. 1971) (“an indictment 
alleges proper venue when it alleges facts which, if proven, 
would sustain venue.”), overruled on other grounds, 
United States v. Lawson, 653 f.2d 299, 303 n.12 (7th Cir. 
1981); United States v. Peterson, 357 f. Supp. 2d 748, 751 
(S.d.n.Y. 2005) (“Where venue is challenged on a pre-trial 
motion to dismiss, the Government’s burden is limited 
to showing that the indictment alleges facts sufficient to 
support venue.”); see also 2 Charles alan Wright & peter 
J. henning, federal practice and procedure: Criminal 
procedure § 307, at 390 (4th ed.) (“although an allegation 
of venue is not essential to the validity of an indictment 
or information, venue is a fact that must be proved at 
the trial.”). the superseding indictment properly alleges 
facts sufficient to support venue under § 3238 as to each 
count by incorporating the allegation that “another joint 
offender known to the Grand Jury [was] arrested within 
the district of Columbia.” Superseding indictment ¶¶ 4, 
6, 8, 10, 12. of course, should the government fail to prove 
by a preponderance of the evidence that a joint offender 
was arrested in the district of Columbia, the defendants 
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may renew their motion to dismiss for lack of venue in 
their motion for judgment of acquittal.

the defendants’ argument that Jeremy ridgeway was 
not a joint offender similarly fails because the defendants’ 
conception of what constitutes a “joint offense” is too 
narrow. Contrary to the defendants’ arguments, joint 
offenses under § 3238 do not require that the government 
charge the defendants with conspiracy. as the legislative 
history of § 3238 makes clear, § 3238 applies to both 
substantive crimes and conspiracy. See S. rep. no. 146 
at 1-2 (1963) (noting that § 3238 was intended to provide 
venue for crimes committed outside the United States 
including “treason, fraud against the Government, theft 
or embezzlement of Government property, bribery, etc., as 
well as conspiracy to commit such offenses”). Joint offenses 
are merely offenses “committed by the participation of two 
or more persons.” Black’s Law Dictionary 1109 (7th ed.). 
As Judge Urbina previously found, sufficient evidence 
exists in the record to conclude that Jeremy ridgeway was 
a joint offender–that is, that he participated along with 
the defendants in the commission of the crimes charged 
in the superseding indictment. mot. hr’g tr. 77, feb. 17, 
2009, eCf no. 127. “there is nothing in § 3238 which 
prevents the prosecution from reaching a plea agreement 
with a suspected joint offender in exchange for information 
aiding the prosecution of other offenders.” United States 
v. Levy Auto Parts, 787 f.2d 946, 949 (4th Cir. 1986). this 
Court finds it immaterial that Jeremy Ridgeway pleaded 
guilty to two counts, likely out of a multitude that could 
have been charged, instead of pleading to a lesser included 
offense as was the case in Levy Auto Parts. Id. the 
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Court therefore easily concludes that Jeremy ridgeway 
was a joint offender. the Court notes in support of this 
conclusion that, as in Levy, the affidavit given in support 
of ridgeway’s arrest “clearly discloses that [ridgeway] 
and the present defendants were suspected of concerted 
criminal activity.” Id; see also United States v. Hong Vo, 
no. 13-cr-168 (Jdb), 2013 Wl 5739339, at *12 (d.d.C. 
oct. 17, 2013) (quoting Levy Auto Parts and concluding 
that a defendant initially arrested on a material witness 
warrant was a joint offender for §3238 purposes because 
the affidavit given in support of the arrest showed that 
the arrestee and the other defendants were “suspected 
of concerted criminal activity”).

in addition to the two arguments addressed above, 
the defendants renew four arguments in support of their 
motion to dismiss for lack of venue that the defendants 
previously raised before Judge Urbina. defs.’ Supplement 
mot. 3, mar. 14, 2014, eCf no. 398. Judge Urbina 
previously denied the defendants’ motion to dismiss for 
lack of venue. mot. hr’g tr. 76-79, feb. 17, 2009, eCf 
no. 127. “[W]hile the law of the case doctrine does not 
necessarily apply to interlocutory orders, district courts 
generally consider the doctrine’s underlying rationale 
when deciding whether to reconsider an earlier decision.” 
United States v. Sunia, 643 f. Supp. 2d 51, 61 (d.d.C. 
2009) (quoting Malewicz v. City of Amsterdam, 517 f. 
Supp. 2d 322, 328 (d.d.C. 2007)). Keeping in mind the 
‘“caveat that, where litigants have once battled for the 
Court’s decision, they should neither be required, nor 
without good reason permitted, to battle for it again,”’ 
the Court is not inclined to disturb Judge Urbina’s ruling 
at this time.
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iV.  ConClUSion

for the foregoing reasons, it is hereby

ordered that the defendants’ motion [390] to 
dismiss the superseding indictment for lack of venue is 
denied; and it is further

ordered the defendants’ supplemental motion 
[398] to dismiss the superseding indictment for lack of 
venue is denied.

it is So ordered this 13th of may 2014.

/s/                                               
roYCe C. lamberth 
United States district Judge
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Appendix K — exCerptS of motionS 
heAring of the United StAteS diStriCt 

CoUrt for the diStriCt of ColUmbiA, 
dAted febrUArY 17, 2009

United StateS diStriCt CoUrt  
diStriCt of ColUmbia

United StateS diStriCt CoUrt 

VerSUS 

paUl SloUGh, et al.

Criminal aCtion no. 08-0360

WaShinGton, d.C.

tUeSdaY, febrUarY 17, 2009

10:30 a.m.

motionS heAring 
before the honorAble  

riCArdo m. UrbinA

United StateS diStriCt CoUrt JUdGe

***

[76]the CoUrt: all right. all right. first i start 
the analysis with general considerations of fairness. 
in all cases involving venue, the Court looks at certain 
underlying policies, as well as practical considerations 
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that influence the venue decision. It would appear in this 
case that the bulk of the evidence in this case is placed 
overseas. other evidence in this case is in the d.C. area 
where the department [77]of State and the department 
of defense is headquartered.

Re-filing of the indictment in Utah would result in three 
of the five defendants being called to trial at a far greater 
distance from their family, friends, and community than if 
the trial is held here. the defendants have retained d.C. 
counsel, and those are not inconsequential considerations.

therefore, in terms of the convenience, it weighs on 
both sides. i don’t know that any other single jurisdiction 
would encompass all those factors, especially with regard 
to where and how evidence might be acquired. the fact 
that the airport here has relatively good access to flights 
that would -- might take the -- might take counsel to iraq 
and elsewhere, international flights and so forth; so those 
factors also weigh favorably to the decision to retain venue 
here. 

mr. ridgeway is, indeed, a joint offender. i’ve already 
cited the narrative from the affidavit that puts him, as 
well as the other co-defendants, in the same place at the 
same time, more or less doing the same thing. What the 
evidence will produce, obviously, is -- may be quite another 
matter, but from everything that is before the Court now, 
it does appear that there was some concerted activity 
and that activities among the defendants, mr. ridgeway 
included, is so similar as to result -- as to have resulted in 
an indictment that charges them all with similar offenses 
and some with [78]identical offenses.
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as far as the arrest is concerned, under 3238, an arrest 
requires that a defendant be restrained of his liberty in 
connection with the offense charged. the government 
has asserted that mr. ridgeway’s arrest assured that 
he would be brought back before the Court and that the 
Court -- that mr. ridgeway would fall under the auspices 
of the Court, this Court.

mr. ridgeway voluntarily submitted to the arrest and 
the fact that he was -- that he volunteered his arrest is 
really inconsequential in terms of taking away the value 
of the arrest as an arrest because the taking, seizing, 
or detaining of another person, either by consent or 
otherwise, may be considered to be an arrest, especially 
when the person as an objective individual feels that he 
or she is not free to go. Handcuffing and being booked 
are -- is not required for an officer to effectuate a valid 
arrest, at least according to Passman (Phonetic) versus 
Blackburn at 652 f.2d 559 at page 564.

as far as what motivated the government to do what 
it did in terms of defaulting to the district of Columbia 
and whether that should influence the Court and whether 
that, indeed, offends the Constitution and the defendants’ 
Constitutional rights to be tried among their peers and 
so forth, the district of Columbia is well known as a 
default [79]jurisdiction; voting rights cases come here; 
Guantanamo cases come here and so forth. So this court is 
no stranger to entertaining cases that have international 
or foreign elements, activities that have occurred in 
foreign countries as an element of the alleged conduct. 
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true, this is not a conspiracy case, but as i’ve already 
indicated, there is enough evidence from which the Court 
may infer that there was joint activity in such a fashion 
as to constitute making mr. ridgeway a joint offender.

for those reasons, the Court concludes that the 
defense has not established -- has not met its burden in 
demonstrating that, for venue purposes, the case should 
be dismissed.

****
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Appendix l — memorAndUm deCiSion And 
order of the United StAteS diStriCt 

CoUrt for the diStriCt of UtAh, CentrAl 
diViSion, filed deCember 8, 2008

United StateS diStriCt CoUrt  
for the diStriCt of Utah 

Central diViSion

Case no. 2:08-mj-350-pmW

United StateS of ameriCa, 

Plaintiff, 

v. 

paUl alVin SloUGh, niCholaS abram 
Slatten, eVan ShaWn libertY, dUStin 

laUrent heard, and donald WaYne ball, 

Defendants.

december 8, 2008, decided 
december 8, 2008, filed

paUl m. Warner, United States magistrate Judge.

memorAndUm deCiSion And order

before the court are paul alvin Slough, nicholas abram 
Slatten, evan Shawn liberty, dustin laurent heard, and 
donald Wayne ball’s (collectively, “defendants”) (1) motion 
for a probable cause hearing pursuant to the military 
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extraterritorial Jurisdiction act (the “meJa”),1 see 18 
U.S.C. §§ 3261-3267; and (2) motion for a determination 
that no probable cause exists based on a lack of jurisdiction 
and improper venue.2

i.  motion for probable Cause hearing

defendants argue that the court is required to hold 
a probable cause hearing under certain provisions of the 
meJa. in relevant part, the meJa provides:

(a)(1) in the case of any person arrested for or 
charged with a violation of section 3261(a) who is not 
delivered to authorities of a foreign country under 
section 3263, the initial appearance of that person 
under the federal rules of Criminal procedure--

(a) shall be conducted by a federal magistrate 
judge; and

(b) may be carried out by telephony or such 
other means that enables voice communication 
among the participants, including any counsel 
representing the person.

(2) in conducting the initial appearance, the federal 
magistrate judge shall also determine whether there 
is probable cause to believe that an offense under 
section 3261(a) was committed and that the person 
committed it.

1. See docket no. 2.

2. See docket no. 15.
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18 U.S.C. § 3265(a)(1)-(2).

as a preliminary matter, the court notes an inherent 
inconsistency in defendants’ arguments with respect to 
the meJa. on one hand, defendants argue that they are 
not subject to the meJa because they were employed 
pursuant to a contract with the department of State, not 
the department of defense. on the other hand, defendants 
argue that the initial proceedings provision of the meJa, 
see id., must apply in this case. that notwithstanding, the 
court will allow defendants to argue procedural rights 
under the meJa without necessarily waiving any claims 
they may have as to lack of jurisdiction and improper 
venue under the meJa.

turning to the central issue, the court has determined 
that a probable cause hearing is not required in this case 
pursuant to the meJa. as defendants have admitted, the 
procedures for the probable cause determination under 
the meJa must be found in the federal rules of Criminal 
procedure. See id. § 3265(a)(1) (referring explicitly to the 
federal rules of Criminal procedure). pursuant to rule 
5.1, which governs preliminary hearings, “a magistrate 
judge must conduct a preliminary hearing unless . . . 
the defendant is indicted.” fed. r. Crim. p. 5.1(a)(2). in 
cases in which an indictment is returned, no preliminary 
hearing is needed because the grand jury has already 
made the probable cause determination. See fed. r. Crim. 
p. 5.1, 6. in this case, an indictment has been returned 
against defendants by a grand jury in the district of 
Columbia. accordingly, the grand jury has already made 
the probable cause determination in this case, and it would 
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be redundant for this court to revisit the issue of probable 
cause. Furthermore, this court specifically finds it has no 
authority to do so after the grand jury has acted.

assuming for the sake of argument that defendants 
are entitled to a probable cause determination under 
the meJa, it would be just that: a probable cause 
determination. it would not be, as defendants suggest, 
a probable cause hearing. indeed, the meJa does not 
require a probable cause hearing. instead, it requires only 
that the magistrate judge “determine” whether probable 
cause exists. 18 U.S.C. § 3265(a)(2). as previously noted, 
based on its return of the indictment, the grand jury in 
the district of Columbia has already determined that 
probable cause exists in this case. to the extent this court 
is required to make a probable cause determination under 
the meJa, it relies upon and adopts the probable cause 
findings previously made by the grand jury. In fact, this 
court concludes that in cases where an indictment has 
been returned, it is entirely appropriate and correct for a 
magistrate judge to rely upon and adopt the grand jury’s 
probable cause finding as the probable cause determination 
required under the MEJA. The court further finds that 
approach to be consistent with the intent of Congress when 
it enacted the meJa, as well as the correct reading and 
application of the meJa. indeed, a house report on the 
meJa states:

Subsection (a) also requires that, during the 
initial appearance, the federal magistrate 
judge also determine whether there is probable 
cause to believe that an offense under section 
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3261 has been committed and that the defendant 
committed it. this determination will satisfy 
the due process requirements to which the 
defendant is due, as determined by the United 
States Supreme Court in Gerstein v. Pugh 
[, 420 U.S. 103, 95 S. Ct. 854, 43 l. ed. 2d 54 
(1975)]. the committee notes that in cases 
where an indictment has been returned or an 
information filed against the defendant in lieu 
of an indictment, the existence of probable 
cause necessarily is determined by that event 
and, therefore, subsection (a) is satisfied by the 
judge “determining” that probable cause was 
previously established.

h.r. rep. no. 106-778, pt. 1 (2000).

This court also concludes and finds that the procedures 
for initial proceedings set out in section 3265 were not 
designed to supersede the federal rules of Criminal 
procedure, including those governing preliminary 
hearings and the grand jury. See fed. r. Crim. p. 5.1, 6. 
nor were they designed to confer what amount to additional 
rights already provided by those rules, as defendants have 
argued. like any other federal defendants, defendants are 
entitled to one probable cause determination, not two, as 
argued by defendants’ counsel.

further, this court concludes that the probable cause 
determination required under the meJa was designed 
for cases where no indictment had been returned and no 
grand jury had made a probable cause determination. 
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reading section 3265 as a whole, this court concludes that 
the procedures of that section were primarily intended to 
be applied in cases involving defendants who are arrested 
or charged while still outside of the United States, prior 
to any grand jury proceedings. for example, the statute 
specifically references the ability to hold an initial 
appearance by telephone or other means, suggesting 
that its primary applicability would be to defendants not 
within the United States. See 18 U.S.C. § 3265(a)(1)(b). 
the court’s conclusion is consistent with Congressional 
intent, as indicated by a portion of the house report 
previously quoted:

Subsection (a) of section 3265 governs the initial 
appearance before a judge of a person arrested 
for or charged with a violation of section 3261 
and not delivered to foreign authorities for 
prosecution. the initial appearance should be 
conducted in accordance with the federal rules 
of Criminal procedure, except to the extent 
section 3265 provides otherwise. Subsection (a) 
requires a federal magistrate judge to conduct 
the initial appearance, as is the current practice 
in all federal criminal prosecutions, but allows 
the judge to conduct the initial appearance by 
telephone “or such other means that enables 
voice communication among the participants. 
. . .” it is the committee’s intent that, in the 
vast majority of cases, the initial appearance 
of a person arrested or charged under section 
3261 will be conducted by telephone or other 
appropriate means so that the defendant may 
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remain in the country where he or she was 
arrested or was found. the committee points 
out that, in many instances, the defendant’s 
counsel may not be in the same place as the 
defendant but nevertheless must be included 
as a participant in the proceeding. it is the 
committee’s preference that these proceedings 
will be conducted by video teleconference or 
similar means whenever possible, so that all 
participants can hear and see each other.

h.r. rep. no. 106-778, pt. 1 (2000).

in summary, this court concludes that it would be 
redundant to revisit the issue of probable cause. in 
addition, this court finds it has no authority to do so 
after the grand jury has acted. moreover, to the extent 
this court determines that defendants are entitled to a 
probable cause determination under the meJa, this court 
makes that determination by relying upon and adopting 
the probable cause finding previously made by the grand 
jury. for all of these reasons, defendants’ motion for a 
probable cause hearing is denied.

ii.  motion for a determination that no probable Cause 
exists based on lack of Jurisdiction and improper 
Venue

based on the court’s conclusion with respect to 
defendants’ entitlement to a probable cause hearing under 
the meJa, the court will not reach defendants’ underlying 
arguments with respect to jurisdiction and venue. 
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Without commenting on or addressing the merits of those 
arguments, the court finds that they are not appropriate 
for an initial appearance and, instead, are best addressed 
by the district Court in the district of Columbia during 
the normal course of pretrial motion practice. accordingly, 
defendants’ motion for a determination that no probable 
cause exists based on a lack of jurisdiction and improper 
venue is moot based on the court’s denial of defendants’ 
motion for a probable cause hearing, and therefore, it is 
denied WithoUt preJUdiCe. defendants are 
obviously free to renew that motion before the district 
Court in the district of Columbia.

it iS So ordered.

dated this 8th day of december, 2008.

bY the CoUrt:

/s/ paul m. Warner                         
paUl m. Warner 
United States magistrate Judge
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Appendix m — deniAl of pAnel 
reheAring of the United StAteS 

CoUrt of AppeAlS for the diStriCt of 
ColUmbiA CirCUit, filed noVember 6, 2017

United StateS CoUrt of appealS  
for the diStriCt of ColUmbia CirCUit

September term, 2017

1:14-cr-00107-rCl-1

no. 15-3078 

Consolidated with 15-3079, 15-3080, 15-3081 

United StateS of ameriCa,

Appellee,

v.

niCholaS abram Slatten,

Appellant.

filed on: november 6, 2017

before: Garland, Chief Judge; henderson, rogers, 
Tatel, Griffith, Kavanaugh, Srinivasan, Millett, Pillard, 
and Wilkins, Circuit Judges
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order

Upon consideration of the petition of appellee United 
States of america for rehearing en banc, the responses 
thereto, and the absence of a request by any member of 
the court for a vote, it is

ordered that the petition be denied.

Per Curiam

for the CoUrt:
mark J. langer, Clerk

bY:  /s/                                           
Ken R. Meadows
deputy Clerk
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Appendix n — releVAnt StAtUtorY 
proViSionS

Constitution and Statute Governing Venue and Jury trial:

U.S. Const., art. iii, Sec. 2, Cl. 3:

the trial of all Crimes, except in Cases of impeachment; 
shall be by Jury; and such trial shall be held in the State 
where the said Crimes shall have been committed; but 
when not committed within any State, the trial shall be 
at such place or places as the Congress may by law have 
directed.

U.S. Const., amend. V:

no person shall ... be deprived of life, liberty, or property, 
without due process of law ....

U.S. Const., amend. Vi:

in al l  cr iminal prosecutions, the accused shal l 
enjoy the right to a speedy and public trial, by an 
impartial jury of the State and district wherein the 
crime shall have been committed; which district 
shall have been previously ascertained by law .... 
 
18 U.S.C. § 3238.  offenses not committed in any district   
 
   the trial of all offenses begun or committed upon the 
high seas, or elsewhere out of the jurisdiction of any 
particular State or district, shall be in the district in which 
the offender, or any one of two or more joint offenders, 
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is arrested or is first brought; but if such offender or 
offenders are not so arrested or brought into any district, 
an indictment or information may be filed in the district 
of the last known residence of the offender or of any one 
of two or more joint offenders, or if no such residence is 
known the indictment or information may be filed in the 
district of Columbia.  
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military extraterritorial Jurisdiction act: 

18 U.S.C. § 3261.  Criminal offenses committed 
by certain members of the Armed forces and 
by persons employed by or accompanying the 
Armed forces outside the United States

 (a) Whoever engages in conduct outside the 
United States that would constitute an offense 
punishable by imprisonment for more than 1 
year if the conduct had been engaged in within 
the special maritime and territorial jurisdiction 
of the United States—

(1) while employed by or accompanying 
the armed forces outside the 
United States; 

* * *

 shall be punished as provided for that offense.  

****
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18 U.S.C.  § 3267  Definitions

as used in this chapter:

(1) the term “employed by the armed forces outside the 
United States” means—

(a) employed as—

(i)  a civilian employee of—

(i) the department of defense 
(including a nonappropriated 
fund instr umenta l ity of  the 
department); or

(ii) any other federal agency, or 
any provisional authority, to the 
extent such employment relates 
to supporting the mission of the 
department of defense overseas;

(ii) a contractor (including a subcontractor at 
any tier) of—

(i) the department of defense 
(including a nonappropriated 
fund instr umenta l ity of  the 
department); or

(ii) any other federal agency, or 
any provisional authority, to the 
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extent such employment relates 
to supporting the mission of the 
department of defense overseas; 
or

(iii) an employee of a contractor (or subcontractor 
at any tier) of—

(i) the department of defense (including a 
nonappropriated fund instrumentality 
of the department); or

(ii) any other federal agency, or any 
provisional authority, to the extent such 
employment relates to supporting the 
mission of the department of defense 
overseas;

(b)  present or residing outside the United States in 
connection with such employment; and

(C)  not a national of or ordinarily resident in the host 
nation.

(2) the term “accompanying the armed forces outside 
the United States” means—

(a) a dependent of—

(i) a member of the armed forces;

(ii) a civilian employee of the department of 
defense (including a nonappropriated fund 
instrumentality of the department); or
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(iii) a department of defense contractor 
(including a subcontractor at any tier) or 
an employee of a department of defense 
contractor (including a subcontractor at any 
tier);

(b) residing with such member, civilian employee, 
contractor, or contractor employee outside the 
United States; and

(C) not a national of or ordinarily resident in the host 
nation.

(3) the term “armed forces” has the meaning given the 
term “armed forces” in section 101(a)(4) of title 10.

****
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DiPlomatiC seCurity aCt

22 U.S.C.  § 4801.  findings and purposes

(a)  findings

The Congress finds and declares that—

(1)  the United States has a crucial stake in the 
presence of United States Government personnel 
representing United States interests abroad; 

(2)  conditions confronting United States Government 
personnel and missions abroad are fraught with security 
concerns which will continue for the foreseeable future; 
and 

(3)  the resources now available to counter acts 
of terrorism and protect and secure United States 
Government personnel and missions abroad ... are 
inadequate to meet the mounting threat to such personnel 
and facilities.  

(b)  purposes

the purposes of this chapter are—

(1)  to set forth the responsibility of the Secretary of 
State with respect to the security of diplomatic operations 
in the United States and abroad ....

 ****
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22 U.S.C. § 4802. responsibility of Secretary of State

(a) Security functions

(1) the Secretary of State shall develop and implement 
(in consultation with the heads of other federal agencies 
having personnel or missions abroad where appropriate 
and within the scope of the resources made available) 
policies and programs, including funding levels and 
standards, to provide for the security of United States 
Government operations of a diplomatic nature and foreign 
government operations of a diplomatic nature in the 
United States. Such policies and programs shall include— 

(a) protection of all United States Government 
personnel on official duty abroad (other than Voice of 
America correspondents on official assignment and 
those personnel under the command of a United States 
area military commander) and their accompanying 
dependents;

(b) establishment and operation of security 
functions at all United States Government missions 
abroad (other than facilities or installations subject 
to the control of a United States area military 
commander);

 * * * *
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(2) Security responsibilities shall include the following:

(A) Former Office of Security functions 

Functions and responsibilities exercised by the Office 
of Security, department of State, before november 11, 
1985.

(b) Security and protective operations

(i)  establishment and operation of post security and 
protective functions abroad.

* * * *

(v)  Supervision of the United States marine Corps 
security guard program.

* * * *

(viii) protection of the Secretary of State and 
other persons designated by the Secretary of State, as 
authorized by law.

* * * *

(xii) performance of other security, investigative, and 
protective matters as authorized by law.
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Appendix o — JUrY inStrUCtionS of  
the United StAteS diStriCt CoUrt  

for the diStriCt of ColUmbiA,  
filed September 2, 2014

United StateS diStriCt CoUrt  
for the diStriCt of ColUmbia

Criminal no. 08-360 (rCl)

United StateS of ameriCa

v.

paUl a. SloUGh, eVan S. libertY,  
and dUStin l. heard,

Defendants.

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

Criminal no. 14-107 (rCl)

United StateS of ameriCa

v.

niCholaS a. Slatten,

Defendant.
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JUrY inStrUCtionS

* * *

For All Counts: Definition of “Employed by the Armed 
Forces Outside the United States”

For the purposes of this case, the definition of “employed 
by the Armed Forces outside the United States” includes 
not only a direct employee or contractor of the Armed 
forces of the United States, but also a contractor (including 
a subcontractor at any tier) or an employee of a contractor 
(or subcontractor at any tier) of any Federal agency of the 
United States Government to the extent:

(1) such employment relates to supporting the mission 
of the department of defense overseas; and

(2) the contractor, or the employee of the contractor (or 
subcontractor at any tier) is present or residing outside the 
United States in connection with such employment; and

(3) the contractor or the employee of the contractor (or 
subcontractor at any tier) is not a national of or ordinarily 
resident in the host nation, in this case iraq.

thus, when considering whether the defendant was 
“employed by the Armed Forces outside the United 
States,” you do not have to find that the defendant was an 
employee of, or otherwise worked for, the Department of 
Defense or any branch of the U.S. military. Rather, the 
Government may prove that the defendant was “employed 
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by the Armed Forces” by establishing that:

(a) the defendant was employed as a contractor, or an 
employee of a contractor (including a subcontractor at any 
tier) of any federal agency, and

(b) that the defendant’s employment related to 
supporting the mission of the department of defense 
overseas. 

When considering whether a defendant’s employment 
“related to supporting the mission of the Department of 
Defense,” you should consider the following definitions of 
those terms:

(a) The phrase “relates to” means “a connection with” 
or “reference to” or “having some purpose or effect” that 
is not merely the result of accident or coincidence.

(b) The term “supporting” means to promote the 
interests or cause of something or someone; to help, to 
aid, or to assist.

therefore, in the context of this case, the phrase 
“employment related to supporting” would include the 
employment of contractors or subcontractors of any 
federal agency whose employment in the Republic of Iraq 
bears some relationship to supporting the mission of the 
Department of Defense in that country.
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Appendix p — opinion of the United 
StAteS CoUrt of AppeAlS

in the United StAteS diStriCt CoUrt 
for the diStriCt of ColUmbiA

United StateS of ameriCa

Crim. no. 1:08-Cr-360 (rCl)

United StateS of ameriCa

v.

paUl a. SloUGh, eVan S. libertY,   
dUStin l. heard,

Defendants.

 Judge royce C. lamberth

–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––– 

Crim. no. 1:14-Cr-107 (rCl)

United StateS of ameriCa

v.

niCholaS a. Slatten, 

Defendant.

Judge royce C. lamberth
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defendAntS’ CorreCted propoSed  
JUrY inStrUCtionS

***

defense Corrected proposed instruction no. 15. 

“employed by the Armed forces outside the United 
States” --- Definition 

i have instructed you that each charged offense 
requires proof beyond a reasonable doubt that the 
charged conduct was committed while the defendants 
were “employed by ... the armed forces outside the 
United States” as that term is defined by the Military 
extraterritorial Jurisdiction act.  

The statute, 18 U.S.C. § 3267(1), defines the term 
“employed by the armed forces outside the United 
States” in pertinent part as follows:  

the term “employed by the armed forces outside the 
United States” means—

(a) employed as—

(i i )  a  cont ra c t or  ( i nc lud i ng  a 
subcontractor at any tier) of—

(i)  the department of defense 
. . . ; or

(ii) any other federal agency, . . 
. to the extent such employment 
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relates to supporting the mission 
of the department of defense 
overseas . . . . ; 

(b) present or residing outside the United 
States in connection with such employment; and 

(C)not a national of or ordinarily resident in 
the host nation.  

the defendants in this case were independent 
subcontractors employed by the depart ment of State, 
which is a federal agency, to provide personal security 
to State department personnel in the city of baghdad, in 
the republic of iraq.  

in order to sustain its burden to prove the defendants 
were “employed by the armed forces outside the United 
States,” the government must prove beyond a reasonable 
doubt that at the time of the charged conduct:

(a) each defendant’s contract employment for the 
department of State related to supporting the 
mission of the department of defense in iraq;

(b) each defendant was present and residing 
outside the United States in connection with such 
employment; and

(c) each defendant was not a national of, or 
ordinarily resident in, iraq.
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each defendant’s contract employment means 
the work that he was contracted to perform under his 
subcontract with the department of State.  

moreover, under the statute, a contractor for the 
State department is considered “employed by the armed 
forces outside the United States” only “to the extent 
such employment relates to supporting the mission of 
the department of defense overseas.”  and under the 
statute, he may be convicted only for conduct committed 
“while employed by the armed forces outside the United 
States.”  thus, if you find that part of a defendant’s 
contract employment for the department of State related 
to supporting the mission of the department of defense, 
and part of his contract employment did not relate to 
supporting the mission of the department of defense, 
you must consider whether the work the defendant 
was performing at the time of the conduct charged in 
the indictment related to supporting the mission of the 
department of defense in iraq.  for purposes of this 
case, a defendant is “employed by the armed forces of 
the United States” only if the contract employment he was 
performing at the time of the charged conduct related to 
supporting the mission of the department of defense in 
iraq.  

this is a required element of every charge in the 
indictment.  if you have a reasonable doubt as to whether 
any of these requirements is satisfied for any defendant, 
you must find that defendant not guilty.1

1.  18 U.S.C. §§ 3261(a)(1) (punishing certain conduct committed 
“while employed by . . . the armed forces outside the United States”); 
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18 U.S.C. § 3267(1)(A)(ii)(II), (B), (C) (defining “employed by the 
armed forces outside the United States”).  

“to the extent,” in § 3267(1)(a)(ii)(ii), is express language of 
limitation.  See, e.g., John Hancock Mut. Life Ins. Co. v. Harris Trust 
& Sav. Bank, 510 U.S. 86, 105 (1993).  When Congress uses “these 
words of limitation,” id., it expressly provides for something—here, 
criminal punishment of extraterritorial conduct—“to some extent,” but 
not beyond.  Id.; accord id. at 113 n.2, 117-18 (thomas, J., dissenting).  
Significantly, Congress did not state that non-Defense contractors 
are employed by the armed forces “if” their employment “relates to 
supporting” the military, but only “to the extent” that it does—meaning 
that if a contractor’s employment relates to the military at some times 
but not others, or in some capacities but not others, it is within the act’s 
jurisdictional reach only at the times or in the capacities that it relates 
to supporting the military.  See In re Silveira (East Cambridge Sav. 
Bank v. Silveira), 141 f.3d 34, 36 (1st Cir. 1998) (“if Congress intended 
[the statutory provision] to be an ‘all-or-nothing matter, one might 
wonder why the provisions’ drafters chose to use the connective phrase 
‘to the extent that,’ in lieu of the word ‘if’”); accord John Hancock, 510 
U.S. at 117-18 (thomas, J., dissenting).  

Similarly, § 3261(a)(1) punishes only conduct committed “while” 
“employed by the armed forces.”  if a non-defense contractor is 
“employed by the armed forces” only to a limited extent—i.e. for 
some times or activities but not others—only conduct committed 
“while” he is acting in his military-related capacity falls within his 
“employ[ment] by the armed forces.”  Conduct committed beyond 
the “extent” to which his employment relates to supporting the 
military is not conduct committed “while” he is “employed by the 
armed forces,” and so is outside the reach of § 3261(a)(1).  
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defense Corrected proposed instruction no. 16.

Personal Security For State Department Officials Is 
the responsibility of the department of State

the defendants in this case were independent 
subcontractors employed by the department of State to 
provide personal security to State department personnel 
in baghdad, iraq.  by law, the provision of personal 
security to State department personnel overseas is the 
responsibility of the department of State.2  

2.  22 U.S.C. § 4802 (“responsibility of Secretary of State”) 
requires the Secretary of State to “provide for the security of United 
States Government operations of a diplomatic nature,” including 
“protection of all United States Government personnel on official 
duty abroad (other than Voice of America correspondents on official 
assignment and those personnel under the command of a United 
States area military commander),” § 4802(a)(1)(a), and “establishment 
and operation of security functions at all United States Government 
missions abroad (other than facilities or installations subject to the 
control of a United States area military commander),” § 4802(a)(1)
(b).  after the Coalition provisional authority returned sovereign 
control over iraq to the iraqi government on June 28, 2004, the city 
of baghdad, including nisur Square, has not been under the control 
of a United States area military commander, but rather under the 
control of the iraqi government.  

the Secretary of State’s security responsibilities include 
“[e]stablishment  and operation of post security and protective 
functions abroad,” § 4802(a)(2)(b)(i), “[p]rotection of the Secretary 
of State and other persons designated by the Secretary of State, 
as authorized by law,” § 4802(a)(2)(b)(viii), and “[p]erformance of 
other security, investigative, and protective matters as authorized 
by law,” § 4802(a)(2)(b)(xii).  they also include “Supervision of the 
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United States marine Corps security guard program” in U.S. 
embassies.  § 4802(a)(2)(b)(v).   

the State department has been responsible for security 
abroad at least since Congress established the bureau of 
diplomatic Security within the department of State in 1986, see 
omnibus diplomatic Security and antiterrorism act of 1986, pub. 
l. no. 99-399, codified at 22 U.S.C. § 4801 et seq., with the “mission 
of [providing] a safe and secure environment for the conduct of 
U.S. foreign policy.”  U.S. dep’t of State foreign affairs manual 
Volume 12—diplomatic Security at 2 (12 fam 010). 
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defense Corrected proposed instruction no. 16b 

Personal Security For State Department Officials 

The Diplomatic Security Act of 1986, which is codified 
at title 22, Sections 4801 through 4804 of the United 
States Code, provides in relevant part:

Sec. 102. findings and purposes

(b) purposes. the purposes of [this act is]:

(1) to set forth the responsibility of the Secretary of 
State with respect to the security of diplomatic operations 
in the United States and abroad; . . . 

Sec. 103.  responsibility of the Secretary of State.

(a)  Security functions.—the Secretary of State shall 
develop and implement (in consultation with the heads 
of other federal agencies having personnel or missions 
abroad where appropriate . . . ) policies and programs . . . 
to provide for the security of United States Government 
operations of a diplomatic nature . . . .  Such policies and 
programs shall include—

(1)  protection of all United States Government 
personnel on official duty abroad (other than those 
personnel under the command of a United States area 
military commander) and their accompanying dependents;
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(2)  establishment and operation of security functions 
at all United States Government missions abroad (other 
than facilities or installations subject to the control of a 
United States area military commander);

Sec. 105.  responsibilities of the Assistant Secretary 

(a) Within the authority of the Secretary of State, the 
assistant Secretary for diplomatic Security should be 
responsible for the following: 

(2)  Security and protective operations abroad.—

(a)  establishment and operation of post security and 
protective functions abroad.

(e)  Supervision of the United States marine Corps 
security guard program. 
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